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Dedicated to
Andrew (Bimi) 
Woodsome, Jr
Town of Waterboro
MUNICIPAL BUILDING TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Assessor  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 111
Building, Plumbing, Code
Enforcement Officer  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 121
FAX  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-3443
Motor Vehicle Agent  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-6166 Ext . 112
FAX  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-5456
Recreation Director   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-6166 Ext . 125
Rec . Funergy Program  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 109
Selectmen/Town Administrator   .  .  .  . 247-6166 Ext . 101
FAX  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-3013
Email: .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . waterboro@waterboro-me .gov
Web Address  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  www .waterboro-me .gov
Deputy Tax Collector  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 116
Deputy Town Clerk  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 110
Deputy Treasurer  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  247-6166 Ext . 113
Animal Control Officer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 459-0369
Public Works Director  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 727-0108
MUNICIPAL OFFICE BUILDING HOURS
Town Clerk/Tax Collector/Motor Vehicle Agent
Town Clerk/Tax Collector/Motor Vehicle Agent
Wed ., Thurs ., Fri  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 9 am to 5 pm
Tuesday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11 am to 7 pm
Selectmen/Town Administrator
Weds ., Thurs ., Fri   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9 am to 5 pm
Tuesday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11 am to 7 pm
Code Enforcement Office
Weds ., Thurs ., Fri   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9 am to 5 pm
Tuesday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11 am to 7 pm
General Assistance by Appointment
Monday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10 am to 5 pm
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Fire/Ambulance   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 911
Fire Dept . Non-Emergency .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-5299
Fire Dept . Fax   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-6259
State Police   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 911
Sheriff   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 911
Sheriff Non-Emergency   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-4227
POST OFFICES
Waterboro (04087)  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-3691
North Waterboro (04061)   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 793-2358
LIBRARY HOURS
Telephone   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-3363
Mon ., Tue . & Thurs .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  2 pm – 8 pm
Wed . & Sat .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  9 am – 3 pm
Wed . (Story Hour)   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10 am – 11 am
Web Address   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .www .waterborolibrary .org
RSU #57
Supt . Of Schools   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-3221
Elementary School   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-6126
Massabesic High School   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-3141
Massabesic Middle School   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-6121
Transportation Dept .  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 247-6181
Lyman Elementary  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  499-7228 or 324-9646
TRANSFER STATION HOURS
Telephone   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 247-3440
Wednesday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Noon – 7 pm
Friday & Saturday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .9 am – 5 pm
Sunday   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 pm – 5 pm
Time Warner Cable   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-800-750-3125
Applewood Apartments   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-800-339-6516
Ossipee Mountaineers Snowmobile Club  .   .   .   . 247-3130
State and Federal Government
STATE SENATOR
David C . Woodsome
Home Phone and Address:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 432-5643
1156 Sokokis Trail, North Waterboro, ME 04061
Senate Phone and Address   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 287-1505
District 33, 3 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333
E-Mail: david .woodsome@legislature .maine .gov
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Dwayne W . Prescott
Home Phone and Address   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 710-1614
1094 Sokokis Trail, North Waterboro, ME 04061
House Phone and Address   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 287-1400
House of Representatives, 2 State House Station, 
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
E-Mail: Dwayne .Prescott@legislature .maine .gov
U.S. SENATORS
Susan S . Collins  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .202-224-2523
413 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510, 
collins .senate .gov
Angus S . King, Jr .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .202-224-5344
133 Hart Building, Washington, DC 20510
www .king .senate .gov
U.S. REPRESENTATIVES
Chellie Pingree, 1st District   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-888-862-6500
2162 Rayburn House Office, Washington, DC 20515
www .pingree .house .gov
Bruce Poliquin, 2nd District   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .202-225-6306
1208 Longworth House, Washington, DC 20510
www .poliquin .house .gov
ON THE COVER: Brook on Bennett Hill Road taken by Dave Lowe
Contents
The Town of Waterboro
Transfer Station & Recycling 
Facility Announces:
FREE 
CLEAN UP DAY 
Saturday June 2, 2018
9am to 5pm
• For residents only 
• Must have current sticker
 • No commercial haulers 
or businesses
We will ONLY take items 
that are normally allowed:
ELECTRONICS
WHITE GOODS 
FURNITURE • SHINGLES
  SHEETROCK • METAL
BUILDING MATERIALS
 MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS 
 NO HAZARDOUS WASTE 
SUCH AS ASBESTOS, 
GASOLINE, SANDBLAST GRIT 
For more info call 247-3440
132 Bennet Hill Road, East Waterboro
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2 Town of Waterboro • Annual Report 
Andrew (Bimi) Woodsome, Jr, the son of Andrew Woodsome, Sr, and Ellen (Pinkham) Woodsome, was a 
pillar in the Waterboro community   He served in many roles, 
including Selectman, Road Commissioner, and many other 
committees including the Planning Board and Zoning Board 
of Appeals   He was a key figure in changing the assessing 
system from a book to the use of property cards, closing the 
landfill,  and establishing a transfer station   He was very proud 
to be a second generation Selectman, following in his father’s 
footsteps, to have his son, Dwayne be a third generation 
Selectman, as well as brother David, also serving as Selectman, 
and rising to serve as a Maine State Senator 
 He was a little league coach to many local youth, and was 
instrumental in the building of Friendship Park, which consists 
of ballfields/courts, picnic area, playground, and horseshoe 
pits, and is used by residents and visitors daily throughout the 
spring, summer, and fall seasons 
 He was a 50-year member of the Freedom Lodge #42, an 
honorary member of the Waterboro Fire Department, lifetime 
member and supporter of the Ossipee Valley Fair Association, 
and supporter of the Acton Fair Association  He began 
playing horseshoes behind an old blacksmith shop in North 
Waterboro, and was enamored enough with it, to move it to 
the Old Taylor House property for all to enjoy 
 At a young age, hard work and the farm way of life was 
embedded as he helped raise broiler chickens with his parents, 
which began his years of raising and trading animals of all 
sorts, from cows, pigs, goats, donkeys and even emus!  He 
ventured into welding and sheet metal trades, but, couldn’t 
Andrew (Bimi) Woodsome, Jr
D E D I C AT I O N
resist a calling back into farm animals and started Woodsome’s 
Feeds & Needs, where he employed and mentored many area 
youth over the years 
 He was predeceased by his parents and infant daughter 
Debra   He was a loving husband to his wife Gail, his children 
Dwayne, Dana, and Denise, and their families,   which include 
five grandchildren and six great grandchildren, two brothers, 
Alton and David, and their families, several nieces,  nephews, 
cousins, and many friends near and far 
 Hard work and Hard play were always the order of the day 
for Andrew 
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from the Selectmens’ office:
Dear Friends and Neighbors, 
It is my pleasure, on behalf of the Board of Selectmen and Town, to extend our 
heartfelt thanks to our staff, employees, committee members and volunteers 
who continue to serve the community. As in past years, it’s fair to say, that 
without the tireless efforts of this collective group, the municipality would not 
continue to operate on a sound financial and operational basis. 
We continue to work towards implementing the vision of the Comprehensive 
Plan adopted in June of 2015 with still much to do, although significant progress 
is being made by the Planning Board and other committees. This is a journey 
that the Town has embarked on that will impact what our community looks and 
feels like for any years to come.
As many of you know, this past fiscal year brought with it significant change in 
how we will vote on our annual budgets going forward when voters approved 
moving away from the traditional Town Meeting to referendum voting. We held 
our last Town Meeting as the year came to a close which approved our current 
budget. Starting in June of 2018, we will approve the Municipal Budget request 
with referendum voting.
The Board continues to work with the Town Administer to improve municipal 
services, with, as always, an eye towards developing more efficient ways of 
utilizing our limited recourses. With many of the mandates and reduction in 
funding coming down from State Government, this will always be a challenge.
This year, as in the past, will present many new and different hurdles. The 
Board’s priorities continue to be focused on developing solutions that will meet 
and address each challenge as it surfaces. We are committed to increasing the 
transparency of town government and will continue to take steps to improve 
communications with the public, our employees, departments and committee’s 
though-out the future. 
  
Respectfully Submitted,
Dennis Abbott
Dennis Abbott, Chairman
Waterboro Board of Selectmen
      
DENNIS ABBOTT
CHAIR, WATERBORO 
SELECTMEN
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Town Administrator’s report for Fiscal Year 2016-2017
 This fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016 was my 4th year as your Town Administrator. The year 
began with Olde Home Days parade and festivities at Waterboro Middle School because of field 
construction at the High School. Thanks go out to the many volunteers on the revitalized Olde 
Home Days Committee! Throughout the year, Selectmen, Planning Board members and SMPDC 
contract planner Lee Jay Feldman worked on much needed zoning ordinance improvements. Our 
Fire Station space needs efforts continued with several station open houses as we prepared voters 
for the November 2016 ballot question to spend $2 million on a major station renovation that was 
planned to fit our needs for 15-20 years. Voters defeated this proposal. We then went to work scaling 
down the renovation project to $750,000 for immediate needs and this proposal was also defeated at 
the June 2017 election. Our Economic Development Committee continued their interest in website 
improvements by Dave Lowe and began discussions on a Tax Increment Finance District proposal 
for selected East and South Waterboro properties. A TIF District maintains the same tax dollars 
flowing into the Town but sets aside any new commercial growth valuation so our education and 
revenue sharing funds from Augusta do not decrease and our county taxes do not increase because 
of any new commercial growth in the TIF district. 
 Selectmen continued discussions on the ongoing poor attendance at our annual June Saturday 
Town Meetings. Using our charter provisions, we gathered signatures necessary to ask voters if they 
wanted to replace open Town Meeting with a referendum ballot. Voters at the June 2017 election 
clearly approved this change so the June 2017 Saturday Town Meeting was the last open Town 
Meeting Waterboro will have unless voters choose to reverse the process per charter provisions.
 Staff changes included Christina Silberman leaving us for a job closer to home in Cumberland 
Town Hall.  She was replaced by Limerick resident and longtime South Portland City Hall employee 
Sherry Nadeau who wanted to reduce her commute. Voters approved hiring a second deputy resulting 
in the hiring of Kevin Collins. Mike DeAngelis resigned as Parks and Recreation Director and Todd 
Smith was appointed Interim Director. Doug Foglio Sr. resigned as DPW Director to devote more 
time to his family excavation business. He was replaced by David Benton who later applied for and 
was selected to be the new full time DPW Director.
 We replaced a worn out ambulance and unsafe loader backhoe. After growing tired of paying 
$65,000 annually just renting dump trucks and drivers, we bought our own new dump truck! We 
do not intend to plow roads with this truck at this time since we will continue to contract our 
snow plowing services. Our new salt shed was completed in October and is working very nicely. 
Discussions between our Water District and Selectmen continued on where a new water tank and 
well source could be located. We started a transfer station sharing agreement with Hollis allowing 
their residents to pay to use some parts of our transfer station.
 I want to thank the many call firefighters as well as Board and Committee 
volunteers for their time throughout the year. We still need more citizens 
and especially active members of the business community to become more 
involved in running our government. Please call me or stop by Town Hall if 
you have any questions. 
Sincerely,
Gary Lamb
Waterboro Town Administrator GARY LAMBTOWN ADMINISTRATOR
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from the Selectmens’ office:
S TA TE  O F M A IN E  
O F F I C E  O F  T H E  GO V E R N O R  
1  S TATE  H O U S E  S TAT IO N  
AU GU S T A,  M A IN E  
04333-0001 
 
  
PAUL R. LEPAGE  
 
      GOVERNOR                                                                                                                            
 
PHONE: (207) 287-3531 (Voice)                                       888-577-6690 (TTY)                        FAX: (207) 287-1034 
       www.maine.gov 
 
 
Dear Citizens of Waterboro:  
 
For the past seven years as your Governor, my priority has been to make Maine—our people—prosper. 
Helping you keep more money in your wallet by reducing taxes has been part of that mission.  
 
Too many Maine families are facing skyrocketing property taxes that strain household budgets. Our 
elderly on fixed incomes are particularly vulnerable to these increases. School budgets are often blamed 
for annual increases in property taxes. But there’s another reason. A tremendous amount of land and 
property value has been taken off the tax rolls, leaving homeowners to pick up the tab. 
 
As of 2016, towns and cities owned land and buildings valued at nearly $5.5 billion statewide. Large and 
wealthy non-profits, such as hospitals and colleges, often escape paying property taxes on their vast real 
estate holdings—totaling more than $5.1 billion statewide. 
 
In Maine, nearly 2.5 million acres of land have been set aside for conservation by the federal and state 
governments and non-profit organizations, including land trusts. Municipalities are losing out on 
property taxes on an estimated $2 billion in land that has been either removed from the tax rolls or 
prohibited from development—shifting the cost of municipal services to local homeowners through 
higher property taxes. 
 
It’s time to recognize the results of taking property off the tax rolls and identify solutions to reduce the 
burden on our homeowners. My administration’s proposals have been met with staunch resistance. 
 
In 1993, about 35,800 acres of land were documented as land-trust owned. That number has increased 
by an astonishing 1,270 percent. Land trusts now control over 490,000 acres with an estimated value of 
$403 million. We must restore the balance. We will be working this session to ensure all land owners are 
contributing to the local tax base. It’s time for them to pay their fair share. 
 
I encourage you to ask your local officials how much land in your municipality has been taken off the 
tax rolls, as well as how much in tax revenue that land would have been contributing today to offset your 
property taxes.  
 
If ever I can be of assistance to you or if you have any questions or suggestions, I encourage you to 
contact my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at www.maine.gov/governor. 
  
Sincerely, 
 
            
Paul R. LePage  
Governor 
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from the Selectmens’ office:
Dear Friends:
It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate.  I am grateful for the trust the people of our State 
have placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year.
Maine has the oldest average age in the nation.  As Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, my top three 
priorities for the Committee are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our nation’s seniors, increasing 
investments in biomedical research, and improving retirement security.  Following the Committee’s 
investigation into skyrocketing prescription drug costs, I authored bipartisan legislation to foster generic 
competition, which was signed into law. The Aging Committee’s toll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) makes it 
easier for seniors to report suspected fraud and receive assistance.  To support the 40 million family caregivers 
in the United States, I am proud to have authored the RAISE Family Caregivers Act to create a coordinated 
strategy to support family members who make countless personal and financial sacrifices to care for their loved 
ones. 
The opioid crisis touches families and communities across our state.  As a member of the Appropriations 
Committee, I fought for significant increases in funding to support community, law-enforcement, and public 
health efforts. In April, the State of Maine was awarded over $2 million to fight this devastating public health 
crisis.  Additionally, I have authored legislation to support grandparents and other extended family members 
who are raising grandchildren as a result of the nation’s opioid epidemic.
Biomedical research has the potential to improve and save lives, and also supports good jobs at research 
facilities here in Maine. Last year, the Appropriations Committee approved a $2 billion increase for the 
National Institutes of Health for the third consecutive year. This includes an increase of nearly 30 percent for 
research on Alzheimer’s, our nation’s most costly disease.  As founder and co-chair of the Senate Diabetes 
Caucus, I work to raise awareness of the threats posed by diabetes, invest in research, and improve access to 
treatment options. My bill to establish a national commission of health care experts on diabetes care and 
prevention was signed into law in 2017.
We owe our veterans so much. Last year, I worked to secure the authorization of a Community-Based 
Outpatient Clinic in Portland to support the health care of Maine’s veterans in the southern part of our state. I
also worked to secure funding extensions to help veterans throughout rural Maine receive health care within 
their communities. I also worked to secure funding for housing vouchers for veterans to reduce veterans’ 
homelessness.
Maine’s contributions to our national security stretch from Kittery to Limestone.  I successfully advocated for 
critical funding for projects at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for construction of an additional ship that will 
likely be built at Bath Iron Works.  This funding will strengthen our national security and preserve great jobs in 
our state.
As chairman of the Transportation and Housing Appropriations Subcommittee, I worked to increase funding for 
the TIGER program that has provided Maine with more than $122 million for vital transportation projects.  For 
housing, I worked to provide $160 million to help communities protect children from the harmful effects of lead 
poisoning.
Growing our economy remains a top priority.  I supported the comprehensive tax reform bill because it will 
help lower- and middle-income families keep more of their hard-earned money; boost the economy; and 
encourage businesses, both small and large, to grow and create jobs here in Maine and around the country.  This 
legislation contains key provisions I authored that are important to Mainers, including preserving the deduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Friends: 
It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate.  I am grateful for the trust the people of our State have 
placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments.   
Growing our economy by encouraging job creation remains a top priority.  The tax relief bill enacted during this last 
Congress contains provisions I authored to provide small businesses with the certainty that they need to invest, grow, and, 
most important, hire new workers.  The 2017 National Defen e Authorization Act includes a provision the Main  
delegation worked together to champion requiring that military recru ts be p ov ded with athletic footwear made in 
America, as is required for other equipment and uniform items whenever possible.  This is a great victory for our troops 
and for the 900 skilled workers at New Balance factories here in Maine. 
Maine’s contributions to our national security stretch from Kittery to Limestone.  As a senior member of the 
Appropriations Committee, I successfully advocated for critical funding for projects at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
and $1 billion towards the construction of an additional ship that will likely be built at Bath Iron Works.  This funding will 
strengthen the Navy and our national security, and the additional destroyer will help meet the Navy’s goal of a 355-ship 
fleet.   
Maine’s growing population of older individuals creates many challenges.  That’s why, as Chairman of the Senate 
Aging Committee, my top three priorities are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our nation’s seniors, increasing 
investments in biomedical research, and improving retirement security.   
The Aging Committee’s t ll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) makes it e sier f r senior citizens to report suspected 
fraud and receive assistance.  Last May, a call to the hotline helped lead to the arrest of a national crime ring targeting 
seniors, and in June I worked to secure the humanitarian release of a Maine senior who had been imprisoned in Spain after 
being victimized by an international drug smuggling scam.    
The Aging Committee also released an extensive report detailing the findings of our bipartisan investigation into the 
abrupt and dramatic price increases for prescription drugs whose patents expired long ago. 
 I advocated strongly for the $2 billion increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health to advance research 
on such diseases as diabetes and Alzheimer’s.  I also championed and authored portions of the 21st Century Cures Act that 
will further support biomedical innovation and make significant reforms to our mental health system.   
The Senate also took steps in the past year to combat the nation’s heroin and opioid epidemic by passing the 
Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA), which I was proud to cosponsor.   CARA is a monumental step 
forward in our effo t to addres  the devastating addiction crisis affecting countless famil es and communities across the
country and right here in Maine. 
A Maine value that always gui es me is our unsurpassed work ethic.  In December 2016, I cast my 6,236th 
consecutive vote, continuing my r cord of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service began i 1997. 
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Waterboro and Maine in the United States Senate.  If ever I can be of assistance 
to you, please contact my York County state office at 207-283-1101, or visit my website at www.collins.senate.gov.  May 
2017 be a good yea  for you, your family, your community, and our stat . 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Susan M. Collins  
United States Senator 
Dear Friends:
 It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate. I am grateful for the trust the people of our State have 
placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year.
 Maine has the old st average age in the nation. As Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, my top three priorities for 
t e Committee are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our nation’s senior , increasing investments in biomedical 
research, and improving retirement security. Following the Committee’s investigation into skyrocketing prescription drug 
costs, I authored bipartisan legislation to foster generic competition, which was signed into law. The Aging Committee’s 
toll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) makes it easier for seniors to report suspected fraud and receive assistance. To support 
the 40 million family caregivers in the United States, I am proud to have authored the RAISE Family Caregivers Act to 
create a coordinated strategy to support family members who ake countless personal and financial sacrifices to care for 
their loved ones.
 The opioid crisis touches families and communities across our state. As a member of the Appropriations Committee, 
I fought for significant increases in funding to support community, law-enforcement, and public health efforts. In April, 
the State of Maine was awarded over $2 million to fight this devastating public health crisis. Additionally, I have authored 
legislation to support grandparents and other extended family members who are raising grandchildren as a result of the 
nation’s opioid epidemic.
 Biom dical research has the potential to improve and save lives, and also s pports good jobs at r search facilities here 
in Main . Last year, the Appropri tions Committee pprov  a $2 billion increase for the National Institutes of H lth for 
the third consecutive year. This includes an increase of nearly 30 percent for research on Alzheimer’s, our nation’s most 
costly disease. As founder and co-chair of the Senate Diabetes Caucus, I work to raise awareness of the threats posed by 
diabetes, invest in research, and improve access to treatment options. My bill to establish a national commission of health 
care experts on diabe es care and prevention w s si ned into law in 2017.
 We owe our veterans so much. Last year, I w rked to s cure the authorization of a Community-Based Outpatient Clinic 
in Portland to support the health care of Maine’s veterans in the southern part of our state. I also worked to secure funding 
extensions to help veterans throughout rural Maine receive health care within their communities. I also worked to secure 
funding for housing vouchers for veterans to reduce veterans’ homelessness.
 Maine’s contributions to our national security stretch from Kittery to Limestone. I successfully advocated for critical 
funding for projects at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for construction of an additional ship that will likely be built at Bath 
Iron Works. is funding will strength n our national ecurity and preserve great jobs in our state.
 As chairman of the Transportation and Housing Appropriati ns Subcommittee, I worked to increase funding for the 
TIGER program that has provided Maine with more than $122 million for vital transportation projects. For housing, I 
worked to provide $160 million to help communities protect children from the harmful effects of lead poisoning.
 Growing our economy remains a top priority. I supported the comprehensive tax reform bill because it will help lower- 
and middle-income families keep more of their hard-earned money; boost the economy; and encourage businesses, both 
small and large, to grow and creat  jobs re in Maine and round the country. This legislation contains key provisions 
I authored that are important t  Mainers, including preserving t e deduction for state and local taxes, expandi g th  
deduction for medical expenses, and enabling public employees such as firefighters, teachers, and police officers, as well as 
clergy and employees of nonprofits, to make “catch-up” contributions to their retirement accounts. I led the effort to ensure 
that the tax cut will not trigger automatic budget cuts to Medicare or any other programs.
 A Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic. As of December 2017, I have cast more than 
6,500 consecutive votes, continuing my record of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service began in 1997.
 I appreciate the opportunity o serve Waterboro and Maine  the United States Senate. If ever I can be of ce to 
you, please contact my York County office at 207-283-1101 or visit my web ite at ww.collins.senate.gov. May 2018 be a 
good year for you, y ur family, your com unit , and our state.
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Dear Friends, 
ilnitrd ~uitr.s ~cnatc 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 
January 3. 2018 
Representing Maine in the United States Senate is an honor. 
ENERGY AND 
NA TUM.I. flf.SOUM:ES 
INTfLL~NCE 
Al.US AND A.DMlNISTRA TION 
I continue my work on the Senate Armed Services Comminec, each year authorizing the fonding required to 
build our n1ilitary capabilities and ensuring that our service 1nembers are t'l'ained and equipped to defend our 
nation. I \VOS pleased to be part of a bipartis..1n effort to enact a ne\v la'v to sirnplify the. appeals l'evie\v 
process to reduce the backlog our veterans arc facing, as well as a new law that provides critical funding to 
the VA Choice Program, allo,ving veterans in rural Maine to access services closer to home. 
While n1y comrniltee \vork is i1nportant, \vorking to cornbat the opioid epiden1ic is one of n1y top priorities. 
Although Congress has made some important strides, much remains to be done to provide additional funding 
for prevention, treatment and enforcemenl. I am \YOrking \Yith colleagues on both sides of the aisle to 
pressure the Drug Enforcement Administration to reduce the amount of opioids produced and to thwart the 
now of fcntanyl and other deadly drugs into our country. 
I am very optimistic about the integrated, multiagency effort I led with Senator Collins to foster innovation 
and co1n1ncrcialization in Maine's forest eeooo1ny. Tilrough the Econornic Development Assessment Team 
(EDAT) we arc already experiencing increased federal investments that will strengthen our existing forest 
products industry and help support job creation in rural communities. Initiatives like Cross Laminated 
Timber, Combined Heat and Power, nanocellulose, 3D printing with biobascd materials and other biobascd 
products \\1ill n1can that Maine's \vood~basket \viii c:o1Hioue to be a 1najor jobs and economic contributor for 
our future. 
Finally, the coming year will continue the work of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence in the 
ongoing investigation of Russian interference in the 2016 election. Our Com mince has held seven public 
hearings and numerous classified sessions, reviewed tens of thousands of pages of documents and conducted 
hundreds of interviews. I remain focused on the security of our elections and commincd to developing 
strategies to prevent interference by foreign gove.mments in our democracy. 
May 2018 be a good year for you, your family, your community and our great State. 
MK.UST/I. 
· ~Otft.>t,$ufetrl 
1wg-, ME 04330 
(207) 622-tn2 
.... ..,. 
202 H1rlow Su... Sutw 2'03!IO 
Blf190'. Mil 04401 
1101)94~ 
PAESOUE 1$1.IE 
1ee~vStr..c.8u1MA 
Pr~ I*'*- ME 047" 
U071~124 
.. __ ..... ,...,.....,,.. 
~ .. ..._.. ..... 
$CAA"°"""'"' 383 USRoulo 1. Su,.. 1C 
Sctfborovcih. f.IE 04074 
U071.,..1M8 
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W A$HINGTON, CC 20515 
PHONC: 202•225· 6116 
F.-..x: 202· 225·!51590 
WWW,PINGREE.HOuSc.oov 
Dear Friend, 
CHELLI E P I NGREE 
CO N GRESS Of" TH E U N I T ED STATES 
I'' D I S TRICT, MAI N E 
CowMtTIC:' O N A PPROPRIATIONS 
~1c:1.1 .. Tu•U, Ru",... Ocvco.O~MIH1, ...... o 
R'cv-1coAoc:,.C:tC• 
h01C<1t10fll, t .. voi.o•o•c•n, ,.,.o Rc ..... u:o 
Aoc..-c:•c• 
I hope this letter finds you well. It's a privilege to share an update on my work to represent you and your 
family in Washington and in Maine. 
Even though Washington is so bitterly divided these days, I've continued to look for bipartisan 
opportunities to address issues important to our state. Nearly all the bills I've introduced this Congress 
have Republican cosponsors. 
One piece of legislation would help protect our state's economy by Investing in working waterfronts. 
Another would allow Mainers to import less expensive prescriptions from Canada. And several bills 
would help our farmers capitalize on the fastest growing areas of agriculture-local and organic sales-
by investing in research, increasing consumer access to healthy food, and improving farmer programs. 
I'm happy to report bipartisan victories for our veterans as well. After working for years with Maine's 
Congressional Delegation, we were finally able to push a much-needed expansion of the Portland VA 
Community Based Outpatient Clinic through Congress. Legislation I introduced to help veterans who find 
themselves in debt to the Department of Veterans Affairs unanimously passed the House of 
Representatives. And full GI Bill benefits were extended to a group of veterans who had been denied 
them previously-an issue I've introduced legislation to address. 
While I strive to find common ground with my colleagues on everything from rural broadband access to 
economic development, there are many areas where I will not compromise. I have serious concerns about 
direction the Trump Administration and its allies in Congress are taking our country. In so many ways, 
they have abandoned America's leadership in the world, made our country less safe, and are jeopardizing 
our future. They've weakened our health care system, rigged the tax code against working families, and 
endangered the environment. With one hand, they are taking away resources our families and 
communities need. With the other, they are offering generous giveaways to giant corporations and the 
wealthiest Americans. 
Over the last year, I've received an unprecedented amount of feedback on these Issues from my 
constituents. With their concerns and interests in mind, I have fought hard against these policies. I will 
continue using my role in Congress and the Appropriations Committee to hold the Administration and the 
President accountable. 
Please keep in touch with your views or ifthere is anything I might be able to help you with. My office 
assists hundreds of constituents every year who have issues with federal programs or agencies. It's an 
honor to serve you. 
2 Po11tT1.A.NO F 1SH P1ER. Su1T£ 304 
PORTLANO, ME 04101 
PHON£: 20? · ??4·5019 
FAX: 207-871·0720 
Take care, 
~(2 __ 
Chellie Pingree 
Member of Congress 
I Sit.VER STf~EET 
WATCAV1LLC. ME 04902 
PHONE: 20?·8?3·5?13 
F'A>C 207·873-5717 
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Fax: (207) 287-1527 *  TTY (207) 287-1583  *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900  *  Web Site: legislature.maine.gov/senate 
 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors, 
  
Let me begin by thanking you for allowing me the honor of serving you in the Maine Senate. I 
am humbled that you have put your trust in me for a second term and can assure you I will 
continue to work tirelessly on your behalf. This is a brief recap of the 127th Legislature, as well 
as my hopes for the upcoming 128th Legislature, which convened in December. 
  
Last year we continued the work of reforming our state’s welfare system and achieved the long 
sought-after goal of banning the purchase of alcohol, tobacco and lottery tickets with welfare 
benefits. While there is more work to be done, I believe these efforts will help to deter such 
abuse of the system and help ensure that benefits are going to those who truly need them.  
  
The Legislature also worked in a bipartisan fashion to begin addressing the drug crisis affecting 
our state. We approved putting 10 new drug enforcement agents on the street, as well as provided 
funding for treatment programs and drug use prevention efforts. I believe such a comprehensive 
approach is essential and I look forward to continuing to address this problem facing our state. 
We must also continue to fight the drug epidemic threatening our state and hurting our families. 
  
In the upcoming session, it is clear that we must continue to do all we can to attract more jobs to 
Maine. To that end, I will work to advocate for proposals which will expand economic 
opportunity for all Mainers. It is my hope the Legislature can once again work together to find 
solutions to these widespread problems. 
  
You have my humble and sincere thanks for allowing me to represent you in Augusta. Please 
feel free to contact me at 287-1505 or dcwoodsome@gmail.com if you have comments, 
questions or if you would like assistance in navigating our state’s bureaucracy.  
  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Dave Woodsome 
State Senator, District 33 
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Dear Friends and Neighbors: 
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to represent you in the Maine Senate. It has been an honor to 
work on your behalf to make our state an even better place to live, work and conduct business.
On August 2, Maine lawmakers finally adjourned for the year, after what proved to be the longest session in 
recent memory due to a brief government shut down over budgetary disagreements. While no state budget is 
eve  perfect, the end product was a state budget that makes a record investment in our students, supports our 
communities and will tremendously benefit small businesses and our economy.
Per aps th  most significant ac ion the Legislature took last year, s part of the biennial budg t, was the 
removal of t e burdensome, job-killing surtax that was alr ady hurting small businesses, doctors and other 
professionals tha  we so critically need. In Nov mber 2016, voters sent a clear message that education 
funding was to be a priority of the 128th Legislature, and we heard that message loud and clear. However, 
the funding mech nism which was included in the measure – the surtax – presented a serious threat to the 
state’s economy. This new tax gave Maine the ominous distinctio  of being the highest-taxed state n the 
country and primarily impacted mall busines s, which are the backbone of our economy, taxing them at a 
rate th t is higher th n larger c rporations are subject to pay. I am proud to say that after much h rd work and 
negotiating and thanks to ur rebounding economy, we wer  able to support our local schools at a l vel we 
have never been able to before – without any additional taxation.
The Homestead Exemption, which provides much-neede  property tax relief for homeowners, was also 
pr served in the budge  with an inc eas d exemp ion of $20,000.
The Legislature al o passed a measure to ake Maine compliant ith the REAL ID Act. A  a result of this 
important new law, the federal government has granted Maine a waiver, meani g that Maine citizens can 
continue to use their driver’s licenses to board commercial airplanes and access certain federal buildings.
While we accomplished much, there is still a lot of work ahead of us next session. Again, thank you for 
putting your trust in me to represent you in Augusta. Please feel free to contact me if you need help in 
navigating the state bureaucracy. I can be reached at home at 432-5643, in Augusta at 287-1505 or by 
email at dcwoodsome@gmail.com. Thank you for allowing me to be your senator. 
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I would like to offer my thanks to our residents, local businesses, and associations for keeping in touch with me during the course of the First Regular Session of the 128th Legislature. The invaluable information I received from our people helped make this past legislative session extremely produc-tive. Here is a list of just a few of the many things we have accomplished throughout the course of 
my time in office:  - The State Biennial Budget was balanced without increasing taxes, and allocates $10 million for Maine’s Community College System Strategic Workforce Initiative. - The Homestead Exemption, which was $15,000 in 2017, will be $20,000 in April of 2018. - An additional $14.25 million was authorized to support direct service providers who work at nurs-ing facilities, home health agencies, and assisted living resi-dencies in Maine. - Firefighters were given non-toxic upholstery. - Veterans were given tax-free pensions. - The inheritance tax was eliminated. - We implemented a new law where health insurers must 
compensate customers who find a better deal on many common medical services. - Telemedicine was improved to allow your doctor to con-sult with a specialist by internet, and will be covered by insurance. - Well drilling companies avoided additional expenditures that mandated they be responsible for the water quality. - Pharmacies now have a strong mediation process for the reimbursement of products sold as the pricing changed. - Optometrists can now get higher quality glasses on a much shorter timeline, and they are Maine produced. - Doctors are now allowed to go directly to the drug they want without government interference. - Small pet stores avoided the crushing weight of big gov-ernment taking control of the sale of animals. - Liquor stores maintained their long-standing accounts.  These accomplishments would not have been possible without our people.  The information you provided in real time by email, text, and phone helped us become more informed of what’s behind the title, media spin and political rhetoric. This job is truly a community effort and we succeeded. Please keep in touch as we go forward into the Second Regular Session of the 128th Legislature!  
Dwayne: (207) 710-1614 Dwayne.Prescott@legislature.maine.gov. 
District 17      Waterboro and Lyman 
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      1094 Sokokis Trail 
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Town	  of	  Waterboro	  
24	  Tow house	  Road	  
East	  Waterboro,	  ME	  04030	  
	  
	  
Dear	  Friends	  and	  Neighbors,	  
	  
It	   is	   an	   honor	   to	   serve	   you	   as	   your	   State	   Representative	   for	   House	   District	   17.	   After	   a	  
challenging	   first	   session	   in	   2015,	   I	   look	   forward	   to	  working	   through	   the	   second	   session	  
energized	  by	  what	   e	  were	  a le	  to	  accomplish	  last	  year.	  It	  is	  my	  privilege	  to	  be	  your	  voice	  
at	  the	  Capitol	  and	  I	  can	  assure	  you	  I	  will	  continue	  to	  work	  carefully	  and	  diligently	  on	  your	  
behalf.	  
	  
I	   continue	   to	   serve	   on	   the	   Insurance	   and	   Financial	   Services	   committee	   which	   covers	   a	  
variety	  of	   issues	   including	  banking	   and	   financial	   institutions,	   consumer	   credit,	  Bureau	  of	  
Consumer	  Protection,	  mortgage	  lending,	  Bureau	  of	  Insurances,	  health	  insurance	  and	  health	  
care	  reform	  amongst	  many	  other	  topics.	  This	  committee	  appointment	  has	  been	  an	  ideal	  fit	  
for	  our	  district	  bec use	  many	  of	  the	  issues	  impact	  citizens	  who	  live	  here.	  
	  
To	  do	  my	  job	  well,	  I	  will	  continue	  to	  send	  legislative	  updates	  e-­‐mailed	  weekly	  throughout	  
the	  year	   to	  all	  who	  would	   like	   to	   stay	   informed	  as	   to	   current	   state	  news.	   	   If	   you	  wish	   to	  
receive	   these	   updates,	   please	   contact	   me	   at	   710-­‐1614	   or	   email	   at	  
Dwayne.Prescott@legislature.maine.gov	   to	   keep	   me	   updated	   on	   those	   concerns.	   If	   you	  
would	  like	  to	  be	  added	  to	  my	  email	  update	  list,	  you	  can	  do	  so	  by	  emailing	  me	  directly	  with	  
your	  request.	  
	  
Again,	  thank	  you	  for	  giving	  me	  the	  honor	  of	  serving	  you	  in	  Augusta!	  
	   	   	   	   	  
Sincerely,	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
Dwayne	  Prescott	   	  
State	  Representative	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York County 
149 Jordan Springs Road 
Alfred, Maine  04002 
(207) 459-2312 
Commissioner Michael J.Cote 
mjcote@yorkcountymaine.gov
v 	  
Dear	  Fellow	  Citizens,	  
Thank	  you	  for	  re-­‐electing	  me	  to	  another	  term	  as	  your	  commissioner.	  
Thanks	  to	  sound	  management,	  the	  county	  continues	  to	  provide	  excellent	  services	  to	  the	  cities,	  
towns	  and	  citizens	  of	  York	  County	  while	  keeping	  the	  increase	  in	  the	  tax	  assessment	  to	  the	  cities	  
and	  towns	  below	  two	  percent.	  This	  is	  a	  notable	  achievement	  considering	  the	  renewed	  rise	  in	  
inflation	  and	  increasing	  health	  care	  costs.	  I	  applaud	  the	  success	  of	  all	  involved.	  
The	  Board	  of	  Commissoners	  continues	  to	  support	  the	  Sheriff’s	  contract	  deputy	  program.	  The	  
Sheriff’s	  Department	  patrols	  nine	  out	  of	  twenty-­‐nine	  municipalities	  in	  the	  county.	  This	  rural	  
patrol	  provides	  the	  level	  of	  protection	  required	  by	  state	  statute.	  When	  a	  town	  decides	  that	  a	  
higher	  level	  of	  protection	  is	  needed,	  its	  citizens	  can	  vote	  to	  contract	  a	  deputy	  from	  the	  Sheriff’s	  
department	  at	  a	  fraction	  of	  the	  cost	  of	  funding	  a	  police	  department.	  Despite	  pressure	  to	  the	  
contrary,	  I	  believe	  that	  the	  actual	  cost,	  including	  the	  cost	  of	  the	  vehicle,	  be	  charged	  to	  the	  
towns.	  
The	  County	  experienced	  many	  successes	  over	  the	  past	  year	  most	  notably:	  
• The	  establishment	  of	  a	  County	  Animal	  Response	  Team	  which	  brought	  in	  a	  new	  wave	  of	  
volunteers	  to	  EMA	  and	  Community	  1st	  responders.	  	  The	  York	  County	  team	  is	  now	  the	  
strongest	  team	  in	  Maine.	  
• The	  Establishment	  of	  a	  ‘first	  in	  the	  nation’	  Family	  Emergency	  Preparedness	  course	  in	  
Conjunction	  with	  the	  Biddeford	  and	  North	  Berwick	  school	  Districts,	  whereby	  the	  
students	  received	  lessons	  over	  a	  6	  week	  period	  which	  were	  taught	  by	  High	  School	  
students	  who	  received	  community	  service	  credits	  for	  teaching	  the	  younger	  students.	  	  
• The	  Acquisition	  of	  a	  UAV	  (Drone)	  for	  use	  by	  our	  Emergency	  Management	  Agency	  along	  
with	  a	  newly	  formed	  team	  of	  pilots	  and	  camera	  operators	  have	  been	  put	  in	  place	  for	  
search	  and	  rescue	  missions.	  
• Upgrading	  the	  County’s	  emergency	  response	  network	  to	  RAVE.	  	  RAVE	  replaces	  Code	  Red	  
and	  has	  the	  capability	  to	  be	  deployed	  to	  the	  local	  level.	  	  This	  will	  increase	  the	  public’s	  
alertness	  and	  response	  during	  times	  of	  emergency.	  
	  
	  
	  
Report of York County accomplishments from Commissioner 
Michael J. Cote, District 4 (Alfred, Sanford, Shapleigh, Lyman and Waterboro)
Fellow Citizens,
Thanks to sound management, the county continues to provide excellent services to the cities, towns and citizens of York 
County while keeping the increase in the tax assessment to the cities and towns below two percent. This is a notable 
achievement considering the renewed rise in inflation and increasing health care costs. I applaud the success of all 
involved.
The Board of Commissioners continues to support the Sheriff’s contract deputy program. The Sheriff’s Department 
patrols nine out of twenty-nine municipalities in the county. This rural patr l pr vides the level o  pro ection required by 
state statute. When a town decides tha   higher level of protection is needed, its ci iz s can vote to con ract a deputy 
from the Sheriff’s department a   fraction of the cost of funding a police department. Per Maine State Law the County 
must recoup the full cost of he program from the municipalities.
The County experienced many successes over the past year most notably:
 •  The County Animal Response Team is entering its third successful year with a strong volunteer base of thirty 
people. The York County team is the largest and most active team in the State.
 •  The continuation of a ‘first in the nation’ Family Emergency Preparedness course in Conjunction with the 
Biddeford and North Berwick school districts.  This initiative is based around training high school students the 
disaster preparedness curriculum and they in turn teach a multi week program to younger fourth/fifth grade students 
on family emergency preparedness.
 •  The County UAV (Drone) program continues to be successful with six deployments around the County and State 
aiding first responders for mill fires and search and rescue operations.
 •  York County continues its work with RAVE emergency alert system.  This system can be used county wide or 
individually by the towns to alert their citizens to any number of issues.  We encourage all citizens to sign up for 
this valuable program by going to our website at www.yorkcountymaine.gov.  You will see the RAVE ALERT sign 
up icon.
 •  The County is committed to recognizing community servi e and held the sec nd Spirit of America awards 
ceremony in November where we recognized nine citizens and on  group for their commitment to their 
communities and volunteerism.  If you would like to ominate someone or a group of volunteers in your 
community, please contact Bruce Flaherty at bwflah@gmail.com.
 •  The opening of the Food Pantry in conjunction with York County Shelter Programs, Inc. at the County’s former 
warehouse.  This organization will provide vital services to those who suffer from food insecurity.  The County is 
proud to be a partner in this endeavor.
 •  Layman Way Recovery Center is on track.  We reported to you last year that we were exploring the possibility of 
opening a recovery center aimed at treating the many addictions that people suffer from.  Planning is going well 
and with the help of the budget committee, we anticipate an opening of April 1st.
 •  In conjunction with the Sexual Assault Response Services of Southern Maine (SARSSM), York County opened the 
Child Advocacy Center of York County.  This is a vitally important service to children who have suffered sexual 
abuse and trauma.  This agency is housed in the basement of the courthouse.
I look forward to continue my work for you in the coming year.  If you have any questions about County Government 
give me a call.
 
Sincerely,
Mike Cote             Home-793-2497 • Cell-432-1448 • E-mail- mjcote@yorkcountymaine.gov
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January	2018	
	
	
To:								Waterboro	Selectmen	
From:	 Larry	Malone,	Supt.	of	Schools	
	
	
I	am	pleased	to	report	to	your	community	the	state	of	our	schools.	The	information	provided	will	be	
for	 the	 current	 2017-2018	 school	 year	 and	 is	 inclusive	 of	 all	 schools	 and	 will	 include	 specific	
information	pertaining	to	your	community.			
	
Curriculum	and	Instruction:	The	primary	purpose	of	any	school	district	is	educating	all	students	
to	be	ready	for	a	future	of	living	productively	in	a	democratic	society.	Students	must	be	able	to	
examine	and	apply	their	learning	in	various	learning	situations;	many	of	those	situations	will	be	
novel	and	will	require	them	to	apply	critical	thinking,	reasoned	decision-making,	and	collaborative	
communication	skills	in	order	to	be	successful.		
	
We	are	committed	to	providing	more	learning	experiences	that	are	authentic	in	nature,	allowing	
students	to	connect	with	their	interests	and	to	help	them	discover	new	interests	and	talents	that	
will	guide	them	into	new	opportunities.	This	commitment	to	educating	requires	us	to	think	about	
the	delivery	of	those	experiences	and	obligates	us	to	guide	learning	through	an	alternative	means	of	
assessment.	Areas	that	have	been	a	recent	focus	of	the	district	include;	assessment,	literacy,	and	
Maine’s	Guiding	Principles.	
	
The	District	will	continue	it’s	commitment	of	improving	communicating	students’	learning	progress	
in	a	manner	that	is	informative	and	easily	understood,	as	well	as	in	a	way	that	helps	all	
stakeholders	know	what	the	next	steps	in	the	learning	process	should	be.		We	are	currently	
transitioning	to	a	new	management	system	that	will	be	fully	available	to	all	levels	in	the	Fall	of	
2018.	We	are	hopeful	that	this	change	will	address	the	needs	expressed	to	us	by	our	constituents.	
	
Finance	 and	 Budget:	 	 The	 Board	 begins	 their	 budget	 development	 for	 the	 FY19	 school	 year	 in	
January.	The	budget	is	annually	developed	based	on	district	goals,	needs	as	expressed	by	state	and	
federal	 requirements,	 staff	 assessment	 of	 necessities	 to	 implement	 the	 desired	 outcomes,	 facility	
plans,	and	consideration	to	local	conditions.		It	is	important	to	convey	that	the	State	has	made	some	
significant	changes	to	the	existing	funding	formula,	and	the	impact	to	the	District	is	unknown	at	this	
time..	The	Finance	Committee	will	meet	weekly	over	the	next	few	months	to	prepare	a	budget	for	
Board	 consideration.	 Historical	 budgets	 adopted	 by	 the	 Board	 and	 approved	 by	 the	 RSU	 #57	
community	has	consistently	proven	reliable	and	on	target.	
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Facility	and	Maintenance:		The	Board	and	Finance	Committee	continue	to	review	and	update	their	
annual	and	five	year	maintenance	plans	to	ensure	that	the	District’s	aging	buildings	are	both	
properly	and	proactively	maintained.	Our	staff	makes	sure	we	utilize	our	maintenance	budget	as	
efficiently	as	possible	and	keep	unexpected	repair	costs	to	a	minimum.		The	District	continues	to	
ensure	that	the	buildings	are	well	maintained	through	a	structured	approach	to	upgrades	on	
roofing,	leach	fields,	air	and	water	quality,	heating	and	ventilation	systems	and	windows.		In	
addition,	the	Finance	Committee	has	developed	a	strategic	plan	to	address	improvements	to	the	
District’s	athletic	facilities,	roadways	and	parking	lots.		The	vast	majority	of	these	projects	are	
performed	through	the	annual	school	budget	and	the	capital	reserve	fund.		It	is	through	this	very	
strategic	approach	that	the	District	has	been	able	to	control	repair	and	replacement	costs	and	be	as	
efficient	as	possible	in	using	your	local	tax	dollars.	
	
Enrollment:	 The	 total	 enrollment	 for	 RSU	 #57	 was	 3,037	 students	 in	 grades	 Pre-kindergarten	
through	 12	 based	 on	 the	October	 1	 count.	 	 A	 total	 of	1168	 students	 from	Waterboro	 represent	
38.5%	of	the	total	district	enrollment:	
	
Alfred	Elementary	School	(K-5)	 	 		19	
LINE	Elementary	School	(PK-5)	 	 		18	
Lyman	Elementary	School	(K-5)	 	 					7	
Shapleigh	Memorial	School	(PK-5)	 	 					4	
Waterboro	Elementary	School	(K-5)	 						 489	
	
Massabesic	Middle	School	(6-8)	 	 280	
Massabesic	High	School	(9-12)	 	 351	
	
	
The	 total	 General	 Fund	Budget	 for	 the	 2017-2018	 school	 year	 for	RSU	#57	 is	$40,415,936.	 The	
Town	of	Waterboro’s	local	portion	of	this	budget	is	$8,312,212,	which	equals	33.98%	of	the	total	
local	 tax	assessment	and	represents	an	 increase	 in	Waterboro’s	 local	 tax	of	$327,094	or	4.10%	
over	 the	 2016-2017	 assessment.	 	 The	 district	 per	 pupil	 expenditure	 continues	 to	 be	 one	 of	 the	
lowest	in	the	state,	while	the	instructional	programs	and	services	continue	to	meet	the	needs	of	the	
students.	
	
Educating	our	children	is	a	cooperative	effort	between	school	and	community.	 	We	welcome	your	
participation	in	this	process.		School	Board	meetings	are	held	on	the	second	and	fourth	Wednesday	
of	 the	 month	 at	 7:00	 p.m.	 and	 a	 schedule	 of	 meetings	 can	 be	 found	 on	 our	 website	 or	 you	 can	
contact	 RSU	#57’s	 Central	 Office	 and	we	 can	 provide	 this	 information.	 	 Additionally,	 the	District	
Budget	Meeting	will	be	held	on	Tuesday,	May	15,	2018	at	the	Massabesic	Middle	School	at	7:00	p.m.	
in	the	cafeteria.		We	hope	you	can	attend.	
	
In	closing,	I	would	like	to	thank	the	communities	of	RSU	#57	for	the	support	provided,	enabling	us	
to	provide	quality	experiences	aligned	to	our	educational	purpose.	
	
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
	
Larry	Malone	
RSU	#57	Superintendent	of	Schools 
 
Larry Malone
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T'bomas M. Baran 
Chief DeP'''Y 
Michael B. Vl1lello 
Jail Administrator 
Paul G. Milchell 
Major 
Timothy Kortts 
Captaln 
Dan1el Bean 
Captain 
Michael GrO\'O 
Cir•il {);\;sion S"pen·isor 
Administration 
Police & Ch•il Division 
Donna Ring 
Adminislrali,•e Assis/ant 
I Layman v..ray 
Alfred. ~1aine 
04002 
207-324-1 113 
Fax: 324-3496 
Corrtcliuus Division 
Kelly Burnham 
Adminis1rative &cre1ary 
207-324-9001 
Booking Fo..: 459-2583 
York County Sheriff's Office 
Sheriff William L. King Jr. 
Sheriff William L. King Jr. 
April 6, 2018 
Dear Neighbors, 
It is an honor serving as your sheriff. As you may know, the Sheriffs Office oversees the 
county jail, ensures all civil services are completed throughout the county and provides 
policing services to towns without its own police department. Waterboro is the largest 
community we serve, and the community members of Waterboro have taken the pro-active 
step to contract with the county for two full time deputies to patrol Waterboro. 
Having Deputies Duane Fay and Kevin Collins dedicate their patrol efforts in Waterboro 
ensures that the residents have a consistent law enforcement presence and those two 
deputies come to know the activities in the town. Both deputies are invested in the town 
and work with community members and businesses to co-produce a better quality of life for 
all Waterboro inhabitants. 
Waterboro is a safe community, when not responding to calls for service, our deputies 
perform proactive functions designed to discourage criminal activity. This past year, almost 
1900 vehicles were stopped for traffic violations, 2000 buildings checks were completed, 
and the deputies conducted follow up investigations over 250 t imes. 
Waterboro is a gro\ving community, central to many other smaller towns. Summer visitors 
flock to Waterboro in pursuit of recreational activities. Some decide to make Waterboro 
their home which contributes to the growth of the town. Massabesic High School, locat ed 
within Waterboro, is one of the largest high schools in the county with approximately 950 
full time students. The Middle School, also in Waterboro, is not far behind with almost 700 
students. Waterboro has a lot to offer its community members and the York County 
Sheriffs Office is proud to be a partner in the growth of the town and ensuring Waterboro 
residents continue to enjoy an exceptional quality of life. Thank you for allowing us to be 
your partner in your growth and prosperity. 
Respectfully, 
2~ 
Sheriff 
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The Town of Waterboro needs involved citizens for the following boards and committees:
       Assessing Board of Review  Old Home Days Committee
       Budget Committee  Parks & Recreation Committee
       Cable Television Committee  *Planning Board
       Cemetery Committee  Public Safety Committee 
       Community Garden Committee  Road Review Committee
       Conservation Commission  Saco River Corridor Commission
       Economic Development Committee  Transfer Station/Recycling Committee
       Fair Hearing Committee  *Zoning Board of Appeals
       Library Board of Trustees
       *Planning Board and Zoning Board of Appeals Applicants - please attach a resume
Name:________________________________________________  Date:_________________________
Home Address:_______________________________________________________________________
Town:______________________________________________________ Zip Code:________________ 
Mailing Address (if different than home address):__________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone:__________________________________ E-mail:__________________________________
Board(s) Committee(s) of interest:_______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Availability – Day(s) of week:___________________________________________________________
Education (High School/College/Training):________________________________________________
Work Experience:______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Are you currently or have you previously served on a board/committee?      YES         NO
    Current board(s)/committee(s):_______________________________________________________ 
    Previous board(s)/committee(s):______________________________________________________
Please list your primary interests:_______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Reason for wanting to serve:___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Please return by MAIL to: 24 Townhouse Rd., East Waterboro, ME 04030
FAX to 247-3013 or EMAIL to waterboro@waterboro-me.gov
GET INVOLVED WITH YOUR COMMUNITY!
APPLICATION FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
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VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE
  Total Taxable Valuation of Real Estate                                               $703,517,400 00
  Total Taxable Valuation of  Machinery/Equipment, Furniture/Fixtures, Misc 
  (Used in Business only)                                                                 $8,869,700 00
  TOTAL TAXABLE VALUATION OF ALL REAL & PERSONAL PROPERTY           $712,378,100 00    
ASSESSMENTS
  FY 2017 County Assessment                                                             $425,000 00
  Municipal Assessment                                                                 $5,347,443 00
  RSU 57 Assessment                                                                   $8,047,207 00
  FY 2017 Total Property Tax Levy, Including Overlay,
  (Net of other revenues)                                                                $10,856,779 40
  FY 2017 Property Tax Rate Per $1,000 00                                                     $15 24
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT
  Total number of homestead exemptions granted                                                1,598
  Total Exempt Values for all homestead exemptions                                  $23,960,000 00
  Total assessed value of all homestead properties                                   $304,231,900 00
MISCELLANEOUS TAX INFORMATION
  Total value of exempt properties for 2017                                            $42,282,900 00
  Total number of land parcels                                                                     4,596
  Total land acreage                                                                              28,691
  Last town-wide revaluation                                                                04/01/2007
  2017 Certified Ratio relative to market value                                                    100% 
2017 Town of Waterboro 
Municipal Valuation Report
(Figures pursuant to FY 2017 Municipal Valuation Return )
Tax Assessors’ Report
SHIRLEY BARTLETT
TAX ASSESSOR
Property in Maine is assessed according to rules embedded 
in the State Constitution, Maine Statutes (mostly Title 36), 
and case law  Thus the Assessor acts as an agent of the 
State, although employed by the Town 
   These rules direct the Assessor to approximate the 
market value of taxable property within the town, using a 
similar system for each property class. The market tends 
to oscillate over time, but as long as properties are valued 
proportionately, then the system is considered fair  Annually 
the state’s Property Tax Division audits the work of the 
Assessor to ensure compliance with legal practices 
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FY 2017 TOWN OF WATERBORO 
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
By the authority of  M.S.R.A. Title 36, Section 706 and the Assessors of the Town  
of Waterboro hereby give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said Town, on the  
1st day of April for the purpose of receiving lists of all real and personal property not  
exempt that they owned or purchased, including any land division, deed transfers or 
agreements made from April 1, 2016  through March 31, 2017.
All persons hereby notified to make and bring to said Assessors’ or their agent, a true and 
perfect list of all their estates real and personal, which they were in possession of, or which 
they held as administrator, executor, guardian, lessee/lessor, trustee, or any owner, on April 
1st, 2016, and be prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.  Failure to file such list by 
April 30, 2016 may bar any appeal of taxes levied during 2016 for FY2016.
When estates of persons deceased have been divided during the past year or have changed 
ownership from any cause, the administrator, executor, or other persons interested, and hereby 
warned to give notice of such change, and in default of such notice will be liable under state 
law to pay the taxes assessed even though the estate is divided. (Assessors may continue to 
assess and to bill the last known owner of record.)
Homestead or Veteran exemption applications* are due in our office no later than the 
April 1, 2016 deadline. Any blind person, or veteran, widow, minor child or widowed parent 
of a veteran who desires to secure a tax exemption under M.S.R.A. Title 36, Section 651, 
exemptions, including organizations, institutions or corporations shall on or before the first 
day of April, 2016, furnish written proof of entitlement to the Town of Waterboro Assessors.  
Persons wishing to file under the Maine Tree Growth Tax or Farm and Open Space laws must 
file a request for state classification, no later than April 1st. (extension to April 30th ).
*(Exemption amount is currently $15,000 and is set by the State Legislature)
* Call 247-6166 or on-line at www.waterboro-me.gov for information regarding 
exemptions.
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Veterans, their surviving spouses, minor  children and widowed parent of a veteran may qualify for a tax exemption if the veteran 
was in active service in the armed forces of the United 
States during a federally recognized war or campaign 
period (listed below) and was honorably discharged 
 Estates of veterans or their survivors, including 
real and personal property are exempt up to $6,000 
($7,000 for veterans who served prior to World  
War II ) of just valuation in the town where the  
person filing is a resident  These following criteria 
must be met:
Property Tax Exemptions for
Veterans and their families
1) Applicant must be a resident of the State of Maine 
2) A one time application must be filed along with proof of entitlement with the  
Assessor in the town where the applicant is a resident on or before April 1 
3) Veteran must be at least 62 years old (see #4 exception) on April 1 of the year in 
which the application is made   If deceased, Veteran must have been born 62 years 
prior to filing of application by survivor, OR
4) Veteran must be receiving a pension or compensation from the United States  
Government for total disability, either service or non-service connected, as a Veteran 
5) Parents of a deceased veteran who was qualified to receive an exemption 
FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED WAR PERIODS
World War I (April 6, 1917 to November 18, 1918)
World War II (service in Russia) April 6, 1917 to March 31, 1920
World War II (December 7, 1941 to December 21, 1946)
Some Merchant Marines (December 7, 1941 to July 15, 1945)
Korean Campaign (June 27, 1950 to January 31, 1955)
Republic of Viet Nam (FEBRUARY 28, 1961 to May 7, 1975) 
   Active Duty for more than 180 days 
Persian Gulf War (August 2, 1990 to the date that the United States Government 
   recognizes as the end of the Persian Gulf War Active Duty )
Other recognized Service Periods (from August 24, 1982 – July 31, 1984 
    and from December 20, 1989 – January 31, 1990 
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ABBOTT FORREST JR & ISABELLE                   6,000
ABBOTT SHARON A                               6,000
ADRIANCE ELAINE J                               6,000
ALDOUS LUCINDA L                               6,000
ALLAIRE GERARD & CONNIE A                      6,000
ALLEN FRANK R & CYNTHIA L                       6,000
ANDERSON BARBARA C TRUSTEE OF THE BARBARA C 6,000
BANKS, CHRISTINE L & BRASSARD, CHRISTOPHER    6,000
BARRATT, TIMOTHY J & TRICIA L                    6,000
BARRIS, CARL J                                  6,000
BARTLETT SANDRA P                              6,000
BASILE ROLAND P JR & DONNA M                   6,000
BEAN GORDON & LEORA ALTHEA                   6,000
BEAN NANCY                                    6,000
BEEKLER LAWRENCE & SARAH K                    6,000
BELMER PORTER WAYNE & JOAN E                  6,000
BERRY JOHN P SR  & BEVERLY J                    6,000
BIBEAU PHILIP E & CYNTHIA L                      6,000
BLACK DAVE & JACKIE                             6,000
BOAK ANDRA M                                  6,000
BOURQUE JOSEPH A & MARGARET                  6,000
BRAGDON, RICHARD C                            6,000
BROCHU PAUL A & DOROTHY G                     6,000
BUCK BEVERLY I                                  6,000
BUCKLIN ALBERT R & GERALDINE S                 6,000
BURNHAM MARY G & LINWOOD E                   6,000
BURNS JUDITH & RONALD                         6,000
CAMARA DAVID & DONNA                          6,000
CARD HEIDI M                                    6,000
CAREY CAROL C & PAUL J JR                       6,000
CARLSON PAUL S & NANCY A                       6,000
CHASE DAVID A & KATHLEEN M                     6,000
CHAUVETTE ANITA                                6,000
CHENARD JOHN F & MARIE L                       6,000
CLAPPER CHARLES L                             6,000
CLARK, RONALD E & DEBRA J                      6,000
CLOONAN JOHN F  III & PATRICIA E                  6,000
CLOUTIER DORIS F & RICHARD                     6,000
CLOUTIER, DIANA M & SHAUN E                     6,000
COGNATO  MARTHA E                             6,000
CONDON, GERALD                                6,000
COOPER LUCILLE D                               6,000
DAGLE MICHAEL F & DENISE M                     6,000
DAVIS ARDEN N & PATRICIA A                       6,000
DAVIS GARY J & DIANE K (JT)                       6,000
DEFEO LEWIS S & BONNIE J                        6,000
DEMAKIS, JOSEPH M                              6,000
Veteran Exemptions
DESCHENES PAULINE & GAGNE & CHRISTINE M       6,000
DESIMONE CARMINE & GRACE A                    6,000
DODGE, PATTI M                                  6,000
DOGGETT EDWARD & SUE ELLEN                   6,000
DOUGHTY SUSAN M & FRANK M                    6,000
DOUGHTY, EARLE E JR  & JOYCE D & MICHAEL E (JT)   6,000
DOYLE THEODORE P III & KERRIE A                  6,000
DUGAS DOROTHY                                6,000
DUNCAN DALE K & JANIE S                         6,000
DUNLAP PEGGY A                                6,000
DYER, ROBERT SR                                6,000
EARL WILLIAM TRUSTEE OF THE  
   JAMES E EARL JR TRUST                         6,000
EDGERLY MYRON & BRENDA                       6,000
ELBRADER RAE J & MYRON L                                            6,000
ELLINGWOOD JOHN H & GLORIA M                  6,000
ELMORE RICHARD B & BARBARA A                  6,000
FISHER CHARLES T                               6,000
FITZGERALD LYNNE & DANIEL T                     6,000
FOISIE DONALD P & ST ONGE, GAIL E                6,000
FOWLER GEORGE C & SHARYN L                    6,000
FREDERICKS DAVID A & LINDA S                    6,000
GAGNE LUCILLE I                                 6,000
GARNETT CONSTANCE                            6,000
GERRY, CURTIS                                   6,000
GERVAIS DORIS L & RUSSELL R JENSEN              6,000
GILES BARBARA E & RUSSELL JR                   6,000
GOBEIL ROBERT & LEA                            6,000
GRANT OWEN H & MARY J                         6,000
GRAY MARION E                                  6,000
GREENE ESTHER J                                6,000
HACKETT ETHEL M                                6,000
HALL CHARLENE A & RICHARD K                    6,000
HAMILTON MARY                                 6,000
HANNA TONAMI                                  6,000
HANSEN MARK H                                 6,000
HANSON MARYANNE                              6,000
HAYES ROBERTA & JOHN J (JT)                      6,000
HILTON DEBORAH G I & LOVEY A                    6,000
HOOPER HERBERT                                6,000
HOWARD KATHRYN A                              6,000
HOXIE, WILLIAM J                                 6,000
HUNTRESS, RICHARD C & WENDY C                 6,000
JAMIESON HAROLD A                             6,000
JARRY MICHAEL J                                6,000
JEFFERS JOHNNIE E & SUZANNE M                  6,000
JONES GEORGIA E                                6,000
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JORDAN JEAN C                                  6,000
JOYCE, MARGARET M  TRUSTEE OF THE  
   JOYCE FAMILY TRUST                            6,000
KESSLER  JONATHAN & STEPHANIE                  6,000
KILEY GEORGE D & MARJORIE                      6,000
KOLLER REX E & JACKIE E                         6,000
LACOURSE MARK W & DIANNA L                    6,000
LAFLAMME KEVIN J & ROBIN H                      6,000
LAMONTAGNE RICHARD G & DIANA A                6,000
LAPLANTE GERALD JOSEPH & ROSE MARIE           6,000
LAROCHE  GERARD D & LOUISE M                   6,000
LATULIP LAWRENCE W                            6,000
LAWYER JR RICHARD & CHRISTINA                  6,000
LEE GREGORY J                                  6,000
LEMELIN ROBERT E & CAROLANN H                 6,000
LEMIEUX JULIE E & PHILIP J                        6,000
LESSO STEPHEN L & PATRICIA                      6,000
LHEUREUX, PAUL R & PAMELA M JT                 6,000
LIBBEY ROBERT E JR & MARY A TRUSTEES OF THE    6,000
LIBBY CYNTHIA                                  6,000
LIDEN RICHARD E & JEAN M                        6,000
LINCOLN MADELYN F                              6,000
LINSCOTT IRMGARD                              6,000
LITTLE MATTHEW J & VERONICA L & JULIE            6,000
MAHONEY FRANCIS JOSEPH & DOROTHY            6,000
MANSON BARRY & KAHLER, MICHAEL               6,000
MASIELLO SUSAN E  & NICHOLAS F                  6,000
MAYO THOMAS                                   6,000
MCALEVEY SARAH L & MICHAEL J & LINDA E          6,000
MCALOON WILLIAM A                             6,000
MCCRUM DAVID C & VIRGINIA A                     6,000
MEAS, SOPHY                                    6,000
MOLLOY DOUGLAS W                             6,000
MOODY  CAROLYN L                              6,000
MOORE GARY E & CYNTHIA A                       6,000
MOORE RICHARD E                               6,000
MORANCY TIMOTHY E AND MARYHELEN G           6,000
MOREAU JOSEPH L & CLAIRE A                     6,000
MORRILL PAULINE T                               6,000
MORRIS STEVEN R & LOUISE M                     6,000
NADEAU BERNARD & PAULA J                      6,000
NEAULT RICHARD P & SYLVIA B                     6,000
ORCUTT PAMELA                                 6,000
ORR TERRANCE P & SANDRA M                     6,000
OTTE  RONALD K & VICTORIA M F                   6,000
PALMER DOLORES R                              6,000
PAQUETTE NORMAN G & CARMEN M                6,000
PAQUETTE STEVEN A TRUSTEE OF THE  
   PAQUETTE FAMILY                               6,000
PARKER EVERETT JR                              6,000
PARKER ISAAC R JR                               6,000
PARKS HAROLD L JR & MARY I                      6,000
PARTRIDGE JEREMY W                            6,000
PASKIEWICZ WILLIAM F & BARBARA L                6,000
PELLETIER DAVID P & JASON M                     6,000
PHILLIPS CHARLES R & DOROTHEA S                6,000
PIKE HAROLD K & LOUISE A                        6,000
RACICOT ROBERT R & ELAINE                      6,000
RAMSELL FRANK N & VANGAASBEEK, HAZEL          6,000
RAMSELL GARY K & DIANA M                       6,000
RAYMOND, KENNETH A                            6,000
REEL RICHARD III & HANH                          6,000
ROBERTS BARRY                                 6,000
ROLLINS FORREST E SR & ELEANOR                 6,000
RUNDGREN PHILIP S & JEAN E                      6,000
RUSSELL ALAN & DEBRA                           6,000
SCHOFIELD, PAUL & DONNA                                              6,000
SCICHILONE RAYMOND & CAROL                   6,000
SEERY THOMAS F & JEAN T                        6,000
SEVIGNY RICHARD W                             6,000
SMALL GILBERT L                                6,000
SMITH LINDA L & ROGER K                         6,000
SMITH RICHARD J & DOROTHY L                    6,000
SPENCER WILBUR P JR                            6,000
STACKPOLE NORMAN & WILLIAM N & STEVEN         6,000
STEPHENSON DEWEY W & ROSE A                  6,000
SWETT MAURICE R JR                                                        6,000
TARAZEWICH JUDITH H                            6,000
TAYLOR, KENT W & LINDA A (JT)                     6,000
THOMAS BILLY F & KATHY S                        6,000
TINELLI J  MICHAEL                               6,000
TURKSON, RIZA                                 50,000
VIEU, DONALD E & CHARLENE D                    6,000
WALLACE LEON P & JUDITH C                      6,000
WARREN WILLIAM & MARGARET                    6,000
WATERHOUSE ESTELLA H                          6,000
WEAGLE BRUCE P & DONNA M                     6,000
WEBSTER ERIC M & CHRISTINE E                    6,000
WHITAKER WALTER D & RUTH E                     6,000
WHITEHOUSE EDUARDO R & SUSAN B               6,000
WILLIAMS ARTHUR C JR                           6,000
WILLIAMS, GAIL M                                6,000
WINSLOW JOHN & CYNTHIA                        6,000
WINSLOW RICHARD P                             6,000
WOODSOME ALTON G & SHERRY A                  6,000
YORK, CINDY J                                   6,000
YOUNG  MARY C                                 6,000
ZAKORCHEMNY MATTHEW J & LAURA L              6,000
ZUGER LORETTA V & GARY C TRUSTEES             6,000
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NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 CLEARY WILLIAM S                                       $607 31
 CLEMENTS VICTORIA L & FULLERTON                $207 91
 CORRIVEAU JAMES A SR & KELLY A                    $544 86
 COTE ANDRE N                                        $7,965 05
 COTE SUSAN                                            $775 40
 COTE SUSAN A                                          $938 09
 CROWELL, CHERYL E                                      $3 84
 CROWLEY DALE C JR & JUDITH                      $1,771 65
 CUNNINGHAM ROGER H JR                          $1,056 13
 CURTIS A PENNY                                      $2,694 04
 CUSHMAN CATHERINE*                                $507 13
 CUSHMAN CATHERINE*                              $1,275 59
 CUSHMAN DAVID K                                    $1,446 28
 CYR DANIEL P                                          $1,311 39
 DARLING VANESSA J                                    $381 49
 DARMETKO WALTER S                                   $21 93
 DAVIS MARIE E                                          $244 60
 DAVIS MARIE E                                          $972 31
 DAY EDWIN E JR & CHRISTIE M JONES                $745 24
 DENBY ROLAND E                                      $4,411 98
 DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F                                $1,075 94
 DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F                                  $615 70
 DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F                                  $615 70
 DINGLEY, FRED                                          $358 01
 DODGE FRED &                                          $202 69
 DODGE MARK G                                        $1,147 57
 DODGE MARK G                                        $1,888 24
 DODGE MARK G (REP FLOYD DODGE EST)          $3,006 85
 DOGGETT EDWARD & SUE ELLEN                    $1,786 89
 DOGGETT EDWARD A                                    $285 75
 DOGGETT EDWARD A & SUELLEN                    $1,791 46
 DOGGETT EDWARD A & SUELLEN                      $679 70
 DOGGETT MATTHEW A & MEAGHAN E                $459 48
 DOGGETT, EDWARD                                       $90 68
 DOLBEC EVAN A  & PATRICIA A                        $4,975 86
 DOWD, BRIDGET A                                      $816 96
 DUSTIN HOLLY A                                      $1,574 29
 DUSTIN VIVIAN                                          $254 51
 EASTBROOK TIMBER CO INC                        $1,178 05
 EASTMAN CHRISTOPHER L  & IRENE                  $605 29
 EATON JR, GEORGE                                      $114 30
 EDDY STEPHEN J                                        $158 24
 EDGECOMBE DOROTHEA                            $1,560 88
 FEDRIZZI DAVID E & MARGARET E                       $13 51
 FISKE ALICIA                                          $1,773 17
 FOX, TIMOTHY                                            $562 36
 FRASIER PATRICK R                                    $1,258 82
 FRENIERE HOPE D TRUSTEE                          $3,075 43
 GALARNEAU APRIL                                      $245 36
 GANONG, RICHARD M & IRENE T (JT)                $2,132 08
 GARDNER SARAH CLAIRE                              $589 79
 GARLAND WILMA*                                         $85 34
 GARNIK VIKTOR & OLGA                              $1,312 16
 GATELY JOHN R                                        $1,663 44
 GERVAIS DORIS L & RUSSELL R JENSEN              $232 00
 GILBERT-CLEARY, HOLLY M                            $640 08
 GILE ORCHARDS INC GILE WAYNE L                  $970 79
 GILMAN MARY A, ESTATE OF,*(dec )                    $228 60
 GIRARD SHAWN & DENNIS                              $688 85
 GOBEIL TYLER A                                        $393 19
 GONZALEZ MILTON T JR & MARGARET              $3,907 54
Outstanding Taxes                      
                                           Tax Year 2017
 NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 ALBERT DENNIS R                                    $1,455 04
 ANASTOSOPOULOS ANGELO                        $3,145 54
 ANASTOSOPOULOS ANGELO & VALERIE B JT      $3,785 62
 ANASTOSOPOULOS, ARIEL K                          $637 03
 ANDREOTTOLA ANTHONY & ISHKANIAN, NANCY    $635 49
 AZARA  ERIC S                                          $618 74
 AZARA S ERIC                                            $248 41
 BB & J CORPORATION                                $2,830 07
 BEAL, SUSAN M                                        $2,121 41
 BEAN GORDON & LEORA ALTHEA                      $605 33
 BEAN JOANNE R                                      $1,698 50
 BEAN MARIE L                                          $1,304 54
 BEAN MARK E                                          $2,087 88
 BEAN NANCY                                          $2,452 12
 BECKER ANITA L                                      $1,042 95
 BECKWITH REBEKAH J                                  $962 32
 BEGIN PHILLIP J JR                                      $114 30
 BEGIN PHILLIP J JR                                      $114 30
 BEGIN PHILLIP J JR                                      $114 30
 BENNETT MICHAEL R & LISA J                          $308 21
 BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E                      $118 87
 BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E                       $80 77
 BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E                       $80 77
 BIRKEMOSE FRANK W & LORRAINE                             $709 16
 BKJ LLC                                                   $97 54
 BLALOCK LILIAN GALE                                $1,762 50
 BOLDUC ALAN T                                        $114 30
 BOLDUC ALAN T                                        $114 30
 BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH                        $301 75
 BOUDREAU, RANDALL                                $1,026 85
 BOURQUE, LORI & GERARD                            $296 03
 BRADY KIMBERLY                                        $608 08
 BRUNET, JASON D & CABAN, MIRANDA L (JT)      $1,699 09
 BRYANT TRINA                                        $4,450 08
 BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A                    $1,450 85
 CALLERY PETER J                                        $166 12
 CANTWELL PROPERTIES LLC                        $6,708 65
 CARGILL DONALD M & PATRICIA A                       $40 38
 CARGILL DONALD M & PATRICIA A                       $30 48
 CARGILL DONALD M & PATRICIA A                       $77 72
 CARGILL DONALD M & PATRICIA A                       $48 77
 CASOLI JOHN J & DONNA L                          $3,756 66
 CLASON KURT & MARY BETH                          $103 63
 CLASON KURT A & MARYBETH                      $2,775 20
SHARON REED
DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR
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NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A                      $256 03
 GOODWIN, JAMIE A & CRYSTAL L                    $1,240 47
 GRAFFAM MELISSA A & ERNEST J                    $2,051 30
 GRAHAM CONRAD & KAZUKO E &                    $2,148 84
 GRIER JOHN H & SUSAN D                              $277 02
 HACKETT, SCOTT                                      $3,418 33
 HALL NATHAN W & TAMMY M                            $17 45
 HAM CHRISTOPHER                                    $152 40
 HAMILTON KATHIE & FRED                            $1,061 46
 HANSEN MARK H                                      $1,261 11
 HARDING, JOSHUA                                      $114 30
 HARDING, JOSHUA                                      $190 50
 HARRIMAN JAMES S & JANE M                        $667 51
 HARRIMAN RONALD C                                $2,846 83
 HART KAREN                                          $1,563 99
 HART KAREN                                            $601 98
 HAYES ROBERTA & JOHN J (JT)                      $2,470 40
 HENCHEY CYNTHIA A & ROBERT J                      $76 20
 HENDERSON SUSAN                                    $848 87
 HENDRIX RICKY S & BEVERLY J                      $2,126 49
 HERRLE R ERIC & DIANE J                            $4,159 00
 HERTEL LORA C                                         $509 02
 HERTEL LORA C                                         $489 20
 HERTEL VAN E JR                                        $862 58
 HERTEL VAN E JR & LORA C                          $4,936 24
 HIRST IRVING R JR & CAROLINE M                  $2,892 55
 HIRST WILLIAM N & SUYAPA I                          $353 57
 HOLDEN KRISTINE                                      $126 49
 HOLMES ROBERT B & CHRISTINE K                    $321 56
 HORD ALINE B & NORMAND G                          $426 82
 HOTCHKISS GERALD & ANN                          $4,210 81
 HUNTRESS AARON & DWELLEY, NICOLE              $620 27
 HUNTRESS AARON D & NICOLE DWELLEY          $3,296 41
 HUNTRESS BEATRICE                                $2,583 18
 HURLEY JOHN & ANGELINA                            $423 67
 JACOBSEN ERIC                                      $1,544 53
 JACOBSEN LAWRENCE & ERIC JACOBSEN            $557 02
 JANELLE  CHERYL M  & DAVID R  DUBE              $1,589 53
 JAROSZ JANICE K                                      $1,156 41
 JAROSZ RONALD C                                       $36 58
 JAROSZ RONALD C                                      $802 83
 JAROSZ RONALD C & JANICE K                      $1,721 19
 JAROZ JANICE K                                        $234 70
 JAROZ JANICE K                                        $885 24
 JCC PROPERTIES, LLC                                $1,855 78
 JEFFREY LACOURSE                                    $629 41
 JEWETT RUTH A, FRANK H III & SETH A  
   CO-TRUSTEES                                          $579 98
 JOHNSON  DARYL P   ET ALS                          $1,469 90
 JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE                    $964 69
 JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE E                $7,048 50
 JOHNSON DARYL P                                      $292 61
 JOHNSON ROBERT J SR & MARIA C TRUSTEES    $1,124 65
 JOHNSON, DANIEL                                    $1,693 16
 JOHNSON, RICHARD                                    $544 07
 JONES ANDREW A & BRENDA J                        $706 63
 JOYCE JAMES                                             $32 98
 JOYCE PATRICIA L                                    $1,488 51
 JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA                          $754 38
 JW GROUP LLC                                           $74 68
 KEANE KEVIN E & MARY H                              $681 99
NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 KILLAM CHARLES E & BEVERLY HENRIKSON-      $2,722 97
 KNIGHT MELVILLE B III                                $2,444 50
 KNIGHT RUTH W HEIRS                                $1,220 72
 KNOX MICHAEL J & DENISE L                        $2,933 84
 KOOLIAN GEORGE TRUSTEE FAMILY TRUST          $760 48
 KRATZSCH DALE D & ANITA M                          $877 82
 KRZYWICKI JAMES S & SCANNELL, DEBRA L        $3,700 27
 LABRECQUE JOSEPH J                                  $498 35
 LACOURSE EDWARD W & GRACE                    $1,587 24
 LACOURSE EDWARD W & GRACE E                  $2,129 03
 LAJOIE STACY                                            $204 98
 LANDER JONATHAN E & LANDER VALERIE L        $1,304 54
 LAUZIER R G & SON LLC                                $312 42
 LAWRENCE, JASON L & KERRI L                        $870 20
 LEDOUX CHRISTOPHER J &                          $1,219 86
 DESFORGES, ADRIENNE C                                      
 LESTER DONALD                                        $728 86
 LETELLIER, KIMBERLY R & MEGAN E POULIN          $350 80
 LITTLEFIELD, ROBERT                                $1,502 66
 LUCEY THOMAS                                           $38 10
 LUCEY THOMAS                                           $57 91
 LUMB WILLIAM                                            $68 58
 LUMB WILLIAM                                          $114 30
 LUMB WILLIAM                                            $80 77
 LUMB WILLIAM                                          $114 30
 LUMB WILLIAM                                          $114 30
 LUMB WILLIAM B                                        $114 30
 MacALPINE, WILLIAM B & JONATHAN M (JT)        $1,334 22
 MACDONALD, CORY                                    $861 48
 MACLEAN AMY                                          $361 19
 MALCOLM DEBRA A                                  $1,778 51
 MALDONADO PROPERTIES LLC                         $80 77
 MALDONADO PROPERTIES LLC                        $114 30
 MALDONADO PROPERTIES LLC                        $114 30
 MALONE JOHN L                                        $612 34
 MARTELL KEVIN W                                      $349 00
 MARTIN, TODD M                                      $2,598 42
 MASSE JEFFREY A & JULIE L                          $1,647 44
 MAXFIELD JAMES H AND ANGELA L                    $101 34
 MAXINC LLC                                               $80 77
 McANEENY STEPHEN JOHN ET AL                            $1,751 08
 MCCOY TIMOTHY                                      $2,316 48
 MCCOY TIMOTHY                                         $51 82
 MCCOY TIMOTHY                                      $1,434 08
 MCCOY TIMOTHY                                        $310 90
 MCMAHON, EDWARD & CARRIE D  JT                  $224 03
 MERCHANT, NATHAN                                    $246 89
 MERRY JASON                                          $716 28
 MICHAUD, JOSHUA, VINCENT &                          $6 61
 KHERISTEN                                                       
 MOORE RICHARD E                                    $1,420 37
 MOREAU GARY                                        $2,438 40
 MOREAU GARY R                                      $1,095 76
 MOREAU JOSEPH L & CLAIRE                          $507 49
 MORIN SALLY & GENE                                  $155 45
 MORRIS WILLIAM M                                      $995 17
 MULCAHY, GLENN W                                  $2,283 71
 MULCAHY, GLENN W                                    $755 14
 MULLEN DANIEL ANDREW & JUDITH                  $252 98
 MULLER ROBERT & STACY                               $57 91
 MURPHY, MICKEYLA A                                $2,389 63
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NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 MURPHY, RICHARD P & ALYAA Z (JT)                  $583 64
 NADEAU WILLIAM                                         $64 88
 NEISIG TODD & AUDRA                                $1,682 50
 NERON AARON P & MARGARET M                      $614 13
 NICHOLS MARK D & LISA G                          $1,200 69
 NOBLE PAUL F                                        $1,616 96
 NORTHPORT LLC                                      $3,352 83
 ODELL JOAN L & EUGENE W                          $2,071 12
 ORCUTT BRIAN D                                      $3,134 87
 OWEN KEVIN E                                          $190 50
 OWEN KEVIN E                                          $114 30
 PALMITESSA ANDRE J                                $1,055 98
 PAPE, DANIEL P & ALISON C                          $1,542 29
 PARANDELIS, MARK & MELISSA                        $245 36
 PARKER CLAYTON A & MARY M                      $2,453 64
 PARKS HAROLD L JR & MARY I                        $2,017 78
 PARKS WILLIAM E                                        $490 81
 PARRISH, JANE W                                      $2,022 35
 PELLERIN ELAINE A                                    $6,664 45
 PELLETIER GERALD & GHISLAINE                      $903 73
 PELOSI JOSEPH* M & LOIS J                            $114 30
 PERKINS JENNIFER                                      $254 51
 PERREAULT LORI                                        $135 64
 PHILLIPS CHARLES R & DOROTHEA S                $2,097 02
 PIKE ROBERT M                                          $516 58
 PLANTE GREGORY E & CRYSTAL L                    $748 28
 PRADON MICHAEL & TERI*                              $123 44
 PROKEY DONALD E                                    $4,577 80
 PROVENCHER, LOGAN & ROBYN  JT                  $314 70
 PROVOST JOHN K                                    $1,085 92
 PUTNAM RORY & OLIDA ARNOE-                      $640 08
 RAMSELL JASON B                                      $861 06
 RAMSELL, JASON B                                      $809 24
 RANDALL, ANGEL CHASE                            $6,711 85
 RIDEOUT WANDA                                        $405 38
 RIEGEL HARRY T & LAURA D                            $884 41
 RIPLEY, TRAVIS & AMBER                                $909 83
 ROBERGE ERNEST A SR & BRENDA                    $972 31
 ROGATO RALPH L                                        $152 40
 RON YOUNG BUILDERS                              $2,128 27
 ROY DANIEL R                                          $2,688 34
 RUDACK, MICHAEL                                      $114 30
 SALMON, RAYMOND E &                                $646 18
 SANTOS RICHARD P & MARIA A                        $114 30
 SARACENO BENNY D & JUNE A TRUSTEES            $595 33
 SARACENO BENNY D & JUNE A TRUSTEES             $57 15
 SAYCE SANDRA V                                      $2,093 51
 SCHAEFER VIRGINIA W                                $1,277 11
 SEAL ALFRED W JR & MICHELE L                      $659 89
 SEAL PRO LLC                                          $1,072 13
 SHELTON GARY L                                      $3,784 09
 SHELTON GARY L                                      $1,572 77
 SHOEMAKER SHAWN & JOAN                        $5,266 94
 SHOEMAKER SHAWN P & JOAN M                    $4,634 48
 SILBERT GERALD D & KATHRYN A                    $2,951 99
 SILBERT GERALD D & KATHRYN A                    $2,456 69
 SIMON PAUL & ANN                                    $1,124 71
 SIMS BEVERLY A                                      $2,109 22
 SKILLINGS GARY S & CONROY MONIQUE T             $1,388 11
 SMITH CLAUDETTE (LE)                                  $464 15
NAME  AMOUNT DUE AS OF 06/30/2017
 SOULIERE ROGER & HEIDI                               $29 53
 ST JOHN CATHERYN LEE                              $3,820 67
 STONE, MELODY                                      $1,609 34
 STRID, JODI & BRANDEN                              $2,449 07
 TESTA, MARGRETTE                                  $3,964 63
 TETREAU PATRICIA E & LINDA J                      $2,613 66
 THORNTON KATHLEEN M                                           $2,182 37
 TONDREAULT JOHN R                                $2,813 30
 TURGEON, AUDREY A                                  $917 45
 TURNAGE RICHARD R & JEANNE C                  $1,457 24
 VERMETTE HOLDINGS LLC                              $834 39
 VOLPE, SCOTT & LYONS, PATRICIA                  $1,862 33
 WALKER STACIE R & AARON PARKER                  $685 80
 WALTZ JAMES                                              $4 93
 WATERHOUSE STEPHEN E                              $807 72
 WATERMAN JOSHUA A                                  $521 21
 WATERMAN RUSSELL A & TRINA R                  $4,258 06
 WEISENBACH  DAVID B & SHARON                  $1,058 74
 WEST ROAD LLC                                      $2,138 17
 WHEELER, ROBERT                                      $428 39
 WHITE CHERYL L                                      $1,192 93
 WHITTEMORE KEVIN D & LORI B                        $114 30
 WHITTEN FAYE I                                          $676 66
 WHITTEN, FAYE I                                        $483 11
 WHITWORTH RICHARD J                                $633 98
 WIGGIN ESTHER I ET AL                              $2,898 65
 WINSOR RICHARD & SANDRA                           $95 87
 WIRTH JUDITH A                                        $399 36
 WOOD  FRANCIS E                                      $908 30
 WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J                            $5,186 17
 WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J                            $3,433 57
 WOOD ENTERPRISES LLC                           $11,998 45
 WOODSOME ANDREW C JR                            $380 24
 WOODSOME ANDREW C JR & GAIL                  $1,283 21
 WOODSOME ANDREW C JR & GAIL S                   $64 01
 WOODSOME ANDREW C JR & GAIL S                $1,825 75
 WOODSOME ANDREW C JR & GAIL S                  $383 28
 WOODSOME CLARENCE E JR                        $2,369 82
 WOODSOME CLARENCE E JR & BRENT              $1,498 09
 WOODSOME CLARENCE E JR & NANCY LEE        $2,406 40
 WOODSOME CLARENCE E SR ET AL, HEIRS OF      $281 94
 WOODSOME CLARENCE JR                          $1,406 65
 WOODSOME DAVID C & TERESA L                       $70 86
 WOODSOME DAVID C & TERESA L                      $119 63
 WOODSOME DWAYNE A                                $440 44
 WOODSOME DWAYNE A                              $2,281 43
 WOODSOME LUMBER                                $1,533 14
 WOODSOME VIOLET M                                $1,723 64
 WOODWARD ROBERT J & DEBBIE M                  $441 68
 WOODWARD RONALD L & CAROLYN B                $330 71
 WROBLESKI JAYNE                                       $45 72
 YORK GUY E & CINDY J JT                              $199 65
 YORK GUY E SR & CINDY J                              $742 19
 YORK, GUY E SR  & CINDY J                            $843 53
 YOUNG RONALD L & DONNA L                        $1,039 29
 ZEEH DANE R & JANETTE L MARTIN                  $1,924 81
Total                                 $437,039 26
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NAME AMOUNT
129 OAK ST LLC                                          $551 69
BAKER, HARRY & CATHERINE                         $1,135 38
BOULANGER, MARK $56 39
BOURQUE, CHELSEY & PAT EMERSON                 $228 60
BROCK, HELEN                                         $2,481 07
CHARETTE, JOAN                                        $228 60
CORNER STONE COUNTRY MKT                       $722 38
CYR, CLAY C                                             $228 60
DEERING, ROGER                                        $734 57
DERAU, TIMOTHY R                                      $228 60
DURP LLC                                                 $228 60
GERVAIS, DORIS & RUSS JENSEN                        $91 44
GILMAN, MARY A                                       $1,660 05
GILMAN, MARY A                                       $1,758 70
GRANT, RICHARD                                         $228 60
HANSCOM, KATE L                                       $228 60
HARRIMAN, GREG & MEGHAN ROUBO                 $228 60
HARRIMAN, JAMES                                       $896 11
JOHNSON, SR ROBERT                               $1,007 19
JOHNSON, SR ROBERT                               $1,010 08
LACASSE DAWN LYNN                                   $228 60
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $114 30
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $228 60
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                               $68 58
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                               $80 77
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                               $80 77
Tax Abatements 
Processed 
Fiscal Year 2016/2017
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $114 30
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $114 30
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $396 24
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $323 09
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $260 60
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $411 48
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $708 66
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                              $851 92
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                            $7,897 37
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMM                          $21,102 83
LANCASTER, CHRISTOPHER                            $509 02
LECLAIR, JOHN P                                          $94 49
LIBBY, DONNA & WARREN                             $1,197 86
LOFFREDO, RICHARD M                                 $228 60
MARTIN, WELA DIANE                                   $228 60
ME CONDO LLC                                          $228 60
MEYER, CHRIS & BRAD BOYDSTON                    $228 60
MEYER, CHRISTOPHER J                                $228 60
MOORE, GARY & CINDY                                  $228 60
PELLETIER, SYLVIE                                       $228 60
PERREAULT, SUSAN                                      $228 60
PIKE, HAROLD & LOUISE                                  $91 44
PUSHAW, DANIEL                                         $228 60
RAYMOND, KENNETH A                                 $228 60
SEWELL, CRAIG C                                       $228 60
SHOEMAKER, SHAWN                                  $3,435 89
TOWN OF WATERBORO                                 $911 35
TOWN OF WATERBORO                                 $114 30
WALTZ, JAMES                                             $94 49
WATERBORO LAND TRUST                              $867 26
WOOD ENTERPRISES LLC                             $6,315 46
WOOD ENTERPRISES LLC                             $5,780 88
YORK, GUY & CINDY                                   $1,502 66
TOTAL:                                 $70,345 96
PETE COTE
MAINTENANCE/
CUSTODIAN
DAVID LOWE
I T  DEPARTMENT
I.T. & Maintenance
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Outstanding 
Personal Property 
Tax Year 2017
NAME TAX YEAR AMOUNT
ALFRED’S UPHOLSTERY CO..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2014  . . $34.10
ALFRED’S UPHOLSTERY CO..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $69.95
ALFRED’S UPHOLSTERY CO..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2016  . . $69.75
ALFRED’S UPHOLSTERY CO..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . . $91.44
ALWAYS & FOREVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2017  . . $15.24
BABY MA-MA  INC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2013  . . $16.64
BARBER - 2002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009  . . $18.72
BARBER - 2002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010  . . $19.08
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2011  . . $21.06
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2012  . . $21.60
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2013  . . $23.04
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2014  . . $24.55
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $25.18
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2016  . . $27.90
BARBERSHOP - 202.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . . $45.72
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2009  . $104.00
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2010  . $106.00
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2011  . $117.00
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2012  . $120.00
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2013  . $128.00
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2014  . $136.40
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2015  . $139.90
BAYLEY REALTY GROUP . . . . . . . . . . . .2016  . $139.50
CHUCK PIERCE BUILDER.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2013  . . $15.36
COUNTRY ESTATE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . . $25.91
COUNTRY PROPERTIES OF MAINE  . . . . . .2014  . $136.40
COUNTRY PROPERTIES OF MAINE  . . . . . .2015  . $139.90
COUNTRY PROPERTIES OF MAINE  . . . . . .2016  . . $36.27
COUNTRY PROPERTIES OF MAINE  . . . . . .2017  . . $36.58
COWABUNGA ICE CREAM . . . . . . . . . . .2011  . . $35.10
COWABUNGA ICE CREAM . . . . . . . . . . .2012  . . $36.00
COWABUNGA ICE CREAM . . . . . . . . . . .2013  . . $38.40
DFS-SPV LP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010  . . $21.20
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2009  . $260.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2010  . $530.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2011  . $585.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2012  . $600.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2013  . $640.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2014  . $682.00
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2015  . $699.50
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2016  . $697.50
DOLBEC EXCAVATING/FOUNDATIONS .  .  .  .  .2017  . $777.24
DON JOHNSON’S AUTOMOTIVE . . . . . . . .2017  . . $57.91
DOORNORTH & MILLWORK.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2011  . $196.55
DOORNORTH & MILLWORK.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2012 $1,170.00
FLAGWAVERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2015  . . $7.00
GARY MOREAU EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . $813.82
KELLEY CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $0.16
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2010  . $106.00
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2011  . $117.00
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2012  . $120.00
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2013  . $128.00
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2014  . $136.40
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2015  . $139.90
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2016  . $139.50
KNIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT . . . . . .2017  . $167.64
LANDLOCKED LOBSTER . . . . . . . . . . . .2017  . $124.97
LEE’S FAMILY RESTAURANT . . . . . . . . . .2015  . $223.84
LEE’S FAMILY RESTAURANT . . . . . . . . . .2016  . $139.50
LEE’S FAMILY RESTAURANT . . . . . . . . . .2017  . $167.64
LEIGHTON EXCAVATING  . . . . . . . . . . . .2017  . $551.69
LIGHTHOUSE ELECTRIC . . . . . . . . . . . .2014  . . $92.75
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2010  . $106.00
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2011  . $117.00
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2012  . $120.00
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2013  . $128.00
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2014  . $136.40
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . $139.90
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2016  . $139.50
McCOY TRUCKING & EXCAVATING.  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . $167.64
MERT EXCAVATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2013  . $896.00
MERT EXCAVATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2014  . $954.80
MERT EXCAVATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2015  . $979.30
MERT EXCAVATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2016  . $976.50
MERT EXCAVATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2017 $1,082.04
MUZAK, LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2014  . . $0.09
MUZAK, LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $3.50
NORTHPORT WOOD PRODUCTS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2017  . $833.81
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2008  . . $5.30
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2009  . . $10.92
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2010  . . $11.13
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2011  . . $12.28
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2012  . . $13.20
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2013  . . $14.08
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2014  . . $15.00
ROY RAY C.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $15.39
SACO RIVER HEALTH SERVICES . . . . . . . .2017  . . $49.15
SYLVIES CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING.  .  .  .  .2015  . . $7.00
TROPIC PETS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2017  . . $30.48
WATERBORO POSTAL.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2015  . . $7.00
WATERBORO VILLAGE PEDIATRICS . . . . . .2017  . $762.00
WATERWAYS COFFEE SHOP . . . . . . . . . .2013 $1,280.00
WATERWAYS COFFEE SHOP . . . . . . . . . .2014 $1,364.00
WATERWAYS COFFEE SHOP . . . . . . . . . .2015 $1,399.00
WATERWAYS COFFEE SHOP . . . . . . . . . .2016  . $139.50
WATERWAYS COFFEE SHOP . . . . . . . . . .2017  . $167.64
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2011  . $676.26
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2012  . $693.60
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2013  . $739.84
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2014  . $788.39
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2015  . $808.62
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2016  . $767.25
WOODSOME LUMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . .2017  . $853.44
TOTAL:                               $29,518 35 
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Revenue Summary Report
Account Net
10 - GENERAL GOVERNMENT                    12,974,981 40 
13 - LEASES                                                      0
45 - CODE ENFORCEMENT                            44,517 62
50 - LIBRARY                                             1,069 92
55 - PARKS & RECREATION                          193,088 22
58 - REC DEPT WALKING GRANT                               0
60 - PLANNING BOARD                                                  6,950 00
65 - ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS                        330 00
70 - PUBLIC SAFETY                                 283,999 09
80 - HEALTH & SANITATION                            95,191 30
85 - PUBLIC WORKS                                   81,885 00
86 - SALT SHED FUNDS                                         0
87 - GENERAL ASSISTANCE                           21,197 07
89 - CHRISTMAS DONATIONS                          2,005 11
91 - FUEL DONATIONS                                  6,057 79
93 - OLD HOME DAYS                                   5,520 00
FINAL TOTALS                                     13,716,792 52
GENERAL FUND CHECKING
Balance as of July 1, 2016                    3,966,922 45   
Revenue Deposits                         11,634,471 39
MV Rapid Renewal Deposits                   265,802 08
MV Excise Tax                             1,102,697 36
Motor Vehicle Agent Fees                      23,340 00
State Revenue Sharing                       353,176 48
Boat Excise                                 12,113 00
Fish & Game                                 3,180 00
Dog Licenses & Fines                          4,861 00
Cable TV Francise                            75,641 33
Tree Growth & Penalties                        21,959 75
McLucas Rd Tower Site                         2,961 92
Homestead Reimbursement                   140,847 00
Boat Rapid Renewal Deposits                                       3,973 80
Snowmobile Registrations                                             1,562 32
Truck Excise Refund                             420 22
Veteran Exempt                               2,702 00
Efficiency Me Federal Award                         0 00
Lien Interest & Fees                           46,735 66
BETE                                       3,113 00
Interest Earned                               14,883 38
Rescue Reimbursement                        880,881 29  
Accounts Payable Checks                  -12,931,784 69
State P/R Taxe                               -31,856 70
EFPTS/Payroll Tax Payments                   -403,957 47
P/R taxes Employee Share                    311,827 19
Payroll                                   -1,627,853 76
Returned Checks and Fees                      -7,694 85
Outstanding Checks Written                    33,472 59
Outstanding Revenue Deposits                  -35,809 74
Outstanding Boat Rapid Renewals                       
Outstanding Rapid Renewals                     -456 43
Actual Bank Balance June 30, 2017 . . . . . . . . .   3,868,131.57   
RESCUE BILLING CHECKING
Balance as of 7/01/2016                         328,031 09 
Interest                                              2,548 95 
Balance as of 6/30/2017                          506,471 38  
MERCHANT POINT & PAY
Balance as of 7/01/2016                           10,802 06  
Balance as of 6/30/2017                           12,307 23  
Treasurer’s Report
JULIE GILES
DEPUTY TREASURER
THE SALT SHED
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10 - GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
    01 - GENERAL 432,892 00 0 00 0 00 432,892 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 295,267.00 0.00 0.00 295,267.00
            5000 - SALARIES 244,517.00 236,723.21 1,853.15 9,646.94
            5005 - OVERTIME 750.00 0.00 0.00 750.00
            5040 - HEALTH INS 36,000.00 45,790.58 0.00 -9,790.58
            5050 - RETIREMENT 14,000.00 12,140.47 0.00 1,859.53
  295,267 00 294,654 26 1,853 15 2,465 89
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 12,600.00 0.00 0.00 12,600.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 1,500.00 216.49 0.00 1,283.51
            5110 - TRAINING 1,200.00 1,063.50 55.00 191.50
            5115 - LODGING 500.00 340.67 0.00 159.33
            5120 - MEALS 400.00 0.00 0.00 400.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 9,000.00 9,357.24 90.00 -267.24
  12,600 00 10,977 90 145 00 1,767 10
        20 - SUPPLIES 31,000.00 0.00 0.00 31,000.00
            5200 - OFFICE 17,500.00 16,992.83 93.98 601.15
            5203 - E-ZPASS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5205 - POSTAGE 9,000.00 6,634.01 49.20 2,415.19
            5275 - TAX BILLS 4,500.00 4,729.40 347.87 118.47
  31,000 00 28,356 24 491 05 3,134 81
        25 - UTILITIES 7,000.00 0.00 0.00 7,000.00
            5320 - TELEPHONE 7,000.00 7,106.20 0.00 -106.20
  7,000 00 7,106 20 0 00 -106 20
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 525.00 0.00 0.00 525.00
            5430 - RADIOS 525.00 525.00 0.00 0.00
  525 00 525 00 0 00 0 00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 52,000.00 0.00 0.00 52,000.00
            5600 - LEGAL 35,000.00 22,984.28 778.75 12,794.47
            5640 - AUDITOR 14,000.00 7,500.00 0.00 6,500.00
            5660 - TOWN REPORT 3,000.00 2,492.99 0.00 507.01
  52,000 00 32,977 27 778 75 19,801 48
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 7,000.00 0.00 0.00 7,000.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 2,500.00 1,858.53 0.00 641.47
            5985 - TEN TWN GRP 500.00 300.00 0.00 200.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 4,000.00 3,083.56 0.00 916.44
  7,000 00 5,242 09 0 00 1,757 91
        65 - ACO 27,500.00 0.00 0.00 27,500.00
            6100 - ACO EXPENSE 27,500.00 21,045.19 141.58 6,596.39
  27,500 00 21,045 19 141 58 6,596 39
  432,892 00 400,884 15 3,409 53 35,417 38
13 - LEASES 
    01 - GENERAL 346,635 00 0 00 0 00 346,635 00
        70 - DEBT SERVICE 346,635.00 0.00 0.00 346,635.00
            6000 - PRINCIPAL 330,755.00 324,167.21 0.00 6,587.79
            6005 - INTEREST 15,880.00 24,168.67 2,855.29 -5,433.38
            6010 - LEASES 0.00 72,642.18 72,642.18 0.00
  346,635 00 420,978 06 75,497 47 1,154 41
15 - INSURANCE 
    01 - GENERAL 238,232 00 0 00 0 00 238,232 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 195,732.00 0.00 0.00 195,732.00
            5010 - FICA/MEDI TX 123,482.00 120,961.21 58.00 2,578.79
            5020 - 457 SET-UP 750.00 0.00 0.00 750.00
            5025 - ACC VAC-SICK 10,000.00 9,702.75 0.00 297.25
            5030 - WRKS COMP 49,500.00 43,770.00 0.00 5,730.00
            5035 - UNEMPLOYMENT 12,000.00 11,800.32 0.00 199.68
            5040 - HEALTH INS 0.00 136.00 0.00 -136.00
  195,732 00 186,370 28 58 00 9,419 72
        35 - INSURANCE 42,500.00 0.00 0.00 42,500.00
            5500 - LIABILITY 22,500.00 1,624.00 0.00 20,876.00
            5520 - PROP & CSLTY 20,000.00 39,037.00 250.00 -18,787.00
  42,500 00 40,661 00 250 00 2,089 00
  238,232 00 227,031 28 308 00 11,508 72
Expense Detail Report
Fiscal Year 2016/2017
     UNEXPENDED
 ACCOUNT CURRENT BUDGET DEBITS CREDITS BALANCE
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20 - TOWN CLERK 
    01 - GENERAL 57,725 00 0 00 0 00 57,725 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 46,650.00 0.00 0.00 46,650.00
            5000 - SALARIES 35,000.00 34,494.45 227.20 732.75
            5005 - OVERTIME 350.00 29.63 0.00 320.37
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 9,644.37 749.98 105.61
            5050 - RETIREMENT 2,300.00 2,209.05 0.00 90.95
  46,650 00 46,377 50 977 18 1,249 68
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 2,075.00 0.00 0.00 2,075.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 1,000.00 755.33 0.00 244.67
            5110 - TRAINING 500.00 400.00 0.00 100.00
            5115 - LODGING 250.00 52.97 0.00 197.03
            5120 - MEALS 175.00 134.33 0.00 40.67
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 150.00 68.00 0.00 82.00
  2,075 00 1,410 63 0 00 664 37
        20 - SUPPLIES 8,500.00 0.00 0.00 8,500.00
            5285 - ELECTION EXP 8,500.00 9,916.32 0.00 -1,416.32
  8,500 00 9,916 32 0 00 -1,416.32
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 500.00 0.00 0.00 500.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 500.00 328.59 0.00 171.41
  500.00 328.59 0.00 171.41
  57,725 00 58,033 04 977 18 669 14
25 - TAX COLLECTOR 
    01 - GENERAL 49,300 00 0 00 0 00 49,300 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 48,950.00 0.00 0.00 48,950.00
            5000 - SALARIES 37,500.00 37,435.23 269.94 334.71
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 8,630.45 0.00 369.55
            5050 - RETIREMENT 2,450.00 2,433.33 0.00 16.67
  48,950 00 48,499 01 269 94 720 93
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 350.00 0.00 0.00 350.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 175.00 64.31 0.00 110.69
            5110 - TRAINING 150.00 55.00 0.00 95.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 25.00 25.00 0.00 0.00
  350 00 144 31 0 00 205 69
  49,300 00 48,643 32 269 94 926 62
30 - TREASURER 
    01 - GENERAL 69,924 00 0 00 0 00 69,924 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 68,464.00 0.00 0.00 68,464.00
            5000 - SALARIES 55,834.00 55,776.14 361.66 419.52
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 12,005.66 3,500.00 494.34
            5050 - RETIREMENT 3,630.00 3,625.36 0.00 4.64
  68,464 00 71,407 16 3,861 66 918 50
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 1,460.00 0.00 0.00 1,460.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 1,000.00 940.95 0.00 59.05
            5110 - TRAINING 300.00 149.00 0.00 151.00
            5120 - MEALS 100.00 58.29 0.00 41.71
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 60.00 25.00 0.00 35.00
  1,460 00 1,173 24 0 00 286 76
  69,924 00 72,580 40 3,861 66 1,205 26
32 - IT DEPARTMENT 
    01 - GENERAL 128,952 00 0 00 0 00 128,952 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 69,867.00 0.00 0.00 69,867.00
            5000 - SALARIES 57,152.00 56,476.03 423.69 1,099.66
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 10,180.80 0.00 -1,180.80
            5050 - RETIREMENT 3,715.00 3,803.59 0.00 -88.59
  69,867 00 70,460 42 423 69 -169.73
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 1,400.00 0.00 0.00 1,400.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 400.00 265.59 0.00 134.41
            5110 - TRAINING 1,000.00 299.00 0.00 701.00
  1,400 00 564 59 0 00 835 41
        25 - UTILITIES 960.00 0.00 0.00 960.00
            5320 - TELEPHONE 960.00 1,230.84 270.84 0.00
  960 00 1,230 84 270 84 0 00
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 10,500.00 0.00 0.00 10,500.00
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 10,500.00 10,939.30 1,533.97 1,094.67
  10,500 00 10,939 30 1,533 97 1,094 67
        40 - CONTRL SERV 34,225.00 0.00 0.00 34,225.00
            5605 - SOFTWARE 32,260.00 34,560.72 3,300.00 999.28
            5680 - WEB 1,965.00 1,691.65 0.00 273.35
  34,225 00 36,252 37 3,300 00 1,272 63
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 12,000.00 0.00 0.00 12,000.00
            5976 - EMG REPAIR 12,000.00 10,715.40 0.00 1,284.60
  12,000 00 10,715 40 0 00 1,284 60
  128,952 00 130,162 92 5,528 50 4,317 58
     UNEXPENDED
 ACCOUNT CURRENT BUDGET DEBITS CREDITS BALANCE
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35 - MUNICIPAL BUILDING 
    01 - GENERAL 76,500 00 0 00 0 00 76,500 00
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,500.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 2,500.00 2,866.44 0.00 -366.44
  2,500 00 2,866 44 0 00 -366.44
        20 - SUPPLIES 7,000.00 0.00 0.00 7,000.00
            5210 - BUILDING 7,000.00 4,609.43 46.00 2,436.57
  7,000 00 4,609 43 46 00 2,436 57
        25 - UTILITIES 53,500.00 0.00 0.00 53,500.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 36,000.00 36,231.56 0.00 -231.56
            5305 - HEAT 17,500.00 8,651.90 0.00 8,848.10
  53,500 00 44,883 46 0 00 8,616 54
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 11,000.00 0.00 0.00 11,000.00
            5400 - GENERAL 5,000.00 2,775.21 0.00 2,224.79
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 1,000.00 2,915.98 0.00 -1,915.98
            5435 - BUILDING 5,000 00 5,784 12 1 13 -782.99
  11,000 00 11,475 31 1 13 -474.18
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,500.00
            5915 - TRAFFIC LTS 7,853.00 0.00 0.00 7,853.00
  7,853 00 0 00 0 00 7,853 00
  81,853 00 63,834 64 47 13 18,065 49
40 - TAX ASSESSOR 
    01 - GENERAL 60,000 00 0 00 0 00 60,000 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 56,000.00 0.00 0.00 56,000.00
            5000 - SALARIES 56,000.00 42,423.32 0.00 13,576.68
  56,000 00 42,423 32 0 00 13,576 68
        20 - SUPPLIES 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,000.00
            5215 - MAPS 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 0.00
  4,000 00 4,000 00 0 00 0 00
  60,000 00 46,423 32 0 00 13,576 68
45 - CODE ENFORCEMENT 
    01 - GENERAL 73,870 00 0 00 0 00 73,870 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 64,954.00 0.00 0.00 64,954.00
            5000 - SALARIES 52,500.00 52,187.82 379.08 691.26
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 9,886.63 0.00 -886.63
            5050 - RETIREMENT 3,454.00 3,382.49 0.00 71.51
  64,954 00 65,456 94 379 08 -123.86
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 2,300.00 0.00 0.00 2,300.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 1,500.00 2,086.35 0.00 -586.35
            5110 - TRAINING 500.00 220.00 0.00 280.00
            5120 - MEALS 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 200.00 210.00 0.00 -10.00
  2,300 00 2,516 35 0 00 -216.35
        20 - SUPPLIES 1,136.00 0.00 0.00 1,136.00
            5215 - MAPS 0.00 1,381.75 0.00 -1,381.75
            5290 - BOOKS/PER. 1,136.00 19.99 0.00 1,116.01
  1,136 00 1,401 74 0 00 -265.74
        25 - UTILITIES 480.00 0.00 0.00 480.00
            5320 - TELEPHONE 480.00 870.72 0.00 -390.72
  480 00 870 72 0 00 -390.72
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5400 - GENERAL 0.00 45.00 0.00 -45.00
  0 00 45 00 0 00 -45.00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,000.00
            5600 - LEGAL 3,500.00 12,092.50 14,323.00 5,730.50
            5700 - CONSULTANTS 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00
  5,000 00 12,092 50 14,323 00 7,230 50
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 0.00 235.00 1,180.00 945.00
  0 00 235 00 1,180 00 945 00
  73,870 00 82,618 25 15,882 08 7,133 83
49 - OVERLAY
    01 - OVERLAY 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5999 - ABATEMENTS 0.00 70,422.16 13,405.98 -57,016.18
  0 00 70,422 16 13,405 98 -57,016.18
50 - LIBRARY 
    01 - GENERAL 100,245 00 0 00 0 00 100,245 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 76,670.00 0.00 0.00 76,670.00
            5000 - SALARIES 59,670.00 57,289.91 418.46 2,798.55
            5040 - HEALTH INS 14,000.00 5,402.22 2,520.19 11,117.97
            5050 - RETIREMENT 3,000.00 1,458.20 0.00 1,541.80
  76,670 00 64,150 33 2,938 65 15,458 32
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        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 275.00 0.00 0.00 275.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
            5110 - TRAINING 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 75.00 253.04 0.00 -178.04
  275 00 253 04 0 00 21 96
        20 - SUPPLIES 11,090.00 0.00 0.00 11,090.00
            5200 - OFFICE 1,500.00 1,466.77 0.00 33.23
            5205 - POSTAGE 90.00 189.24 50.64 -48.60
            5290 - BOOKS/PER. 9,500.00 9,929.03 499.14 70.11
  11,090 00 11,585 04 549 78 54 74
        25 - UTILITIES 7,560.00 0.00 0.00 7,560.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 2,300.00 2,984.77 0.00 -684.77
            5305 - HEAT 4,500.00 1,819.69 0.00 2,680.31
            5320 - TELEPHONE 760.00 409.61 0.00 350.39
  7,560 00 5,214 07 0 00 2,345 93
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,000.00
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 1,000.00 686.55 0.00 313.45
            5435 - BUILDING 3,000.00 11,165.30 0.00 -8,165.30
  4,000 00 11,851 85 0 00 -7,851.85
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 650.00 0.00 0.00 650.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 250.00 0.00 0.00 250.00
            5925 - PROG EXPSE 400.00 352.22 0.00 47.78
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 0.00 10.82 0.00 -10.82
  650 00 363 04 0 00 286 96
  100,245 00 93,417 37 3,488 43 10,316 06
55 - PARKS & RECREATION 
    01 - GENERAL 273,133 00 0 00 0 00 273,133 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 209,828.00 0.00 0.00 209,828.00
            5000 - SALARIES 87,302.00 79,326.38 1,293.17 9,268.79
            5003 - PROGRAM PAYR 110,000.00 96,911.59 1,146.30 14,234.71
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 7,699.05 240.00 1,540.95
            5050 - RETIREMENT 3,526.00 3,292.79 0.00 233.21
  209,828 00 187,229 81 2,679 47 25,277 66
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 7,575.00 0.00 0.00 7,575.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 6,500.00 6,138.22 0.00 361.78
            5110 - TRAINING 825.00 141.50 0.00 683.50
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 250.00 324.75 0.00 -74.75
  7,575 00 6,604 47 0 00 970 53
        20 - SUPPLIES 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,000.00
            5200 - OFFICE 0.00 662.00 0.00 -662.00
            5250 - GAS/DIESEL 2,000.00 662.49 0.00 1,337.51
  2,000 00 1,324 49 0 00 675 51
        25 - UTILITIES 3,980.00 0.00 0.00 3,980.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 3,500.00 1,476.98 0.00 2,023.02
            5320 - TELEPHONE 480.00 400.00 0.00 80.00
  3,980 00 1,876 98 0 00 2,103 02
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 7,100.00 0.00 0.00 7,100.00
            5422 - GROUNDS 6,000.00 7,337.69 33.47 -1,304.22
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 1,100.00 612.47 1.00 488.53
            5435 - BUILDING 0.00 13.90 0.00 -13.90
  7,100 00 7,964 06 34 47 -829.59
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 42,650.00 0.00 0.00 42,650.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 3,400.00 2,332.60 0.00 1,067.40
            5924 - TICKETS SALE 5,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 1,000.00
            5925 - PROG EXPSE 30,500.00 42,754.41 79.75 -12,174.66
            5940 - TOILETS 3,250.00 1,830.00 0.00 1,420.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 500.00 180.36 0.00 319.64
  42,650 00 51,097 37 79 75 -8,367.62
  273,133 00 256,097 18 2,793 69 19,829 51
58 - REC GRANT 
    01 - REC GRANT 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5926 - GRANT EXPENS 2,140.30 1,172.48 0.00 967.82
  2,140 30 1,172 48 0 00 967 82
60 - PLANNING BOARD 
    01 - GENERAL 10,450 00 0 00 0 00 10,450 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 4,500.00 0.00 0.00 4,500.00
            5000 - SALARIES 4,500.00 2,180.00 0.00 2,320.00
  4,500 00 2,180 00 0 00 2,320 00
        20 - SUPPLIES 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
            5290 - BOOKS/PER. 100.00 16.00 0.00 84.00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 4,500.00 0.00 0.00 4,500.00
            5600 - LEGAL 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,000.00
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            5700 - CONSULTANTS 500.00 0.00 0.00 500.00
  4,500 00 0 00 0 00 4,500 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 1,350.00 0.00 0.00 1,350.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 1,100.00 180.00 0.00 920.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 250.00 0.00 0.00 250.00
  1,350 00 180 00 0 00 1,170 00
  10,450 00 2,376 00 0 00 8,074 00
62 - PLANNING DEPT 
    01 - GENERAL 101,875 00 0 00 0 00 101,875 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 101,100.00 0.00 0.00 101,100.00
            5000 - SALARIES 89,500.00 76,482.19 272.00 13,289.81
            5040 - HEALTH INS 9,000.00 10,077.60 0.00 -1,077.60
            5050 - RETIREMENT 2,600.00 2,576.60 0.00 23.40
  101,100 00 89,136 39 272 00 12,235 61
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 700.00 0.00 0.00 700.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 400.00 0.00 0.00 400.00
            5115 - LODGING 200.00 0.00 0.00 200.00
            5120 - MEALS 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
  700 00 0 00 0 00 700 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 75.00 0.00 0.00 75.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 75.00 75.00 0.00 0.00
  75 00 75 00 0 00 0 00
  101,875 00 89,211 39 272 00 12,935 61
65 - ZONING BOARD 
    01 - GENERAL 2,225 00 0 00 0 00 2,225 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 800.00 0.00 0.00 800.00
            5000 - SALARIES 800.00 708.00 0.00 92.00
  800 00 708 00 0 00 92 00
        20 - SUPPLIES 175.00 0.00 0.00 175.00
            5205 - POSTAGE 25.00 0.00 0.00 25.00
            5290 - BOOKS/PER. 150.00 150.00 0.00 0.00
  175 00 150 00 0 00 25 00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 1,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,000.00
            5600 - LEGAL 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00 0.00
  1,000 00 1,000 00 0 00 0 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 250.00 0.00 0.00 250.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 250.00 250.00 0.00 0.00
  250 00 250 00 0 00 0 00
  2,225 00 2,108 00 0 00 117 00
70 - PUBLIC SAFETY 
    01 - GENERAL 814,114 00 0 00 0 00 814,114 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 625,319.00 0.00 0.00 625,319.00
            5000 - SALARIES 324,256.00 320,811.89 2,265.41 5,709.52
            5001 - PER DIEM 223,818.00 216,569.96 3,455.40 10,703.44
            5005 - OVERTIME 3,500.00 734.37 0.00 2,765.63
            5040 - HEALTH INS 54,000.00 58,745.70 240.00 -4,505.70
            5050 - RETIREMENT 19,745.00 19,668.96 0.00 76.04
  625,319 00 616,530 88 5,960 81 14,748 93
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 7,900.00 0.00 0.00 7,900.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 400.00 171.34 0.00 228.66
            5110 - TRAINING 7,500.00 2,413.51 300.00 5,386.49
  7,900 00 2,584 85 300 00 5,615 15
        20 - SUPPLIES 19,200.00 0.00 0.00 19,200.00
            5200 - OFFICE 0.00 295.64 10.70 -284.94
            5250 - GAS/DIESEL 19,200.00 11,303.72 0.00 7,896.28
  19,200 00 11,599 36 10 70 7,611 34
        25 - UTILITIES 29,780.00 0.00 0.00 29,780.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 13,700.00 11,228.03 0.00 2,471.97
            5305 - HEAT 9,800.00 7,421.78 0.00 2,378.22
            5320 - TELEPHONE 6,280.00 6,075.04 0.00 204.96
  29,780 00 24,724 85 0 00 5,055 15
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 125,645.00 0.00 0.00 125,645.00
            5405 - VEHICLE 57,000.00 51,623.39 281.00 5,657.61
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 38,985.00 33,456.02 500.00 6,028.98
            5430 - RADIOS 14,660.00 10,897.77 101.22 3,863.45
            5435 - BUILDING 15,000.00 23,033.70 18.90 -8,014.80
  125,645 00 119,010 88 901 12 7,535 24
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 6,270.00 0.00 0.00 6,270.00
            5944 - EMA/CODE RED 6,270.00 5,672.07 1,965.98 2,563.91
  6,270 00 5,672 07 1,965 98 2,563 91
  814,114 00 780,122 89 9,138 61 43,129 72
    02 - GENERAL 107,897 00 0 00 0 00 107,897 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 38,047.00 0.00 0.00 38,047.00
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            5002 - CALL PAY 38,047.00 26,026.66 150.00 12,170.34
  38,047 00 26,026 66 150 00 12,170 34
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 12,500.00 0.00 0.00 12,500.00
            5110 - TRAINING 4,500.00 2,723.90 101.65 1,877.75
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 5,500.00 5,496.75 0.00 3.25
            5130 - TEST & SHOTS 2,500.00 1,669.00 0.00 831.00
  12,500 00 9,889 65 101 65 2,712 00
        20 - SUPPLIES 24,600.00 0.00 0.00 24,600.00
            5200 - OFFICE 7,600.00 7,290.32 25.17 334.85
            5245 - UNIFORMS 7,000.00 7,021.89 42.72 20.83
            5295 - AMBULANCE 10,000.00 9,839.53 13.99 174.46
  24,600 00 24,151 74 81 88 530 14
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 8,000.00 0.00 0.00 8,000.00
            5405 - VEHICLE 2,000.00 2,266.86 661.54 394.68
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 6,000.00 3,375.55 0.00 2,624.45
  8,000 00 5,642 41 661 54 3,019 13
        40 - CONTRL SERV 20,500.00 0.00 0.00 20,500.00
            5665 - HEALTH OFFCR 500.00 500.00 0.00 0.00
            5685 - REC COL FEE 20,000.00 16,025.76 1,349.62 5,323.86
  20,500 00 16,525 76 1,349 62 5,323 86
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 4,250.00 0.00 0.00 4,250.00
            0050 - AMBLE SUBPT 1,050.00 973.88 0.00 76.12
            5947 - HONORARY 3,200.00 3,028.41 0.00 171.59
  4,250 00 4,002 29 0 00 247 71
  107,897 00 86,238 51 2,344 69 24,003 18
    03 - GENERAL 61,175 00 0 00 0 00 61,175 00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 61,175.00 0.00 0.00 61,175.00
            5675 - DISPATCH 61,175.00 60,510.00 0.00 665.00
  61,175 00 60,510 00 0 00 665 00
  983,186 00 926,871 40 11,483 30 67,797 90
77 - HYDRANT RENT 
    01 - GENERAL 42,000 00 0 00 0 00 42,000 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 42,000.00 0.00 0.00 42,000.00
            5935 - HYDRANTS 42,000.00 42,000.00 0.00 0.00
  42,000 00 42,000 00 0 00 0 00
79 - ROSS CORNER 
    01 - GENERAL 11,777 00 0 00 0 00 11,777 00
        25 - UTILITIES 11,777.00 0.00 0.00 11,777.00
            5330 - ROSS CORNER 11,777.00 11,743.34 0.00 33.66
  11,777 00 11,743 34 0 00 33 66
80 - HEALTH/SANITATION 
    01 - GENERAL 430,524 00 0 00 0 00 430,524 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 113,705.00 0.00 0.00 113,705.00
            5000 - SALARIES 91,103.00 82,646.28 663.92 9,120.64
            5005 - OVERTIME 2,000.00 1,142.37 5.17 862.80
            5040 - HEALTH INS 18,000.00 18,406.31 1,797.70 1,391.39
            5050 - RETIREMENT 2,602.00 2,741.88 0.00 -139.88
  113,705 00 104,936 84 2,466 79 11,234 95
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 1,550.00 0.00 0.00 1,550.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 500.00 277.45 0.00 222.55
            5110 - TRAINING 1,000.00 284.00 0.00 716.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 50.00 55.00 0.00 -5.00
  1,550 00 616 45 0 00 933 55
        20 - SUPPLIES 3,800.00 0.00 0.00 3,800.00
            5200 - OFFICE 1,200.00 847.55 0.00 352.45
            5240 - SIGNS 400.00 125.35 0.00 274.65
            5246 - PERS PROTECT 1,500.00 671.31 0.00 828.69
            5270 - LICENSES 700.00 651.00 0.00 49.00
  3,800 00 2,295 21 0 00 1,504 79
        25 - UTILITIES 9,900.00 0.00 0.00 9,900.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 8,500.00 7,296.75 0.00 1,203.25
            5320 - TELEPHONE 1,400.00 1,264.64 287.02 422.38
  9,900 00 8,561 39 287 02 1,625 63
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 21,000.00 0.00 0.00 21,000.00
            5405 - VEHICLE 6,000.00 2,897.35 0.00 3,102.65
            5423 - ROLL OFF CON 7,000.00 6,620.91 224.40 603.49
            5425 - EQUIPMENT 4,000.00 3,621.55 0.00 378.45
            5435 - BUILDING 17,102.00 4,783.80 0.00 12,318.20
            5445 - TOWN ROADS 0.00 1,408.05 1,408.05 0.00
  34,102 00 19,331 66 1,632 45 16,402 79
        40 - CONTRL SERV 247,369.00 0.00 0.00 247,369.00
            5620 - PLOWING 3,000.00 660.00 0.00 2,340.00
            5626 - OBW-S/S 45,000.00 56,243.00 0.00 -11,243.00
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            5627 - NON RECY TPY 15,225.00 26,073.97 0.00 -10,848.97
            5628 - NON RECY HAL 5,535.00 8,215.00 0.00 -2,680.00
            5631 - ECO TPNG 134,000.00 132,994.48 0.00 1,005.52
            5632 - HLNG TO ECO 26,180.00 32,769.03 0.00 -6,589.03
            5635 - CPRC SNG/SHT 6,713.00 5,007.21 0.00 1,705.79
            5636 - CPRC HAUL 1,716.00 775.00 0.00 941.00
            5638 - GRINDING 10,000.00 23,632.25 0.00 -13,632.25
  247,369 00 286,369 94 0 00 -39,000.94
        45 - PURCHASES CP 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 20,000.00
            7000 - EQUIPMENT 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00 0.00
            7015 - BUILDINGS 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,000.00
  20,000 00 15,000 00 0 00 5,000 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 13,200.00 0.00 0.00 13,200.00
            5905 - ADVERTISING 200.00 90.20 0.00 109.80
            5993 - SPG CLEAN-UP 10,000.00 3,191.39 1,623.66 8,432.27
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 3,000.00 1,688.09 0.00 1,311.91
  13,200 00 4,969 68 1,623 66 9,853 98
  443,626 00 442,081 17 6,009 92 7,554 75
85 - PUBLIC WORKS 
    01 - GENERAL 1,228,310 00 0 00 0 00 1,228,310 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 133,100.00 0.00 0.00 133,100.00
            5000 - SALARIES 111,000.00 111,259.66 806.98 547.32
            5005 - OVERTIME 4,100.00 5,701.56 16.88 -1,584.68
            5040 - HEALTH INS 18,000.00 16,914.89 240.00 1,325.11
  133,100 00 133,876 11 1,063 86 287 75
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,000.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 4,000.00 3,561.26 0.00 438.74
  4,000 00 3,561 26 0 00 438 74
        20 - SUPPLIES 458,750.00 0.00 0.00 458,750.00
            5201 - NEW EQUIP. 5,000.00 4,469.66 0.00 530.34
            5210 - BUILDING 0.00 17.98 0.00 -17.98
            5220 - CULVERTS 14,000.00 12,744.23 0.00 1,255.77
            5230 - HOT TOP 331,446.00 331,024.23 0.00 421.77
            5235 - SAND & SALT 140,000.00 169,940.85 0.00 -29,940.85
            5240 - SIGNS 3,000.00 2,222.59 0.00 777.41
            5246 - PERS PROTECT 2,000.00 796.11 0.00 1,203.89
            5250 - GAS/DIESEL 14,000.00 9,188.68 0.00 4,811.32
            5270 - LICENSES 750.00 400.00 0.00 350.00
  510,196 00 530,804 33 0 00 -20,608.33
        25 - UTILITIES 8,500.00 0.00 0.00 8,500.00
            5300 - ELECTRICITY 2,000.00 1,515.53 0.00 484.47
            5305 - HEAT 3,500.00 1,920.96 0.00 1,579.04
            5320 - TELEPHONE 3,000.00 2,521.75 0.00 478.25
  8,500 00 5,958 24 0 00 2,541 76
        30 - REPRS & MAIN 165,960.00 0.00 0.00 165,960.00
            5405 - VEHICLE 12,000.00 12,171.23 414.26 243.03
            5418 - PIT RESTOR. 10,000.00 9,875.00 0.00 125.00
            5420 - MOWING 0.00 48.00 0.00 -48.00
            5430 - RADIOS 960.00 525.00 0.00 435.00
            5435 - BUILDING 20,000.00 5,014.31 0.00 14,985.69
            5445 - TOWN ROADS 162,751.00 153,733.95 0.00 9,017.05
  205,711 00 181,367 49 414 26 24,757 77
        40 - CONTRL SERV 458,000.00 0.00 0.00 458,000.00
            5610 - CRUSHING 40,000.00 40,000.00 0.00 0.00
            5612 - ENGINEERING 20,000.00 5,448.19 0.00 14,551.81
            5620 - PLOWING 398,000.00 397,973.00 0.00 27.00
  458,000 00 443,421 19 0 00 14,578 81
  1,319,507 00 1,298,988 62 1,478 12 21,996 50
86 - SALT SHED 
    01 - SALT SHED 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        45 - PURCHASES CP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            7015 - BUILDINGS 459,999.82 565,250.70 200,000.00 94,749.12
  459,999 82 565,250 70 200,000 00 94,749 12
87 - GENERAL ASSISTANCE 
    01 - GENERAL 68,290 00 0 00 0 00 68,290 00
        10 - PERSONAL SER 9,480.00 0.00 0.00 9,480.00
            5000 - SALARIES 8,900.00 7,935.74 56.81 1,021.07
            5005 - OVERTIME 0.00 8.00 0.00 -8.00
            5050 - RETIREMENT 580.00 0.00 0.00 580.00
  9,480 00 7,943 74 56 81 1,593 07
        15 - EMPLOYEE CST 1,010.00 0.00 0.00 1,010.00
            5100 - TRAVEL 500.00 267.23 0.00 232.77
            5110 - TRAINING 300.00 135.00 0.00 165.00
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            5115 - LODGING 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
            5120 - MEALS 50.00 0.00 0.00 50.00
            5125 - DUES & SUBSP 60.00 30.00 0.00 30.00
  1,010 00 432 23 0 00 577 77
        50 - GENRL ASSTS 57,800.00 0.00 0.00 57,800.00
            5700 - HEAT 10,000.00 568.70 0.00 9,431.30
            5705 - FOOD 2,000.00 855.05 0.00 1,144.95
            5706 - PROPANE 750.00 74.99 0.00 675.01
            5710 - RENT 40,000.00 29,395.40 0.00 10,604.60
            5720 - MEDICINE 500.00 0.00 0.00 500.00
            5721 - CREMATION 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00
            5725 - ELECTRICITY 3,000.00 488.91 0.00 2,511.09
            5730 - GAS 50.00 0.00 0.00 50.00
            5731 - WATER 0.00 42.73 0.00 -42.73
  57,800 00 31,425 78 0 00 26,374 22
  68,290 00 39,801 75 56 81 28,545 06
89 - CHRISTMAS DONATIONS
    01 - CHRISTMAS  0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        50 - GENRL ASSTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5708 - SHOPPER XMAS 759.00 2,050.00 0.00 -1,291.00
  759 00 2,050 00 0 00 -1,291.00
90 - EDUCATION 
    01 - GENERAL 8,047,207 00 0 00 0 00 8,047,207 00
        55 - EDUCATION 8,047,207.00 0.00 0.00 8,047,207.00
            5800 - MSAD #57 8,047,207.00 8,047,207.00 0.00 0.00
  8,047,207 00 8,047,207 00 0 00 0 00
91 - FUEL DONATIONS 
    01 - FUEL DONATIONS 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            9999 - MISC EXPENSE 7,750.00 6,940.83 0.00 809.17
  7,750 00 6,940 83 0 00 809 17
92 - CIP PROGRAMS 
    01 - GENERAL 260,000 00 0 00 0 00 260,000 00
        45 - PURCHASES CP 260,000.00 0.00 0.00 260,000.00
            7015 - BUILDINGS 35,989.00 36,775.12 0.00 -786.12
            7030 - UPGRADE ROAD 268,533.00 259,435.86 0.00 9,097.14
  304,522 00 296,210 98 0 00 8,311 02
95 - UNCLASSIFIED 
    01 - GENERAL 726,398 00 0 00 0 00 726,398 00
        40 - CONTRL SERV 221,000.00 0.00 0.00 221,000.00
            5670 - SHERIFF PTRL 221,000.00 185,865.79 0.00 35,134.21
 221,000.00 185,865.79 0.00 35,134.21
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 505,398.00 0.00 0.00 505,398.00
            5900 - YORK COUNTY 425,000.00 421,217.57 0.00 3,782.43
            5945 - ROAD COMM 2,000.00 216.45 0.00 1,783.55
            5946 - EDC 16,975.00 1,420.63 0.00 15,554.37
            5948 - LACC 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00 0.00
            5955 - OLD HOME DAY 19,700.00 19,797.78 0.00 -97.78
            5960 - CEMETERIES 5,000.00 6,145.85 0.00 -1,145.85
            5965 - TAYLOR HOUSE 5,000.00 5,010.00 0.00 -10.00
            5970 - MEMORIAL DAY 1,000.00 568.55 0.00 431.45
            5975 - CABLE TV AC 29,500.00 29,190.00 0.00 310.00
            5991 - AGENCIES 12,698.00 12,698.00 0.00 0.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 0.00 50.00 0.00 -50.00
 519,873.00 499,314.83 0.00 20,558.17
 740,873.00 685,180.62 0.00 55,692.38
 740,873.00 685,180.62 0.00 55,692.38
97 - DO NOT USE  
    01 - OLD HOME DAY 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00
        60 - UNCLASSIFIED 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
            5955 - OLD HOME DAY 19,068.00 500.71 500.71 19,068.00
            5995 - INCIDENTALS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  19,068 00 500 71 500 71 19,068 00
    
FINAL TOTALS 14,478,016 12 14,430,821 08 345,270 45 392,465 49
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Payroll Expense Detail 
July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017
NAME JOB DESCRIPTION WAGES
Dennis G Abbott  Selectman                       4,299 96 
Angela Alcock Parks & Rec  Dept             13,201 50 
Clinton Andrews  Sanatation Head              49,383 47 
Joshua Andrews Parks & Rec  Dept               7,458 50 
Wade Andrews Aco                            12,399 40 
Arin Auger O/C Fire Dept                   3,404 49 
Kevin Bachi O/C Fire Dept                   9,719 07 
Tamara Bellman Admin Planning               39,640 00 
David Benton Sr Publie Works                  20,427 60 
Lisa Bennett  Deputy Chief Ems             59,728 80 
Scott A Bernier  O/C Fire Dept                 23,322 91 
Scott W Birkemose  O/C Fire Dept                   3,348 58 
Thomas J Blackburn  Public Works                  59,417 51 
Ruth A Blake  Head Librian                  22,082 55 
Matthew S Bors  Chief Fire Dept                74,958 91 
Taylor Buck O/C Fire Dept                     368 14 
Tyler Buck O/C Fire Dept                     323 57 
Danielle Burbank Parks & Rec  Dept               1,686 00 
Stephen Calnan O/C Fire Dept                 15,247 81 
James E Carll  Ballott Clerk                      345 16 
Judith Carll Planning Board--Bc              695 16 
Christopher Carpenter F/T Fire Dept                      806 82 
Glenn Charette Ceo                            52,517 82 
Patrick Chevalier Transfer Station               10,543 15 
David Christensen Planning Board                            100 00 
Kurt A Clason  Planning Board                            150 00 
John F Cloonan III O/C Fire Dept                   1,733 07 
Kevin Collins O/C Fire Dept                       9 75 
William Cookson Parks & Rec  Dept               2,751 25 
Emma Cost Parks & Rec  Dept               3,225 13 
April Cote Parks & Rec  Dept             18,096 75 
Peter Cote Custodian/Main               36,354 15 
Marc Cunningham  F/T Fire Dept                  30,181 11 
Adam DeAngelis Parks & Rec  Dept               8,540 00 
Michael DeAngelis  Head-Parks & Rec            42,307 52 
Tony Depeter O/C Fire Dept                     253 82 
Jacob Dooley O/C Fire Dept                   2,627 64 
Paul Dorion O/C Fire Dept                     968 94 
Theodore Doyle Planning Board                            125 00 
Donna Duffy P/T Librian                      1,636 04 
Judith M Durney  Ballott Clerk                        44 25 
Nathan Elmore O/C Fire Dept                  17,672 64 
Joseph Eragitano Parks & Rec  Dept                 192 49 
Sean M Falasca  Parks & Rec  Dept               5,327 50 
James Farrenkopf O/C Fire Dept                   7,245 51 
Laura Fish Adm Asst F D                  23,041 43 
Douglas Foglio, Sr  Road Commissioner            8,268 08 
Michael G Fraser  Ltn  Fire Dept                 54,585 29 
Judith A French  O/C Fire Dept                   4,631 62 
Jon C Gale  Selectman                       4,299 96 
Roberta Gallant Ballot Clerk                        192 49 
Matthew Garland O/C Fire Dept                   1,684 99 
Julie T Giles  Dpty Treasurer                55,776 14 
Robert Gobeil  Sanatation/Ballot Clerk             4,084 56 
Kala Godard O/C Fire Dept                     386 15 
David Gonthier O/C Fire Dept                  11,231 22 
Lynn Gray Transfer Station               19,366 64 
Joseph P Guarino  O/C Fire Dept                     123 75 
Georgia Hall P/T Clerk                      13,096 00 
Derek Hayes O/C Fire Dept                   9,962 80 
Katheryn Hendrix Parks & Rec  Dept                 506 00 
Michael Hersom O/C Fire Dept                  13,523 50 
Michael Holbrook O/C Fire Dept                   1,692 96 
Carl Hoskins O/C Fire Dept                   4,196 63 
NAME JOB DESCRIPTION WAGES
James Hubbell Parks & Rec  Dept                 255 55 
Eric Jackson O/C Fire Dept                 14,102 29 
Conrad Jellison O/C Fire Dept                   9,055 82 
Cody Jewett O/C Fire Dept                   2,632 94 
Nancy A Johnson  Gen  Asst -Mt Clrk             46,354 97 
Pauline Keith Librarian                       12,927 60 
Deen Kirchner O/C Fire Dept                     182 13 
Laura Kindness P/T Librarian                    6071 15
Gary Lamb Town Administrator            89,999 94 
Todd Lacourse O/C Fire Dept                     160 82 
Thomas I Langevin  O/C Fire Dept                 26,276 78 
Steven Letellier Planning Brd                      250 00 
Heidi J Libby  P/T Librarian                    4,321 29 
Galen W Light  O/C Fire Dept                     271 32 
Gordon Littlefield, Jr Selectman                       4,299 96 
Casey Lord O/C Fire Dept                   2,388 17 
David J Lowe  IT Tech                        59,474 88 
Michael Macnivian O/C Fire Dept                     636 48 
Jonathan Malia O/C Fire Dept                     577 39 
Katy Mann Planning Brd                      100 00 
Phoebe Masse Parks & Rec  Dept               2,074 50 
Brigit Mccallum  Ballott Clerk                      154 88 
Ryan Mcclure Parks & Rec  Dept               1,659 50 
Duane O Mccoy  O/C Fire Dept                     270 00 
Nathan T Mccoy  Pw-Fire Dept                  38,264 37 
Patti Mckenna O/C Ceo                           150 00 
Emily Mcquillen O/C Fire Dept                   9,610 68 
Tammy Meggison O/C Fire Dept                   7,321 82 
Daniel Mills Transfer Station                9,467 02 
Sherry Nadeau Admin  Sec  Asst              35,487 90 
Lee Nelson Planning Board                            300 00 
Timothy Neill Selectman                       4,299 96 
Bailey Ohman Parks & Rec  Dept               1,102 88 
Andrew Orr Zoning Board                                 75 00 
Brandon Parenteau O/C Fire Dept                      41 25 
Sean Perkins O/C Fire Dept                   1,243 89 
Joel Plorrde Zoning Board                                 75 00 
Robert Powers Moderator                        389 09 
Dwayne Prescott Planning Brd                      325 00 
Alan A Raymond  O/C Fire Dept                     999 60 
Amanda N Raymond  Parks & Rec  Dept               1,920 00 
Carter Raymond  Parks & Rec  Dept                 510 50 
Sharon L Reed  Dpty Tax Collector             37,435 23 
Dustin A Rhodes  O/C Fire Dept                   8,879 26 
Michael E Risti  Parks & Rec  Dept               5,042 00 
Michael Risti Parks & Rec  Dept             10,386 75 
Kristen Roland Parks & Rec  Dept               3,270 00 
Daniel Roy F-T  Fire Dept                 46,233 88 
Jean Rundgren  P/T Librarian                  11,441 77 
John Seery Ballot Clerk                        146 03 
Jerome Senior O/C Fire Dept                  12,522 73 
Shawn Shoemaker Zoning Board                                 75 00 
Christina Silberman Admin/Select secretary           169 48 
Michael Simonds Parks & Rec  Dept               1,799 00 
James Southworth Zoning Board                                 75 00 
Claudette Smith Ballot Clerk                        123 90 
Todd Smith Parks & Rec  Dept             33,161 40 
Kerri Stearns O/C Fire Dept                   6,249 39 
Theresa Storey Ballot Clerk                        221 26 
Bengamin Thompson P/T Assessor                      568 75 
Christine Torno Dpty Clerk                     33,985 55 
Peter F Turgeon  Capt  Fire Dept                48,218 85 
Lisa K Tutor  Parks & Rec  Dept             20,485 20 
Daniuelle Vigue Parks & Rec  Dept               6,272 64 
Derek Webster O/C Fire Dept                     544 50 
Carolyn Widen Ballot Clerk                         75 23 
Joseph Wilber O/C Fire Dept                   3,117 96 
Judith Wirth Ballott Clerk                      300 00 
Dwayne A Woodsome Selectman                       4,299 96 
127 Employees TOTAL WAGES  . . . . $1,586,702.69   
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CAROLINE F WATERMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5,727.00
CASH--CHRISTMAS SHOPPING . . . . . . . . . . . .2,050.00
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES CORP .  .  .  .  . 11,340.84
CENTRAL FURNITURE & APPLIANCES, INC . . . . . .3,749.20
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 60,240.50
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .428.91
CENTRAL PETROLEUM COMPANY.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .941.05
CENTRAL TIRE CO., INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,511.80
CHAMPAGNE’S ENERGY, INC  . . . . . . . . . . . . .5,590.96
CHANNING BETE COMPANY, INC  . . . . . . . . . . . .425.10
CHRISTINE M TORNO .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .522.30
CHRISTOPHER HAMER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  60.00
CINDY LOESCHWITZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00
CLEAN-O-RAMA, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,952.22
CLIA LABORATORY PROGRAM.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .150.00
CLINTON ANDREWS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .277.45
COUNTY OF YORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607,083.36
CPRC MANAGEMENT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 31,880.77
CRITICAL ALERT SYATEMS, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.26
CUMBERLAND/NORTH YARMOUTH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .400.00
CYN ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES . . . . . . . . . . . .341.20
D & E RUBBISH REMOVAL, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . 75,071.23
D & R PAVING  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6,600.00
DAVID J SHAFFER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  55.00
DAVID J. LOWE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .308.87
DAVID P TRASK AND SON, INC.  . . . . . . . . . . 344,780.00
DAVID R BENTON, SR.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,616.26
DAVID W GRAFFAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,230.00
DAYTON SAND & GRAVEL CO., INC . . . . . . . . 463,064.81
DEAD RIVER COMPANY.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .314.41
DEARBORN BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION INC . . . . .987.00
DEBRA L  MOORE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  15.00
DEER POND FUEL, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .7,285.30
DEMCO INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,210.89
DENISE MERRILL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
DENNIS WHITE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .131.01
DEPT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,051.00
DIANE STEVENS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .125.58
DICK E BENTLEY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51,300.00
DON’S AUTO BODY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,250.00
DOUGLAS FOGLIO, SR. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .877.50
DUFFY’S HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING . . . . . . . . 80.00
EARL ALLEN .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  15.00
EASTER FIRE APPARATUS, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . .1,760.00
EASTERN SALT COMPANY, INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  146,748.60
EASY PERMIT POSTAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,606.00
ECN INTERMEDIATE HOLDING CO., INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,653.50
ECO MAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179,280.34
ELDREDGE LUMBER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .955.24
ELECTION SYSTEMS & SOFTWEAR, INC. . . . . . . .4,425.64
EMERGENCY SERVICES  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .660.00
EMILY-KATE MCQUILLEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .125.00
ERIC JACKSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44.10
ESRI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .700.00
EVERBANK COMMERCIAL FINANCE, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,152.80
EWASTE RECYCLING SOLUTIONS, LLC . . . . . . . . .863.66
F. M. ABBOTT POWER EQUIPMENT, INC.  . . . . . . .5,720.58
F. R. CARROLL, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13,580.25
FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .822.00
FIRE TECH & SAFETY OF N.E., INC.  . . . . . . . . . . .695.00
FIREHOSEDIRECT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,556.47
FIRST SECURITY FINANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49,411.13
FLAG WAVERS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .868.00
FOGLIO INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535,725.05
FRED BRANCATO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .375.00
FULLY INVOLVED, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .890.00
FUNTOWN/SPLASHTOWN USA  . . . . . . . . . . . .2,755.00
G & F SEPTIC INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,632.25
GARY LAMB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .277.06
A A A FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO, INC . . . . . . . . . .1,132.00
A H HARRIS & SONS, INC.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,221.10
A T & T MOBILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .569.76
A-1 ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC. . . . . . . . . .6,185.00
AARON N WINN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
ADMIRAL FIRE & SAFETY, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,069.81
AIR VACUUM CORPORATION.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,386.00
ALADTEC, INC.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,560.00
ALBERT G COOLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .600.00
ALEXANDER P WALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
ALFRED OIL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .409.80
ALLEN UNIFORM, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,622.92
ALLIANCE PRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .587.26
ALWAYS & FOREVER FLORIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258.00
AMERICAN LEGION POST #134  . . . . . . . . . . . . .200.00
AMY BETH BRANDT-LUCARELLI . . . . . . . . . . . . .153.72
ANDERSON EQUIPMENT COMPANY  . . . . . . . . .1,161.15
ANGELA M TIBBETTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .198.00
ANIMAL WELFARE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,579.00
ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY VET CLINIC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .130.00
ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY, INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .8,019.96
ANTHEM  BC & BS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .380.80
ANTHEM BC &BS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .622.92
ANTHEM SPORTS, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.77
ANTHONY ANDREOTTOLA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .825.00
ANTHONY ANDREOTTOLA, JR..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,332.00
AQUA MANAGEMENT LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,567.00
ARROW INTERNATIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .856.34
ATLANTIC PARTNERS EMS, INC . . . . . . . . . . . .1,274.00
ATLANTIC RECYCLING EQUIPMENT, LLC . . . . . . 15,370.00
ATLANTIC VALUATION SERVICES  . . . . . . . . . . 33,662.00
ATLAS PYROVISION ENTERTAINMENT  . . . . . . . .9,141.00
B & B FAMILY ENTERPRISES, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . .722.38
B & H   PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO . . . . . . . . .1,379.99
BAKER & TAYLOR BOOKS-510486 . . . . . . . . . . .6,690.50
BANC OF AMERICA PUB CAPTL CORP . . . . . . . 20,418.77
BARBARA TRIPP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .109.00
BARTLETT ASSESSING SERVICES . . . . . . . . . . .8,192.57
BENTON BROTHERS EXCAVATION .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 61,011.44
BERGERON PROTECTIVE CLOTHING  . . . . . . . . 12,637.81
BETHEL OUTDOOR ADVENTURE, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .385.00
BIBLIONIX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,900.00
BIDDEFORD & SACO CHAMBER OF . . . . . . . . . . .850.00
BIDDEFORD POLICE DEPT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54,600.00
BIDDEFORD SAVINGS BANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,622.80
BLAST PARTY RENTALS, LLC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .737.50
BOB’S GARAGE, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .250.00
BONNY EAGLE YOUTH BASKETBALL LEAGUE . . . . .800.00
BOSTON COMPANY.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .450.00
BOUND TREE MEDICAL LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,291.76
BRADLEY J NIKEL .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .4,000.00
BRAND COMPANY INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .392.06
BRIGGS & SON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .189.00
BRIGIT MCCALLUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .160.00
BSN SPORTS, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .384.92
BUD’S OVERHEAD DOOR, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5,400.00
BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .101.05
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS  . . . . . . . . . . . . .662.00
BUXTON FIRE & RESCUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .550.00
CANTARA COMMERCIAL COLLISION  . . . . . . . . . .377.75
CARDINAL PRINTING CO, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,992.99
CARING UNLIMITED.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,308.00
CARMINE CASTALDO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
Vendor Expense Detail 
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GARY MOREAU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .409.70
GEORGE SLEEPER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800.00
GLASS WORKS, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .225.00
GLENN A WALTON  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97.50
GLENN CHARETTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .493.70
GORHAM LEASING GROUP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 79,708.21
GORHAM SAND & GRAVEL, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . .504.00
GRAINGER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  70.30
GREENWOOD EMERGENCY VEHICLES, INC. . . . . .2,844.48
GREG JONES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800.00
GREGORY M HOLLEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .240.00
GROUP DYNAMIC, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,422.00
HANNAFORD IN-STORE CHARGES  . . . . . . . . . .5,292.42
HARRIS COMPUTER SYSTEMS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13,864.94
HARRISON SHRADER ENTERPRISES LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .4,035.72
HARTFORD LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE .  .  .  .  .  .1,462.00
HARTFORD TRUCK REPAIR & TOWING, INC.  .  .  .  . 19,281.05
HARVARD PILGRIM HEALTH CARE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,100.61
HEATHER N SILYA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .324.85
HENRY HOWE IV  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .600.00
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES  . . . . . . . . . . . .863.87
HP FAIRFIELD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .609.58
HYDRAULIC HOSE & ASSEMBLIES, LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,255.39
HYGRADE BUSINESS GROUP, INC.  . . . . . . . . . .2,981.55
IMAGE TREND, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .175.00
INCIDENT SMART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .499.00
INDUSTRIAL PROTECTION SERVICES,LLC  . . . . . .7,970.10
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE  . . . . . . . . . . 140,001.06
INTEGRITY EARTHWORK, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,704.28
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION  . . . . . . . . . . . . .100.00
INT’L ASSOC. OF FIRE CHIEFS, INC . . . . . . . . . . .239.00
INVENTORY TRADING COMPANY  . . . . . . . . . . . .634.00
ITSAVVY LLC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .759.91
J P CARROLL FUEL CO..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18,817.63
JAMES DAVENPORT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .856.48
JAMES O HAMILTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .828.00
JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,500.00
JANINE MCGRATH  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.00
JEFFREY HOWES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.00
JEN ABBOTT.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  50.00
JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER & HENRY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 28,876.37
JESSICA BRUNELLE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.00
JG LORD EXCAVATION, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
JIM’S SUNOCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,532.79
JOHNSON FAMILY PROPERTIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
JOSHUA ANDREWS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .429.98
JOURNAL TRIBUNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312.26
JULIE T. GILES .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,109.71
KL DESIGN.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,940.44
KATHY CHASE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  40.99
KEVIN LAFLAMME.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .150.00
KIDS FREE TO GROW .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .500.00
KIM CARLL.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  15.00
KORA TEMPLE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .300.00
KORA TEMPLE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .500.00
KRISTIN PICKETT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
KYOCERA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6,280.00
LABBE EXCAVATING, INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  10.00
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMMUNITY INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800.00
LAKE ARROWHEAD CONSERVATION  . . . . . . . . .3,000.00
LAKESIDE MARKET, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5,931.77
LAURA L FISH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .142.36
LAURIE JACKSON .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .200.00
LAUZIER FINE HOME BUILDERS, LLC . . . . . . . . .3,857.00
LAWSON PRODUCTS, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,220.60
LEAVITT’S MILL FREE HEALTH CENTER . . . . . . . .1,500.00
LEIGHTON EXCAVATION, LLC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .4,800.00
LEIGHTON’S GARAGE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .454.81
LESLEY LEIGHTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,959.00
LH HOUSING, LLC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,135.00
LINCOLN PRESS CORP .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .407.00
LINDA DAVENPORT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .856.49
LINDSAY A FARRER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,855.22
LUCINDA L ALDOUS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
LYNN CARD COMPANY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78.00
MAINE FIRE CHIEFS ASSOC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .384.00
MAINE INFORMATION NETWORK  . . . . . . . . . . . .425.00
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION . . . . . . . . . . 36,398.10
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION . . . . . . . . . . 26,234.86
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION . . . . . . . . . . 39,037.00
MAINE MUNICIPAL EMPLY. HEALTH TRUST . . . . 192,272.18
MAINE MUNICIPAL TAX COLLECTORS &.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .185.00
MAINE OLD CEMETARY ASSOCIATION.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .300.00
MAINE OXY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .153.92
MAINE PERS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .7,650.54
MAINE RECREATION & PARK ASSOCIATION.  .  .  .  .  .  .  90.00
MAINE RESOURCE RECOVERY ASSOCIATION  . . . . .339.00
MAINE STATE SECURITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,159.30
MAINE TOWN & CITY CLERK’S ASSOC. . . . . . . . . .360.00
MAINE TOWN & CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOC..  .  .  .  .  .  75.00
MAINE TURNPIKE AUTHORITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . .126.10
MAINE WELFARE DIRECTORS’ ASSOC. . . . . . . . . .165.00
MAINE-LY BATTERIES, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.95
MAINELY TICKS INC.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,050.00
MARIJANE L BRINK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.00
MARK & SON TRUCKING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .990.00
MARK H SANBORN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
MARKS PRINTING HOUSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.50
MARY JANES FARM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  19.95
MATHESON TRI-GAS INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .721.94
MBOIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .235.00
MCLAUGHLIN BUILDERS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 34,724.50
MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT SERVICES . . . . . . . 15,050.02
MICHAEL DEANGELIS.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .784.08
MICHAEL E RISTI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,201.96
MICHAEL HERSOM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .514.31
MICHAEL PRUNEAU.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .200.00
MICHELLE E NELSON .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .575.66
MORIN & SON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
MORIN STEEL, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,622.28
MOTOR BOOTY AFFAIR, LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .400.00
MPX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,176.10
MRPA.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,750.00
MTCMA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .140.00
NANCY A JOHNSON  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .587.94
NAPA / GENUINE PARTS COMPANY-ME DC . . . . . .3,018.90
NATHAN T MCCOY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .347.48
NATIONAL ATTACHMENTS, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . .604.23
NEAFC INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  50.00
NEST & SONS, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .250.00
NETS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,095.00
NEW ENGLAND TECH AIR & ME STEEL . . . . . . . . .285.00
NFPA INTERNATIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .350.00
NORMAND ELECTRIC, INC. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5,960.65
NORTH EAST MOBILE HEALTH SVCS. . . . . . . . . . .500.00
NORTHEAST CHARTER & TOUR CO., INC . . . . . . .2,035.00
NORTHEAST ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS . . . . . . . 16.81
NORTHEAST MECHANICAL & ENERGY  . . . . . . . .4,449.21
NORTHEASTERN GENERAL CONTRACTORS . . . . .1,410.00
NRPA .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .165.00
OSSIPEE MOUNTAINEES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,562.32
OTT COMMUNICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,811.10
PALMER SPRING COMPANY . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,532.31
PAMELA PAGE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .135.00
PAMELA PRUNEAU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,050.00
PATTI J MCKENNA.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  43.74
PAULINE KEITH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .640.77
PAULINE KEITH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .149.99
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PERMA-LINE CORP. OF NEW ENGLAND . . . . . . . .2,345.65
PETER T COTE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,889.94
PETER, PIETIT LANDSCAPING, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
PHILIP PROCTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.00
PILLSBURY PLUMBING & HEATING  . . . . . . . . . . .277.24
PIT STOP FUELS, INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,091.40
PITNEY BOWES .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,403.46
PITNEY BOWES INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .565.44
PLUMMER’S HARDWARE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .7,286.31
POIRIER GUIDE LINES  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,790.90
PORT CITY ARCHITECTURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,029.00
PORTLAND COMPUTER COPY, INC . . . . . . . . . .3,064.00
PORTLAND GLASS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .762.50
PORTLAND NORTH TRUCK CENTER.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .482.16
PORTLAND PLASTIC PIPE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,188.19
PRAETORIAN DIGITAL.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .950.00
PRECISION ROLLER.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  81.02
PRESBY STEEL, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .195.30
R & W ENGRAVING, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .308.05
RAYMOND AND PATRICIA FRAZIER  . . . . . . . . . . .916.68
READY REFRESH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,581.85
RED WING SHOE STORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,034.99
REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT NO 57 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  8,056,425.50
REVISE, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,800.00
RHR SMITH & COMPANY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7,500.00
RICHARD GENEST INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9,060.52
RMDL INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .600.00
ROBERT DEVILLENEUVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .300.00
ROBERT FLOYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
ROBERT M HANSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .764.40
ROCHESTER PROFESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS.  .  .  .  .  .  75.00
ROSS CORNER FIRE COMPANY . . . . . . . . . . . 11,743.34
RSD GRAPHICS, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8,240.85
RSU 57 SCHOOL NUTRITION .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .437.55
S & V TRUCKING  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,650.00
SACO RIVER COMM. T.V. CORP. . . . . . . . . . . . 29,190.00
SACO RIVER CORRIDOR COMMISSION . . . . . . . . .300.00
SACO VALLEY CREDIT UNION . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,235.20
SAMANTHA M LANE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .200.00
SAM’S CLUB.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .225.00
SANDRA M JORGENSEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.95
SANFORD-SPRINGVALE YMCA.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,600.00
SAVVY EVENT RENTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .432.00
SCOTT BERNIER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .240.00
SEBAGO TECHNICS, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14,696.78
SECRETARY OF STATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .589.00
SESFORME.COM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,568.72
SETCOM CORP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,060.93
SHARON REED  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.31
SHELLEY MERCIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
SHERRY F NADEAU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.65
SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .613.91
SHIRLEY A GIRARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200.00
SHOEM ROADWAY SERVICES . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,885.00
SHREDDING ON SITE, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .483.60
SIMPLEX GRINNELL LP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .780.00
SMPDC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 42,481.71
SOUTHERN MAINE AGENCY ON AGING .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,700.00
SOUTHERN MAINE COMM. SERVICES.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13,960.64
SOUTHERN MAINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE .  .  .  .  .  .  .250.00
SOUTHERN MAINE HEALTH CARE . . . . . . . . . . . .318.55
SOUTHERN MAINE MEDICAL CENTER.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,684.00
SOUTHERN ME MARINE SERVICES, INC. . . . . . . .5,950.53
SOUTHWORTH-MILTON INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,022.07
SPRINGVALE HARDWARE CO., INC . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00
SPUD’S MOBILE REPAIR & WELDING, INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .4,698.00
STAPLES ADVANTAGE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,822.21
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .209.53
STEPHEN W EVERETT.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800.00
STEVEN CHAMBERLAIN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .920.00
STRATHAM TIRE, INC..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,498.38
STS CONSTRUCTION .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  10.00
SUGARLOAF AMBULANCE/RESCUE VEH . . . . . . .1,367.76
SULLIVAN TIRE OF MAINE LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .548.80
SUMERIAN IRRIGATION LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .396.00
SUNDAY RIVER SKIWAY CORP .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .105.93
SUPERIOR CONCRETE, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,220.00
SWANK MOTION PICTURES, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . .385.00
SWENSON GRANITE COMPANY, LLC  . . . . . . . . . .709.45
TAMARA S BELLMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.88
TARRI HARMON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .120.00
TAYLOR RENTAL CENTER.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .220.00
TEI LANDMARK AUDIO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .282.52
TEMPLE ALUMINUM FOUNDRY, INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .368.55
THE HARTFORD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.  .  .  .  .  .162.00
THE PENSION SERVICES OF MAINE, LLC . . . . . . . .650.00
THE SMART SHOPPER, INC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,540.44
THOMAS J BLACKBURN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .261.59
TIA DEPETER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
TIME WARNER CABLE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,792.12
TOBY GUIMOND.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  50.00
TODD SMITH.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,196.12
TOP IT OFF OIL, INC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .209.90
TOWN OF BUXTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00
TOWN OF HOLLIS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .404.88
TOWN OF HOLLIS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,222.09
TOWN OF KENNEBUNK.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5.00
TREAS STATE OF MAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 552,543.78
TREASURER STATE OF MAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.00
TREASURER STATE OF MAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
TREASURER, COUNTY OF YORK.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2,240.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .170.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .195.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1,026.40
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE/ . . . . . . . . . . . .2,445.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE/MAINE DEP . . . . . .2,797.50
UNFINISHED BUSINESS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
US POSTAL SERVICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .821.44
V A HALLADAY SUPPORT SERVICES.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 30,471.00
VERIZON .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5,205.74
W B MASON CO, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,904.04
WALTER SULLIVAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
WATERBORO HANNAFORD #0221 . . . . . . . . . . . .527.92
WATERBORO REPORTER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .4,727.75
WATERBORO WATER DISTRICT  . . . . . . . . . . . 42,377.25
WATERBOROUGH HISTORICAL SOC. . . . . . . . . .5,000.00
WEIRS MOTOR SALES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,345.40
WENDY HOWE.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .200.00
WEX BANK.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12,016.20
WGR, INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9,556.36
WHITE SIGN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,742.59
WILLIAM COOKSON.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  67.45
WITMER PUBLIC SAFETY GROUP, INC. . . . . . . . .9,842.25
WOODSOME’S FEEDS & NEEDS . . . . . . . . . . . . .423.17
WORKGROUP TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS INC.  .  .  .  .  .142.00
WORSTER’S AUTOMOTIVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,017.05
WRIGHT EXPRESS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,182.39
YORK CNTY TOWN&CITY CLERK ASSO . . . . . . . . . 18.00
YORK COUNTY BUDGET COMMITEE  . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00
YORK COUNTY CHIEFS ASSOCIATION  . . . . . . . . .150.00
YORK COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION CORP . . . . .3,500.00
YORK COUNTY SHELTERS PROGRAMS INC  . . . . .1,500.00
YORK CTY/REGISTRY OF DEEDS  . . . . . . . . . . .7,150.50
ZACKERY BUTTERFIELD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .551.70
TOTAL                                             $12,931,784 69
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Lien Status
As of June 30, 2017
Note: Does not reflect payments received after 6/30/17
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
ALBERT DENNIS R  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,455.04
ANASTOSOPOULOS ANGELO .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3,145.54
ANASTOSOPOULOS ANGELO & VALERIE B JT  . . . . . 1,468.77
ANASTOSOPOULOS ANGELO & VALERIE B JT  . . . . . 3,785.62
ANASTOSOPOULOS, ARIEL K .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 637.03
BEAN JOANNE R  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,698.50
BEAN MARIE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,304.54
BEAN MARIE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,531.09
BEAN MARIE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,298.22
BEAN MARK E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,087.88
BEAN MARK E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,299.28
BECKER ANITA L C/O JENNIFER MONROE . . . . . . . . 1,042.95
BECKWITH REBEKAH J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 962.32
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.54
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.54
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
BEGIN PHILLIP J JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.54
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.77
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207.44
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207.44
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.77
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118.87
BENNETT TODD S & KATHERINE E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280.15
BIRKEMOSE FRANK W & LORRAINE  . . . . . . . . . . . . 709.16
BKJ LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 162.53
BKJ LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 204.47
BKJ LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 353.96
BKJ LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 302.62
BKJ LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  97.54
BLALOCK LILIAN GALE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,762.50
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 285.69
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 335.89
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 114.30
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 114.30
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 335.89
BOLDUC ALAN T C/O RICHARD BRIDGES . . . . . . . . . 285.69
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 405.63
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 660.10
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 338.49
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 334.73
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 331.75
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 341.31
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 354.34
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 371.42
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 359.58
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 301.75
BOMBARO DAVID & ELIZABETH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 372.91
BOWIE, KIMBERLY BOWIE, ERIC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6,664.45
BOWIE, KIMBERLY BOWIE, ERIC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6,780.98
BRUNET, JASON D & CABAN, MIRANDA L (JT) .  .  .  .  .  . 1,699.09
BRYANT TRINA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,450.08
BRYANT TRINA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,138.90
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,828.21
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,450.85
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,732.29
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,997.15
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,027.31
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,044.99
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 499.24
BYRD THOMAS E & ELIZABETH A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,981.91
CROSS MARJORIE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 255.25
CROSS MARJORIE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  57.84
CROSS MARJORIE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 234.79
CROSS MARJORIE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 257.04
CROWELL, CHERYL E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.84
CUNNINGHAM ROGER H JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,056.13
CUNNINGHAM ROGER H JR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,048.77
CURTIS, PENNY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,694.04
CUSHMAN DAVID K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,823.57
CUSHMAN DAVID K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,446.28
CUSHMAN DAVID K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,976.98
CYR DANIEL P  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,311.39
DAY EDWIN E JR & CHRISTIE M JONES  . . . . . . . . . . 860.29
DENBY ROLAND E C/O AMY GATES.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4,411.98
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,010.81
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 893.73
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 615.70
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,010.81
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 893.73
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 615.70
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,491.44
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,331.38
DEZAN LEE F & GAIL F .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,075.94
DODGE FRED & DVORAK KATHRYN A.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 202.69
DOLBEC EVAN A  & PATRICIA A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,709.01
DOLBEC EVAN A  & PATRICIA A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,975.86
DUNNELLS AMY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139.20
DUNNELLS AMY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 361.19
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,958.91
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,712.33
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,003.68
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,113.25
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 403.91
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,973.90
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,021.08
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,806.66
DUSTIN HOLLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,574.29
DUSTIN VIVIAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 297.58
DUSTIN VIVIAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254.51
EASTBROOK TIMBER CO INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,178.05
EASTBROOK TIMBER CO INC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,399.08
EATON JR, GEORGE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
FRASIER PATRICK R C/O THE MAROON GROUP LLC . . 1,561.38
FRASIER PATRICK R C/O THE MAROON GROUP LLC . . 1,434.11
FRASIER PATRICK R C/O THE MAROON GROUP LLC . . 1,258.82
FRASIER PATRICK R C/O THE MAROON GROUP LLC . . 1,367.18
FRENIERE HOPE D TRUSTEE FRENIERE LIVING TRUST .  .  3,075.43
FRENIERE HOPE D TRUSTEE FRENIERE LIVING TRUST .  .  3,582.59
FRENIERE HOPE D TRUSTEE FRENIERE LIVING TRUST .  .  3,424.62
GARDNER SARAH CLAIRE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 589.79
GARDNER SARAH CLAIRE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 952.26
GARLAND WILMA* C/O NICHOLAS R. PERKINS . . . . . . 181.47
GARLAND WILMA* C/O NICHOLAS R. PERKINS . . . . . . 85.34
GARLAND WILMA* C/O NICHOLAS R. PERKINS . . . . . . 140.98
GATELY JOHN R  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,663.44
GILE ORCHARDS INC GILE WAYNE L .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 970.79
GILMAN MARY A, ESTATE OF,*(DEC.)  . . . . . . . . . . . . 228.60
GILMAN MARY A, ESTATE OF,*(DEC.)  . . . . . . . . . . . 2,214.35
GILMAN MARY A, ESTATE OF,*(DEC.)  . . . . . . . . . . . . 586.80
GILMAN MARY A, ESTATE OF,*(DEC.)  . . . . . . . . . . . . 582.30
GIRARD SHAWN & DENNIS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 688.85
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GOBEIL TYLER A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 393.19
GONZALEZ MILTON T JR & MARGARET E ATTN: MERS . . 4,041.63
GONZALEZ MILTON T JR & MARGARET E ATTN: MERS . . 3,907.54
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67.84
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 516.35
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495.04
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493.21
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435.89
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 488.66
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256.03
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428.84
GOODRICH WILLIAM A & SALLY A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486.71
GRAFFAM MELISSA A & ERNEST J  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,358.89
GRAFFAM MELISSA A & ERNEST J  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,293.12
GRAFFAM MELISSA A & ERNEST J  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,051.30
HACKETT, SCOTT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,574.71
HACKETT, SCOTT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,418.33
HALL NATHAN W & TAMMY M .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  17.45
HAMILTON KATHIE & FRED  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,061.46
HANSEN MARK H  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,261.11
HARDING, JOSHUA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190.50
HARDING, JOSHUA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 439.63
HARDING, JOSHUA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
HARDING, JOSHUA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
HARRIMAN JAMES S & JANE M .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 667.51
HARRIMAN JAMES S & JANE M .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,011.50
HARRIMAN RONALD C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,326.76
HARRIMAN RONALD C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,846.83
HART KAREN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601.98
HART KAREN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,563.99
HAYES ROBERTA & JOHN J (JT) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 836.66
HENDRIX RICKY S & BEVERLY J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,126.49
HENSEL CATHERINE T .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,148.84
HENSEL CATHERINE T .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,448.05
HERRLE R ERIC & DIANE J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,159.00
HERRLE R ERIC & DIANE J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,708.78
HOLDEN KRISTINE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 248.15
HOLMES ROBERT B & CHRISTINE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . 299.47
HOLMES ROBERT B & CHRISTINE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . 321.56
HUNTRESS AARON & DWELLEY, NICOLE  . . . . . . . . . 931.53
HUNTRESS AARON D & NICOLE DWELLEY  . . . . . . . . 649.09
HUNTRESS AARON D & NICOLE DWELLEY  . . . . . . . 3,296.41
IRIE BLISS ACRES, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244.60
JACOBSEN ERIC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,544.53
JACOBSEN LAWRENCE & ERIC JACOBSEN  . . . . . . . . 557.02
JAROSZ JANICE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 885.24
JAROSZ JANICE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,156.41
JAROSZ JANICE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234.70
JAROSZ RONALD C  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 802.83
JAROSZ RONALD C  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.58
JAROSZ RONALD C & JANICE K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,721.19
JEWETT RUTH A, FRANK H III & SETH A CO-TRUSTEES JEWETT 
BYPASS B TRUST U/D/T/ 06/06/1996 1/2 INT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 579.98
JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE  . . . . . . . . . . . . 964.69
JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE  . . . . . . . . . . . 1,175.80
JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE E  . . . . . . . . . . 7,249.85
JOHNSON DANIEL W & ADRIEANNE E  . . . . . . . . . . 7,048.50
JOHNSON, DANIEL .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,809.75
JOHNSON, DANIEL .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,693.16
JOHNSON, RICHARD  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544.07
JONES ANDREW A & BRENDA J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 706.63
JSP PROPERTY SOLUTIONS, LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,304.54
JW GROUP LLC C/O JOSHUA WATERHOUSE . . . . . . . 109.21
JW GROUP LLC C/O JOSHUA WATERHOUSE . . . . . . . 74.68
KNIGHT MELVILLE B III .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,444.50
KNIGHT MELVILLE B III .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,271.71
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
KNIGHT RUTH W HEIRS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,220.72
KNIGHT RUTH W HEIRS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,866.70
KOOLIAN GEORGE TRUSTEE FAMILY TRUST  
   C/O ROBERT KOOLIAN .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 105.28
KOOLIAN GEORGE TRUSTEE FAMILY TRUST  
   C/O ROBERT KOOLIAN .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 760.48
KRATZSCH DALE D & ANITA M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 877.82
KRATZSCH DALE D & ANITA M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,311.64
KRZYWICKI JAMES S & SCANNELL, DEBRA L TRUSTEES 
   OF KRZYWICKI/SCANNELL NOMINEE TRUST . . . . . 3,700.27
KRZYWICKI JAMES S & SCANNELL, DEBRA L TRUSTEES 
   OF KRZYWICKI/SCANNELL NOMINEE TRUST . . . . . 3,878.74
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 225.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 206.34
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 208.19
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 208.19
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 225.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 215.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 215.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 208.19
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 206.34
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 215.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 225.30
LAKE ARROWHEAD REALTY TRUST  . . . . . . . . . . . . 206.34
LETELLIER, KIMBERLY R & MEGAN E POULIN .  .  .  .  .  .  . 350.80
LITTLEFIELD, ROBERT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 646.47
LITTLEFIELD, ROBERT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,502.66
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171.62
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131.74
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.47
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57.91
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170.22
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166.85
LUCEY THOMAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.10
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 114.30
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  80.77
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  48.77
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 114.30
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  68.58
LUMB WILLIAM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 114.30
MACALPINE, JONATHAN M. & ANDREA B. (JT) .  .  .  .  .  . 1,334.22
MACDONALD, CORY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 861.48
MALCOLM DEBRA A C/O LEOANRD BEAN . . . . . . . . . 456.41
MALCOLM DEBRA A C/O LEOANRD BEAN . . . . . . . . 1,778.51
MALDONADO PROPERTIES LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145.31
MARINER, KRISTINA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245.36
MASTRANGELO, PETER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.20
MAXFIELD JAMES H AND ANGELA L  . . . . . . . . . . . . 101.34
MAXINC LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.77
MAXINC LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207.44
MCANEENY STEPHEN JOHN ET AL 
   C/O HILLARY MCANEENY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,901.34
MCANEENY STEPHEN JOHN ET AL 
   C/O HILLARY MCANEENY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 811.76
MCANEENY STEPHEN JOHN ET AL 
   C/O HILLARY MCANEENY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,751.08
MERCHANT, NATHAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246.89
MERRY JASON M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 716.28
MERRY JASON M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,497.30
MERRY JASON M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,374.07
MOORE RICHARD E C/O SECRETARY OF 
   HOUSING & URBAN DEV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,420.37
MOREAU JOSEPH L & CLAIRE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507.49
MORIN SALLY & GENE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 155.45
MORRIS WILLIAM M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 995.17
MORRIS WILLIAM M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,184.72
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MORRIS WILLIAM M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,295.25
MORRIS WILLIAM M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,136.16
MORRIS WILLIAM M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566.82
MULLEN DANIEL ANDREW & JUDITH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  77.19
MULLEN DANIEL ANDREW & JUDITH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 252.98
MULLEN DANIEL ANDREW & JUDITH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 323.76
MULLEN DANIEL ANDREW & JUDITH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 384.89
MULLER ROBERT & STACY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57.91
MULLER ROBERT & STACY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163.81
MULLER ROBERT & STACY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.57
MURPHY, MICKEYLA A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,389.63
NADEAU WILLIAM  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.88
NEISIG, AUDRA .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,682.50
NEISIG, AUDRA .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,931.36
ODELL JOAN L & EUGENE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,359.32
ODELL JOAN L & EUGENE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,071.12
ODELL JOAN L & EUGENE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 857.38
ODELL JOAN L & EUGENE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,548.65
ORCUTT BRIAN D  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,345.42
ORCUTT BRIAN D  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,134.87
OWEN KEVIN E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
OWEN KEVIN E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190.50
PARKS HAROLD L JR & MARY I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,017.78
PARRISH, JANE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970.40
PARRISH, JANE W  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,022.35
PELOSI JOSEPH* M & LOIS J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
PELOSI JOSEPH* M & LOIS J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226.35
PELOSI JOSEPH* M & LOIS J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
PERKINS JENNIFER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254.51
PERKINS JENNIFER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311.85
PHILLIPS CHARLES R & DOROTHEA S 
   C/O SHIRLEY GOODWIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,097.02
PHILLIPS CHARLES R & DOROTHEA S 
   C/O SHIRLEY GOODWIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,187.06
PRADON MICHAEL & TERI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 321.34
PRADON MICHAEL & TERI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 418.76
PRADON MICHAEL & TERI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 468.96
PRADON MICHAEL & TERI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 256.43
PRADON MICHAEL & TERI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 123.44
PUTNAM RORY & OLIDA ARNOE- .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 640.08
PUTNAM RORY & OLIDA ARNOE- .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,029.25
RAMSELL JASON B  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 861.06
RAMSELL, JASON B  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 809.24
RANDALL, ANGEL CHASE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6,711.85
RIDEOUT WANDA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405.38
ROBERGE, JERED (1/2) ROBERGE, AUNDREA (1/2)  . . . . 972.31
ROGATO RALPH L C/O LORI THOMPSON.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 374.56
ROGATO RALPH L C/O LORI THOMPSON.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 418.03
ROGATO RALPH L C/O LORI THOMPSON.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 362.66
ROGATO RALPH L C/O LORI THOMPSON.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 152.40
ROUNDY CURTIS T .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,219.86
ROY DANIEL R  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,688.34
ROY RAY (DISPOSAL SYSTEM)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180.50
ROY RAY (DISPOSAL SYSTEM)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.75
ROY RAY (DISPOSAL SYSTEM)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330.72
RUDACK, MICHAEL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194.48
RUDACK, MICHAEL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
RUDACK, MICHAEL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.30
RUDACK, MICHAEL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
RUEL GARY & JAYNE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 165.21
SANTOS RICHARD P & MARIA A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.87
SAYCE SANDRA V MERS .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,099.08
SEAL ALFRED W JR & MICHELE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954.79
SEAL ALFRED W JR & MICHELE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659.89
SECRETARY OF HUD ATTN: H&L INVESTMENTS LLC . . . 748.28
SHELTON GARY L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,754.32
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
SHELTON GARY L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,572.77
SHELTON GARY L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,458.21
SHELTON GARY L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,784.09
SHOEMAKER SHAWN & JOAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,266.94
SHOEMAKER SHAWN & JOAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,283.34
SHOEMAKER SHAWN P & JOAN M  . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,634.48
SHOEMAKER SHAWN P & JOAN M  . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,864.84
SILBERT GERALD D & KATHRYN A  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,456.69
SILBERT GERALD D & KATHRYN A  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,951.99
SIMON PAUL & ANN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,124.71
SIMON PAUL & ANN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,145.27
SIMS BEVERLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,109.22
SIMS BEVERLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,664.12
SIMS BEVERLY A .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,456.97
STRID, JODI & BRANDEN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,802.67
STRID, JODI & BRANDEN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,449.07
TETREAU PATRICIA E & LINDA J .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,613.66
TETREAU PATRICIA E & LINDA J .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,794.98
TETREAU PATRICIA E & LINDA J .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,077.15
THIBODEAU KIMBERLY R (DISPOSAL SYSTEM)  . . . . 23,332.98
THORNTON KATHLEEN M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,182.37
THORNTON KATHLEEN M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,251.75
TONDREAULT JOHN R C/O GENE MELLOTT . . . . . . . 2,813.30
TONDREAULT JOHN R C/O GENE MELLOTT . . . . . . . 2,920.75
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255.95
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270.13
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 294.39
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,564.65
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,370.04
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,598.63
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,575.11
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,685.04
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,610.97
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,248.90
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261.98
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,340.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,461.17
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,280.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,492.31
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,470.42
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,503.32
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,572.61
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,894.95
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260.31
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,264.94
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,004.39
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 527.82
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239.08
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,765.65
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146.08
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116.22
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270.71
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 810.73
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 842.56
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 731.11
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 828.71
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 747.52
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261.98
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239.08
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260.31
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TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317.13
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,437.19
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193.32
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249.99
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147.23
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.52
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210.56
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143.51
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151.90
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232.49
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234.99
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217.68
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113.27
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.12
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210.56
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.52
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228.74
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.81
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.81
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270.71
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.52
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.12
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228.74
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.12
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210.56
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270.71
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484.76
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228.74
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598.72
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448.86
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 510.02
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454.42
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515.15
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,206.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,153.04
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,129.79
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,146.35
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 987.82
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 513.97
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,024.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539.54
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 443.49
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,352.49
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,124.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486.02
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315.87
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484.83
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130.66
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 370.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331.30
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362.22
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151.76
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192.98
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179.17
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189.42
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187.62
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.93
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 267.59
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324.16
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 376.97
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 338.91
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 378.45
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198.30
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 294.83
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 294.06
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290.65
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290.13
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113.27
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151.90
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143.51
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147.23
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146.08
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141.48
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.59
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.37
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.81
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
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YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.86
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 231.78
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262.61
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262.61
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186.47
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.93
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.86
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.03
TOWN OF WATERBORO EASEMENT DEED - 1997 - $5,600 636.86
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 793.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO EASEMENT DEED - 1997 - $5,600 540.04
TOWN OF WATERBORO EASEMENT DEED - 1997 - $5,600 323.93
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402.17
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 662.58
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128.91
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123.54
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123.61
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.72
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146.92
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315.36
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264.17
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414.40
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445.14
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 326.06
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284.70
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193.32
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217.68
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234.99
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232.49
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230.33
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243.37
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51.38
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 378.45
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 432.14
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.20
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262.61
YEAR   PRINCIPAL DUE  
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 338.91
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.86
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.93
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307.27
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303.26
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.69
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335.89
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373.73
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445.14
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 376.97
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 432.14
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385.09
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.25
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.41
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324.16
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332.85
TOWN OF WATERBORO  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414.40
WALKER STACIE R & AARON PARKER  . . . . . . . . . . . 685.80
WALKER STACIE R & AARON PARKER  . . . . . . . . . . . 972.27
WALKER STACIE R & AARON PARKER  . . . . . . . . . . 1,047.16
WATERBORO TOWN OF  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 754.21
WATERBORO TOWN OF  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264.36
WATERBORO TOWN OF  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 382.61
WATERMAN JOSHUA A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521.21
WATERMAN RUSSELL A & TRINA R .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4,258.06
WATERMAN RUSSELL A & TRINA R .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 571.22
WEST ROAD LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,655.44
WEST ROAD LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,459.37
WEST ROAD LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2,138.17
WESTOVER HOLDINGS, LLC C/O JEDIDIAH ROBBINS.  .  . 507.13
WESTOVER HOLDINGS, LLC C/O JEDIDIAH ROBBINS.  . 1,275.59
WHITTEN FAYE I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 676.66
WHITTEN FAYE I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,047.03
WHITTEN, FAYE I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 733.59
WHITTEN, FAYE I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 483.11
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 465.95
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 773.68
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 755.36
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 633.98
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 871.25
WHITWORTH RICHARD J C/O ANN WHITWORTH . . . . . 856.63
WOOD  FRANCIS E .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 908.30
WOOD  FRANCIS E .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,241.29
WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 580.70
WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607.57
WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,470.20
WOOD BRYAN J & JAMES J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,840.29
WOOD ENTERPRISES LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11,998.45
WOOD ENTERPRISES LLC .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12,600.76
WOODSOME CLARENCE E SR ET AL, HEIRS OF  . . . . . 281.94
WOODSOME CLARENCE E SR ET AL, HEIRS OF  . . . . . 261.24
WOODWARD ROBERT J & DEBBIE M .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 441.68
WOODWARD RONALD L & CAROLYN B  . . . . . . . . . . 330.71
WROBLESKI JAYNE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.27
WROBLESKI JAYNE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197.90
WROBLESKI JAYNE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.72
WROBLESKI JAYNE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156.38
YORK GUY E & CINDY J JT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199.65
YORK, CINDY J.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 742.19
YORK, GUY E SR. & CINDY J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 843.53
ZEEH DANE R & MARTIN JANETTE L  . . . . . . . . . . . . 192.76
ZEEH DANE R & MARTIN JANETTE L  . . . . . . . . . . . 1,924.81
TOTAL                                  $610,026 74
44 Town of Waterboro • Annual Report 
DATE OF DEATH NAME AGE
July 3, 2016 Bean, Michael D                                 61
July 12, 2016 Monroe, Margaret S                           82
July 14, 2016 Harris, Keith A                                    80
July 25, 2016 LaFrance, Robert D                            61
August 3, 2016 Sauls, Donald R                                 73
August 4, 2016 Soderlund, Judith E                           73
August 12, 2016 Egan, David Lynn                               49
August 30, 2016 Cormier, Dennis R                              62
September 7, 2016 Kent, Beulah E                                   90
September 26, 2016 Savoie, Lisa Lynn                               51
October 8, 2016 Collupy, Robert Byron Jr                    95
October 13, 2016 Manning, Earl R                                  78
October 18, 2016 Surette, Leonard Sheldon                  64
October 23, 2016 Dusseault, Doris Irene                        85
October 30, 2016 Welch, Betty Ann                                86
November 3, 2016 Roberts, Winthrop S                           82
November 14, 2016 Turner, Geneva G                               93
November 17, 2016 Robinson, John Henry III                    35
November 18, 2016 Gray, Earl R                                        57
December 9, 2016 Foster, John Calvin Jr                         72
December 17, 2016 Bullard, Thomas Wesley                     67
December 18, 2016 Elliott, Bernard A                                88
December 20, 2016 Munro, Stephanie R                           34
January 5, 2017 Jones, Doraine Ann                            80
Deaths Recorded  July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017
Town Clerk’s Report
January 10, 2017 Clark, Kevin J                                     53
January 22, 2017 Paquette, Robert                                91
February 4, 2017 Franklin, Elsie Mae                             71
February 20, 2017 Gilchrest, Robert Frank                      77
February 25, 2017 Roberts, Berle F                                 98
March 2, 2017 William, Peter K                                  82
March 9, 2017 Abraham, Gracy                                 81
March 11, 2017 Caldarelli, Carolyn C                          83
March 11, 2017 Klish, Mildred Louise                        101
March 12, 2017 Morrill, Pauline A                                87
March 25, 2017 Loynd, John T Sr                                93
March 29, 2017 Hayes, Roberta M                              80
March 29, 2017 Raymond, Jonathan Linwood            51
April 7, 2017 Coveney, Mildred Augusta                 93
April 18, 2017 Birkemose, Lorraine R                       77
April 27, 2017 Stephenson, Rose A                          89
April 29, 2017 Brow, Zoe M                                       81
May 1, 2017 Stephenson, Dewey W                       93
May 21, 2017 Berry, John Philip Sr                           69
June 2, 2017 Abbott, George C Jr                           47
June 14, 2017 MacDonald, Sheryl D                         69
June 15, 2017 Bauer, Carolyn Cushman                   90
June 19, 2017 Whitehurst, Coley Hughes                 94
June 23, 2017 Brown, Marjorie M                              86
June 30, 2017 Hazard, Kyle P                                   27
TOTAL   49 DEATHS
Total Voters (as of 6/30/17)     5156
Democrats                                   1320
Green Independent                           315
Libertarian                                     31
Republican                                  1570
Births Recorded  July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017
There were a total of 76 births (39 girls and 37 boys)  
CHRISTINE TORNO
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 
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MARRIAGE DATE NAMES
July 1, 2016 . . . . . . . . . Chauvette, Katie B & Bishop, Zachary D 
July 9, 2016 . . . Leonard, Brian S & Perreault-Linscott, Jacquelyn M
July 9, 2016 . . . . . . . . . . . Berry, Jessica A & Dorais, Joseph U
July 16, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Borenstein, Jonathan I & Huff, Rachel A
July 23, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Dame, Ashley R & Durepos, Donna D
July 30, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Dube, Anthony P & McCurry, Jaclyn M
July 31, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Avery, Joshua J & DiBiase, Erica M
August 5, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Belanger, Tina C & Vaughn, Richard W
August 6, 2016.  .  .  .  .  .  Bennett, Jessica K & Gage-Brown, Travis O
August 13, 2016 . . .Whitehouse, Thomas W & Melancon, Francine A
August 14, 2016 . . . . . . . . Dubay, David A & Dubay, Blakekelly E 
August 20, 2016 . . . . . . . . Bogdahn, Lindsey J & Griffin, Shaun K
August 20, 2016 . . . . . . . . Wolfinger, Justin A & Belanger, Kayla L
September 3, 2016  . . . . . . . Huntley, Preston S & Cole, Sharon J
September 3, 2016  . . . . . Cole, Samantha R & Campbell, Gavin E
September 6, 2016  . . . . . . .Matthews, Kevin L & Tetrault, Rose M
September 10, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  . Adams, Matthew S & Rubio, Yeneida R 
September 10, 2016 .  .  .  . McAllister, Francesca A & Sanborn, Eric G
September 10, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Mellen, Michael C & Hall, Corin E
September 13, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  .  . Rhodes, Geoffrey E & Rafuse, John L 
September 17, 2016 .  .  .  .  . Madruga, Brooke A & Stewart, Ronald M
September 17, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Barden, Kayla R & Bibeau, Philip E 
October 1, 2016 . . . . . .Ste.Marie, Andrew D & Barber, Catharine C
Marriages Recorded  
July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017
October 1, 2016 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hewes, Julia I & Fong Ryan J
October 8, 2016 . . . . . . . . . White, Jeffrey R & Deveau, Colleen A
October 8, 2016 . . . . . . Higgins, Jennifer M & Rodgers, Matthew J 
October 8, 2016 . . . . . . . . . . Marsh, Jody P & Perryman, Irene A
October 15, 2016 . . . . . . . Pouliot, Jeffrey P & Gebhardt, Diana E
October 15, 2016 . . . . . . . . . Knox, Andrea D & Scott, Michael D 
October 15, 2016 . . . . . . . . . . Cole, Maureen D & Shaw David T 
October 15, 2016 . . . . . . . . Bissell, Adam L & Goodale, Taylor C 
October 15, 2016 . . . . . . Abbott, Amanda L & Tanguay, Nathan L 
October 22, 2016 . . . . . . . Cunningham, Marc E & Beyer, Molly S
October 23, 2016 . . . . . . . Jones, Derek J & Mohrmann, Kelsey E
October 23, 2016 . . . . . . Reed, Angela E & Corriveau, Benjamin J 
November 1, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  LeClair, Amy M & Corriveau Samuel D
November 19, 2016 . . . . . . . . Davis, Douglas D & Ahern Patric A
November 19, 2016 . . . . . . . Ferguson, Bethany A & Cyr Daniel P 
November 20, 2016 . . Woodsome, Dwayne A & Robertshaw, Susan M
December 5, 2016 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Troiani, Rinaldo P & Petrin David J
December 31, 2016 . . . . . . . . . Nunan, Kayla J & Petrin, David J
January 3, 2017 . . . . . . . . Libby, April Rae & Howe, Jessica Lynn
January 12, 2017  . . . . Perreault, Tracy Lee & Fowler William Walter
January 13, 2017  . Murray, Heather Lynn & McKenney, Seth Wallace
March 1, 2017 . . . . . Anderson, Chad John & Dame, Audra Nerissa
March 24, 2017 . . . Scamman, Jessica Lyn & Day, Kristopher Glenn
May 6, 2017 . . Raab, Alexander Diaz & Jacques-Daney, Ashley Beth
May 13, 2017  . . Desrochers, Corey S & Chammings, Amanda Lynne
June 3, 2017 .  .  .  .  . Iosue, Francesca Marie & Earle, Cameron Taylor
June 30, 2017 . . . . . Steeves, Cailin Annie & Donovan, Austin Cole
TOTAL                                     50 MARRIAGES
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Matthew Bors
WATERBORO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
 
Chief Matthew S. Bors 
Dep. Chief Lisa Bennett 
 
 
2017 Department Report 
    
Waterboro Fire Department continuously strives to provide the highest level of service delivery with the 
utmost efficiency and training possible.  Our goal remains to provide you with professional and quick 
response time in emergencies and assist when possible during non-emergent situations. 
 
Our Emergency Medical Staff 
continues to stay current with 
the most updated healthcare 
protocols, practices and 
training to provide the highest 
level of patient care.  Our 
medical providers continue to 
update and gain additional 
skills and knowledge through 
continuing education and 
maintaining current 
professional licensure required 
by the State of Maine.  
  
Our dedicated staff continues 
to serve our residents and 
visitors 24/7/365.  We currently have 56 department members that serve our public with great pride and 
commitment.  In September we increased our supervisory staff with the addition of a 4th full-time rotating 
shift Captain which offsets any previous gaps in supervisory coverage, especially during the evening, 
overnight, weekend and holiday shifts of which 30 Per Diem EMT-FF members currently fulfill.   
 
After many years of fundraising and donations, late last fall we 
were finally able to purchase a Polaris UTV to be utilized for off-
road emergencies.  Last June, voters authorized the transfer of 
donation funds to be carried forward in conjunction with current 
funds to purchase this equipment.  The UTV is outfitted with a 
forestry skid unit and patient transport with future hopes to obtain 
tracks for winter use.  This equipment will enable our emergency 
responders to access hard to reach areas that are not easily 
accessible with the larger apparatus.  Many thanks go out to those 
who provided assistance in bringing this to fruition. 
 
We sincerely appreciate the strong community support we continue to receive and encourage you to 
contact us with any questions or concerns. 
 
Respectfully, 
Chief Matthew Bors 
WATERBORO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
 
Chief Matthew S. Bors 
Dep. Chief Lisa Bennett 
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road emergencies.  Last June, voters authorized the transfer of 
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funds to purchase this equipment.  The UTV is outfitted with a 
forestry skid unit and patient transport with future hopes to obtain 
tracks for winter use.  This equipment will enable our emergency 
responders to access hard to reach areas that are not easily 
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who provided assistance in bringing this to fruition. 
 
We sincerely appreciate the strong community support we continue to receive and encourage you to 
contact us with any questions or concerns. 
 
Respectfully, 
Chief Matthew Bors 
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ROSS CORNER FIRE COMPANY
 Dear Residents,
  Thanks to the hard work of Company members and the support of Alfred, 
Shapleigh and Waterboro, Ross Corner Fire Company stands strong and ready to 
serve.
  Training continues to be the focus of the Company members. RCFC has taken 
advantage of the generosity of not only Shapleigh, Waterboro and Alfred Fire 
departments in our training efforts but received valuable opportunity's from Saco 
Fire Department and the York County Chiefs Association. With Twelve active 
members at the end of 2016, we have had three more members complete BLS 
training hosted by the Saco Fire Department. This raised our number of interior 
certified fire fighters to Ten!  Ice Rescue and Open Water Rescue training's were 
also attended with eight of our members receiving a technician certificate. 
Currently one member is extending her training to the next level attending Fire 
Fighter 1 & 2 with the York County Chiefs  Academy and another member is about
to start EMT certification early in 2017.    
  Recent renovations to the Station have proven effective in energy conservation 
and safety.  Self help projects undertaken by the members include the painting of 
the interior of the Station and lighting upgrades from fluorescent to LED.  Thanks 
to the warrants approved this year by our three towns, new overhead doors were
installed replacing the original by-pass doors.  The original doors were very heavy 
and not well sealed against the elements.  They were also difficult and sometimes
dangerous to open particularly in the winter. We look forward to seeing 
significant returns on these investments through lower energy costs and safer 
operations when responding to emergencies.  
 
1787 Gore Road  Shapleigh, Maine 04076
Dave DeLapp
ROSS	  CORNER	  FIRE	  COMPANY	  
	  
1787	  Gore	  Road	  	  Shapleigh,	  Maine	  04076	  
	  
	  
CALL
Town-­‐
MVA 14
Chimney	  Fire 2
Str cture	  Fire 6
Fire/CO/Smoke	  Investigation 6
Station	  Coverage 3
Brush/Woods	  Fire 2
Overdose	  /	  CPR 0
Wires	  in	  Roadway 3
ATV	  Accident 0
Pedestrian	  Hit	  by	  Vehicle 0
Vehicle	  Blocking	  Road 0
Lift	  Assist 3
Fire	  Alarm	  Activation 0
Tree	  in	  Roadway 3
Permitted	  Burn	  Investigation 1
Vehicle	  Fire 3
Total	  by	  Town
Waterboro 9
Alfred 11
Shapleigh 19
Acton 1
Lyman 1
Sanford 1
Newfield 1
TOTAL	  CALLS 43
Total
Annual	  Report	  for	  2017	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  once	  again	  thank	  the	  Company	  members	  and	  their	  families	  for	  their	  generous	  
support	  and	  efforts	  in	  2017.	  	  The	  year	  ends	  strong	  with	  14	  active	  members.	  	  Younger	  members	  
have	  joined	  and	  training	  continues	  to	  be	  a	  major	  focus	  allowing	  Ross	  Corner	  Fire	  Company	  to	  
offer	  coverage	  to	  the	  towns	  of	  Shapleigh,	  Waterboro	  and	  Alfred	  well	  into	  the	  future.	  	  Our	  
current	  membership	  is	  strong,	  but	  we	  are	  always	  open	  to	  new	  interested	  prospects.	  	  The	  pay	  is	  
nonexistent,	  but	  the	  rewards	  are	  enormous.	  	  We	  can	  be	  reached	  through	  social	  media	  or	  email	  
at	  RCFCSecretary1787@gmail.com	  if	  you	  are	  interested.	  	  	  	  
While	  the	  number	  of	  calls	  decreased	  25%	  from	  the	  prior	  year,	  
2017	  will	  unfortunately	  be	  remembered	  for	  two	  major	  fires,	  
the	  Sanford	  Mill	  fire	  and	  the	  Asian	  Taste/Plummer’s	  
Hardware	  fire	  in	  Waterboro.	  	  Ross	  Corner	  Fire	  Company	  is	  
proud	  to	  have	  assisted	  with	  these	  events	  and	  41	  other	  calls.	  	  
The	  chart	  to	  the	  right	  provides	  a	  recap	  of	  the	  types	  of	  calls	  
responded	  to	  in	  2017.	  
Upgrades	   o	  the	  Station	  in	  2016	  have	  provided	  the	  efficiency	  
expected	  in	  regards	  to	  heating	  and	  accessibility.	  Budgeting	  
for	  continued	  maintenance	  and	  repairs	  of	  our	  trucks	  and	  
equipment	  is	  ongoing.	  Particular	  focus	  is	  being	  given	  to	  
seeking	  grants	  and	  alternative	  methods	  of	  funding	  for	  big	  
ticket	  items.	  
The	  Ross	  Corner	  Fire	  Company	  would	  like	  to	  thank	  the	  
communities	  we	  serve	  for	  your	  continued	  support.	  	  As	  a	  
completely	  volunteer	  organization	  your	  support	  provides	  the	  
catalyst	  for	  membership	  and	  training	  endeavors.	  
Sincerely,	  
	  
ave	  DeLapp	  
Chief	  –	  C1	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This office works hard in completing the work that needs to be done to accomplish the commercial buildings or residential building or plumbing 
changes or the e911 system addresses and or fixes that 
include the plan reviews, building inspections, site visits, 
septic system inspections, office meetings, E911 issues, 
Planning Board, Zoning Board of Appeals, nuisance 
complaints, land use violations, sub-division reviews  A lot 
going on with that one sentence! Building inspections are 
a priority; I don’t like to keep a construction job waiting, 
the average inspection takes one hour  Plan reviews, which, 
basically, is looking at a set of plans to be sure it complies 
with building codes  This process takes up to three hours 
depending on the scope of the project  I try to move these 
out quickly, although, eight to ten days for review has been 
the average 
 Waterboro enforces the state codes, known as Maine 
Uniform Building & Energy Codes (MUBEC)  The current 
plumbing codes were adopted in October, 2016  Maine 
has not yet adopted the new 2015 M U B E C  codes  The 
technical board tells me “the 2015 version is coming ” This 
office will offer training to local builders and contractors, once 
the State of Maine had adopted the 2015 Building Codes 
Code Enforcement Office
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
TAMMY BELLMAN
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT TO CODE OFFICE, 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT, 
PLANNING BOARD, ZON-
ING BOARD OF APPEALS 
AND ASSESSOR’S OFFICE
GLENN CHARETTE
CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER, BUILDING 
INSPECTOR, PLUMBING 
INSPECTOR AND LOCAL 
HEALTH OFFICER AND 
E911 OFFICER
    The Maine Department of Environmental Protection has 
approved Waterboro’s Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, which 
took effect December, 2016  This process took about a year; 
several drafts later, Planning Board review with several public 
hearings, then Selectmen review with a public hearing, and 
then the final draft to MDEP 
    Waterboro’s Zoning Ordinance is starting the review 
process and update for the next annual report  This office 
is looking forward to working with the Town Planner and 
the Planning Board to up-date and improve the Town of 
Waterboro’s Zoning Ordinance 
 Additional “tidbits” from the code office:
 •  7,200 miles driven performing 1,980 inspections  
– averaging 40 inspections per week
 • Land use violation resolved with court action  
 • Multiple land use violations resolved out of court 
 •  “After the fact” building and plumbing permits  
are always an issue for this office 
Respectfully,
Glenn Charette
CEO, BI, LPI, LHO
ANNUAL	  DEPARTMENT	  REPORT	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  July	  1,	  2016	  thru	  June	  30,	  2017	  
Code	  Enforcement	  Office	  
	  
	  	  	  	  This	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  hard	  in	  completing	  the	  work	  that	  needs	  to	  be	  done	  to	  accomplish	  the	  commercial	  
buildings	  or	  residential	  building	  or	  plumbing	  changes	  or	  the	  e911	  system	  addresses	  and	  or	  fixes	  that	  
include	  the	  plan	  reviews,	  building	  inspections,	  site	  visits,	  septic	  system	  inspections,	  office	  meetings,	  E911	  
issues,	  Planning	  Board,	  Zoning	  Board	  of	  Appeals,	  nuisance	  complaints,	  land	  use	  violations,	  sub-­‐divisi n	  
reviews.	  	  A	  lot	  going	  on	  with	  that	  one	  sentence!	  Building	  inspections	  are	  a	  priority;	  I	  don’t	  like	  to	  keep	  a	  
construction	  job	  waiting,	  the	  average	  inspection	  takes	  one	  hour.	  Plan	  reviews,	  which,	  basically,	  is	  looking	  
at	  a	  set	  of	  plans	  to	  be	  sure	  it	  complie 	  with	  building	  cod s.	  This	  proc ss	  takes	  up	  to	  three	  hours	  
depending	  on	  the	  scope	  of	  the	  project.	  I	  try	  to	  move	  these	  out	  quickly,	  although,	  eight	  to	  ten	  days	  for	  
review	  has	  been	  the	  average.	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  Waterboro	  enforces	  th 	  state	  codes,	  known	  as	  Maine	  Un form	  Building	  &	  Energy	  Codes	  (MUBEC).	  
The	  current	  plumbing	  codes	  were	  adopted	  in	  October,	  2016.	  Maine	  has	  not	  yet	  adopted	  the	  new	  2015	  
M.U.B.E.C.	  codes.	  The	  technical	  board	  tells	  me	  “the	  2015	  version	  is	  coming”.	  	  This	  office	  will	  offer	  training	  
to	  local	  builder 	  and	  contractors,	  once	  th 	  State	  of	  Maine	  had	  adopted	  th 	  2015	  Building	  Codes.	  
	  	  	  	  The	  Maine	  Department	  of	  Environmental	  Protection	  has	  approved	  Waterboro’s	  Shoreland	  Zoning	  
Ordinance,	  which	  took	  effect	  December,	  2016.	  This	  process	  took	  about	  a	  year;	  several	  drafts	  later,	  
Planning	  Board	  r view	  with	  s veral	  public	  hearings,	  then	  Selec men	  review	  w th	   	  public	  hearing,	  and	  
then	  the	  final	  draft	  to	  MDEP.	  
	  	  	  	  Waterboro’s	  Zoning	  Ordinance	  is	  starting	  the	  review	  process	  and	  update	  for	  the	  next	  annual	  report.	  
T is	  office	  is	  looking	  forward	  to	  working	  with	  the	  Town	  Planner	  and	  the	  Planning	  Board	  to	  up-­‐date	  and	  
improve	  the	  Town	  of	  Waterboro’s	  Zoning	  Ordinance.	  
	  	  
Building	  and	  Plumbing	  Permit	  Info:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  July	  1,	  2016	  to	  June	  30,	  2017	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  July	  1,	  2015	  to	  June	  30,	  2016	  
	  	  Commercial	  projects	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  7	  permits/	  $421,404	  construction	  value	   4	  permits/	  $1,155,980	  const.	  value	  
	  	  New	  homes	   34	  permits/	  $4,944,857	  const.	  value	   28	  permits	  /	  $4,494,100	  const.	  value	  
	  	  Remodeling	  &	  accessory	  structures	   96	  permits/	  $	  1,512,723	  const.	  value	   118	  permits	  /	  $1,993,312	  const.	  value	  
	  	  Plumbing	  permits:	  	  
	  	  	  S.S.W.D.	  systems:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  49	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  63	  
	  
Additional	  “tidbits”	  from	  the	  code	  office:	  
• 7,200	  miles	  driven	  performing	  1,980	  inspections	  –	  averaging	  40	  inspections	  per	  week	  
• Land	  use	  violation	  resolved	  with	  court	  action.	  	  
• Multiple	  land	  use	  violations	  resolved	  out	  of	  court.	  
• “After	  the	  fact”	  building	  and	  plumbing	  permits	  are	  always	  an	  issue	  for	  this	  office.	  
	  
Respectfully,	  
Glenn	  Charette,	  Code	  Enforcement,	  	  Building	  Inspector	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Plumbing	  Inspector,	  Health	  Officer	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  E911	  Officer	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Maine is no longer a 15 year title state  A 1995 and newer vehicle will require a title until further notice from the state  All motorcycles requiring an 
inspection sticker will have a March expiration  The year and 
the word March will be on the same sticker  This is to allow 
room on the plate for the inspection sticker, which will now 
go there as well 
 Please remember that your insurance card MUST cover 
the day you are here to register   Providing proof of insurance 
is your responsibility   We can accept a fax of insurance 
coverage from your insurance company if you request it from 
them   Our fax number is 207-247-5456   There is a $1 fee 
for incoming faxes 
 We have online re-registration   The town website has 
links to the website needed   You will need your current 
registration and insurance card available to do this 
 We also do re-registrations by mail   You can call and get 
amount due and mail check, milage, and copy of insurance  
Your new registration and stickers will be mailed to you   
This process can also be done over the phone with a credit 
card if you have your insurance information faxed first   
There are fees with credit card use because it is an online 
service 
 
Motor Vehicle Agent
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
During the past fiscal year (July 1, 
2016 to June 30, 2017) this office 
has done:
     Passenger vehicles       4971  
     Commercial vehicles      350 
 Trailers                844 
 Motorcycles &  
         Motorhomes          355 
 Transfers               446  
 
An additional 1683 registrations 
were done online during this fiscal 
year   
 Excise collected at town hall       $1,069,111 71
 Excise collected by Rapid Renewal   $261,205 12
 Total excise for the Fiscal year      $1,330,316 83
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Johnson
Motor Vehicle Agent-Waterboro
NANCY JOHNSON
MOTOR VEHICLE AGENT
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AERIAL PHOTO OF THE WATERBORO TRANSFER STATION & RECYCLING FACILITY BY GORDON LITTLEFIELD 
Free Day was on June 3, 2017, the following are some of the results of what was handled on that day as well as some year-end totals, see the chart as part of this 
report for all tons handled during the year at the transfer 
station 
 Demolition Debris - 23 17 tons the only waste that was 
collected on free day, and not to be recycled, was sent to the 
landfill 
 Electronics – 16 88 ton of TV’s and computer monitors, 
computer towers, printers, and mixed electronics that will be 
fully recycled and never see a landfill 
 Paint Care – 6 bins collected on free day, a total of 
47 bins for the year equals 18 80 tons of paint that went 
for recycling under the new state program which is a free 
program 
 Tires –  800 tires collected on free day, a total of 28 92 
tons for the year were sent to Ecomaine to be used for waste 
to energy 
 Furniture –  22 loads =113 22  tons shipped to 
Ecomaine for waste to energy collected during free day 
nearly a third of the total of 360 95 tons that were collected 
during the year the savings in tipping fees were nearly 
$4,700 00 
 Batteries - 57 batteries to Mainely Battery to be recycled 
= $456 00 in revenues 
 Metal - Estimated 10 tons light iron was collected 
during free day making a total for the year 141 24 tons that 
were sold and recycled  
 Sheetrock – 16 93 tons were shipped to Commercial 
Paving for recycling
 Shingles – 100 97 tons also shipped for recycling at 
Commercial Paving included 10 tons collected during free 
day 
Transfer Station & Recycling 
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
Other Year End Interesting 
Statistics
 The chart shown separates the 
totals of material collected at the 
transfer station for the past three 
years, only demolition totaling 
333 00 tons is sent to a landfill, all 
other waste is processed and recycled 
 Our Single Sort recycling went 
down over 16 tons from the previous 
year, it should increase annually this 
is the easiest way to save tax dollars, 
please separate your trash and recycle  
 Household waste went up again 
to just over 2,000 ton that’s a 7 6% 
increase in just 3-years 
Furniture sent to Ecomaine for waste 
to energy went up 88 tons this waste 
is now used for waste to energy 
instead of going to a landfill and we 
save $13 00 a ton in tipping fees over 
sending it to a landfill   
 The single-sort program that was 
initiated by the recycling committee 
several years ago was expanded to 
include the elementary and the high 
school in January of 2016, these 
schools now join the middle school 
in recycling and expands a very 
successful school program 
Respectfully submitted,
Clinton Andrews
Solid Waste Manager
BOB GOBEIL
DAN  MILLS
CLINT ANDREWS
PATRICK CHEVELIER
LYNN GRAY
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 FISCAL 2015-2016  FISCAL 2016-2017 
MATERIAL  LOADS  LOADS
Demo Wood 280 1 632 35 1
Brush-Clean Wood 225 1 1200 00 1
Metal 84.94 2 141 24 2
Sheetrock 15.59 2 16 93 3
Shingles 82.09 4 100 97 6
1” C&R 66.67 4 43 49 3
Tires to Ecomaine 14.74 4 12 28 3
Electronic Waste 37.32 8 39 44 8
Single Sort 464.23 87 447 84 85
Other Metal-Appliances      
Reuse Shop 25  25 00 
Furniture - Eco -OBW 272.95 48 360 95 65
RSU 57 - Single Sort  17  22   
Town Hall - Single Sort  42  46
Planet Aid 9.84 10  
Total Ton Recycled 1578 37 230 3020 49 245
      
Household Waste 1,986 43 133 2,004 54 129
      
Demolition -CDD 288 82 46 333 00 54
      
Waste Oil 2,440 6 1560 4
Antifreeze   290 Gal 1
Porcelain 150 yds  150 yds 
Compost      
Universal Waste 4,903 ft 4 8,479 ft 8
Freon in units - tons 187 3 277 3
Propane Tanks units 411  445 4
Batteries in units 73  57 3
Paint Care 7.35 tons 18 18 80 tons 12 
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Waterboro Public Library has had another busy year that included some changes and a few challenges  The biggest challenge occurred when we found we needed 
to replace the furnace and the oil tank  Even though the days 
were sometimes a bit chilly during this process, it was good to get 
everything back in working order before winter arrived   We are 
using our newly remodeled downstairs room for Wednesday Story 
Hour each week providing much more space to accommodate the  
families that attend  The room is also utilized by a weekly Writing 
Group, Girl Scouts, and other various groups that find it a quiet, 
pleasant place to hold their meetings 
 Over this past year we have hosted special programs for any-
one interested, including a Digital Photography class, Adult Book 
group, Genealogy, Essential Oils Basics, and an Adult Craft night  
We are often asked by outside agencies to be a neutral place for 
them to come and interact with the public, some of those included 
a representative from Sen  Angus King’s office who came to meet 
with any one wishing to bring concerns or questions, Massabesic 
Center for Adult learning held a Getting Hired! Workshop, Wood-
fords Family Services promoted their Foster Care program, and 
Southern Maine Agency on Aging held a Medicare Open Enroll-
ment day 
Waterboro Public Library
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
 Our homeschool community continues to find many 
resources here for their studies, and several families got together 
and used the A/V equipment to conduct a Writing Class for their 
students  We are also pleased to host child care and pre-school 
groups like Children’s Challenge and Foundations for Learning   
It’s wonderful to have all the children come and enjoy the books!
 As always, we continue to improve our book/video/audio 
collection each month and patrons can access our digital download 
library for e-books and audios  In addition, we offer free wi-fi, free 
computer use, copy/print and fax services, and STEM interactive 
toys & Legos for the Children to play with  
 In February, Library Director, Ruth Blake retired after 24 
years of service  We thank her very much for her dedication to 
serving the many, many children and adults over the years  Pauline 
Keith stepped in as Interim Library Director until a new Director 
can be hired  Looking forward we hope that the vision of a new 
Community Center in town will be realized and our library, being 
part of that, will finally have the space it needs to be the “best little 
small town library”! 
Respectfully submitted,
Pauline Keith
Interim Director
JEAN RUNDGREN
ASST  LIBRARIAN
RUTH BLAKE
FORMER DIRECTOR
PAULINE KEITH
INTERIM DIRECTOR
LAURA SCHMIDTHEIDI LIBBY
The Parks and Recreation department saw many changes in 2016-17 including personnel and the restructuring of the department to share the parks responsibilities 
with our Department of Public Works! At the end of the fiscal 
year, the DPW took over the maintenance of the parks and 
the Recreation Department will continue to schedule field 
reservations, concerts in the park and park improvements 
Parks & Recreation
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
 Our Seniors Programming expanded to include monthly 
trips to great destinations! Thanks to collaborating with 12 
other area rec departments, we were able to schedule trips to 
Oxford Casino, The Boston Aquarium, The Botanical Gardens 
and more  We offered a Tai Chi class with a world renowned 
instructor and a class on how to grow garlic here in Maine 
 In addition to Lakeside Market, we added two restaurants 
Continued on Page 53
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APRIL COTESEAN FALASCA LISA TUTOR
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT
TODD SMITH
INTERIM DIRECTOR
MIKE DEANGELIS 
FORMER DIRECTOR
In the fall of 2016, we completed ditching and replacing culverts on Federal Street   The road was ground and reshaped, then a base coat of pavement was laid down   
We finished the fall season starting a drainage project on 
Deering Ridge Road 
Public Works
D E PA R T M E N T  R E P O R T
DAVE BENTON
PUBLIC WORKS 
DIRECTOR
THOMAS 
BLACKBURN
MACHINE OPERATOR
NATHAN MCCOY
OPERATOR/
LABORER
to our providers of our delicious senior luncheons, Woody’s 
Grille and Flippin’ Good! Our cribbage and Walk with Ease 
programs continued to be very popular offering a chance for 
seniors to get out and socialize without spending any money 
 After 16 years as director, Michael DeAngelis left the posi-
tion and I was appointed Interim Director  April Cote assumed 
my responsibilities as director of our FUNergy before and after 
school care program and the transition went very smoothly  
FUNergy is now in its 8th year and continues to have a wait 
list due to space limitations  We look forward to building a new 
rec center someday that can accommodate all the residents that 
would like to participate in our programs!
boys in grades 3-6  A big thanks to all our volunteer coaches, 
especially Bill Cookson  
for stepping up and taking over basketball scheduling 
 As we continue to grow it should be mentioned that it 
wouldn’t happen without the department’s dedicated and 
caring staff   I congratulate all of them on a job well done! 
Special thanks to Lisa Tutor and April Cote for both being a 
tremendous help in keeping the department and the programs 
running smoothly!
Respectfully submitted,
Todd Smith
Interim Director
Continued from Page 52
 In the spring of 2017, we received our new dump truck, 
which should make a difference in cost for most of our future 
projects 
 We completed Deering Ridge 
drainage and moved on to doing 
pavement work on Ossipee Hill Road 
and Bennett Hill Road   
Respectfully submitted,
Dave Benton
Public Works Director
 Our other youth 
programs are all  
growing in numbers 
as well  Summer 
camps were bigger 
and better, basketball 
enrollment increased 
and we added a 
Lacrosse program for 
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THE CURRENT WATERBORO PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS, FROM LEFT: 
DAVID CHRISTENSEN, JUDY CARLL, LEE NELSON (VICE-CHAIR), DWAYNE PRESCOTT (CHAIR), JUDY WIRTH (SECRETARY) AND RYAN VANASSE  
Planning Board activity between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017: It has been our pleasure to have taken a conservative 
path to a fast growing community  In the past year we have 
implemented commercial design standards on main roads 
striving to reflect Waterboro’s history and preserve our 
small town characteristics  The Planning Board has been 
vigilant in getting the Shoreland Ordinance and Shoreland 
Map drafted and forwarded to the Board of Selectmen, 
they were approved and went into effect in December, 
2016   The Planning Board By-laws were up-dated and 
the next ordinance review and clean-up is for the Zoning 
Ordinance   
 Welcome Social Significance, Tim McCoy’s auto repair 
Planning Board
A N N U A L  R E P O R T
and inspection, and Village Plaza, a three or four phase 
commercial development in the review process, look for the 
new ventures on Main Street 
 Two subdivisions came before the Board; Sweet Fern 
Acres a 7-lot traditional subdivision was approved and 
Blueberry Fields a 3-lot cluster subdivision was denied due to 
not enough square footage 
 The Planning Board would like to thank staff members 
and community members for their in-put and assistance in 
making this year a very productive and beneficial year  We are 
looking forward to a productive 2017-2018 stay tuned!
Respectfully,
Dwayne Prescott
Planning Board Chair
Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals from  July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017 are: Shawn Shoemaker, Chair 
   Joel Plourde
   James Southworth
   Andrew Orr
   Robert Leeman
              
Zoning Board of Appeals
C O M M I T T E E  R E P O R T
 The Zoning Board of Appeals met twice during this fiscal 
year  The Applicant, Aaron Additon withdrew his application 
for an Administrative Appeal against the Planning Board for 
a three lot cluster subdivision on Old Alfred Road  
Respectfully submitted,
Shawn Shoemaker, Chair
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The Town of Waterboro is one of several dozen Maine towns that offers two high value local “peg” (public, education and government) access channels   Your 
government access channel helps keep the citizens informed of 
town government initiatives and the public access channel is 
open to everyone from Waterboro, regardless of whether or not 
they have cable
 SRC-TV processes all Waterboro meetings, schedules them 
for broadcast and makes sure they are archived on our website   
We also offer video production training and a wide array of top 
quality, no cost equipment loans available for those who wish 
to promote issues, share their talent or raise awareness of what’s 
going on at the local and state level    Hundreds of Waterboro 
citizens have appeared on your local access channels over the 
years and in 2017, we were proud to highlight and promote 
events like the new concert in the park series at Waterboro’s 
Friendship Park  
 Saco River Community Television has expanded our 
equipment and service offerings to include a public-address 
system, a sound mixer, a projector and collapsible viewing 
screen and a wide array of solid quality digital camera’s 
including our newest offering, a Canon 4K camera   All this 
equipment is available at no cost to the residents of Waterboro  
Citizens are also free to call our station at 207-727-5702 and 
Saco River Community Television
M A N A G E R ’ S  R E P O R T
sign up for no cost production training in not just camera 
operation but also video editing, a potentially lucrative job skill  
 In the fall of 2017, we expanded our “Livestreaming” 
capabilities by purchasing a service that allows us to extend our 
streaming capabilities beyond the usual town hall environs   
Examples of potential uses are wide and varied as the livestream 
service only requires a solid wi-fi connection to stream from 
sites outside of the usual town hall environment  
 Our original “peg” streaming service at src-tv org is one of 
the places where Waterboro residents can see current and past 
meetings   As of this writing, SRC-TV’s online archive holds 
234 town meetings, an impressive backlog of town information  
 Technology may be changing rapidly but our mission has 
remained the same – we are committed to help empower the 
people of Waterboro by offering them the tools they need to 
view and produce content of relevance to their lives  
 SRC-TV is very proud to offer cable subscribers a vibrant 
local community viewing option on a monopolized cable system 
dominated by corporate content that rarely reflects the interests, 
concerns and values of the people of Waterboro 
Respectfully submitted,
Patrick A. Bonsant 
Director, Saco River Community Television
Waterboro Water District
A N N U A L  R E P O R T
A new billing program was introduced in the first quarter of 2017  Instituted in 2003 the previous version was outdated and replaced to avoid compatibility issues  
The upgrade and formatting was done by the District at a 
considerable savings over the replacement cost an industry 
vendor version would have been  On July 16 we provided 
Fire Protection service for approximately 2 ½ hours at the 
Brookfield Place Plaza conflagration  During that time period 
an estimated quantity of 230,000 gallons was used resulting in 
a 1,533 gallons per minute rate of usage   System pressure was 
reduced and led to diminished service capability and caused 
customer constraints at various levels  Recovery to normal 
operations required three days  Actions taken to expedite 
recovery included requesting owners of large irrigation systems 
temporarily discontinue watering  Also arrangements were 
made for the bulk water delivery of 80,000 gallons supplied 
from the Maine Water treatment facility in Biddeford  The 
event will have cost the Water District approximately $5,000 
in labor, operations and the purchase of the bulk water  
We would like to thank the Biddeford Savings Bank and 
Waterboro Crossings for their cooperation with our request 
regarding temporarily halting irrigation, and our customers 
for understanding if service was below normal operations  
The District has hired Maine Rural Water Association to 
assist the District in an anticipated rate increase  We will be 
providing further announcements on the details of the increase 
once their work is completed  The District’s water quality 
conformed or exceeded all Federal and State drinking water 
standards  Additional water quality, managerial and operational 
information is available in the Consumer Confidence Report 
posted at the entrance to the Waterboro Water District section 
of the Town Office  Copies are also available upon request  
We appreciate the people who take the time to read the report 
and encourage readers to inform us if you have questions or 
comments  Meetings are held on the first and third Wednesday 
evening of the month at 6:00 and for assistance please contact 
us at (207) 651-8733 
Respectfully Submitted,
Waterboro Water District Board of Trustees
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corridor from Fryeburg to Saco   Clean, healthy water is Maine’s 
greatest asset   It’s hard to understate this important fact  
 We are happy to report the conclusion of our seventeenth 
successful Saco River Monitoring Program   Currently, we 
have over 10 volunteers monitoring for dissolved oxygen, 
pH, turbidity, temperature, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, total 
phosphorus, orthophosphate, Alkalinity and Escherichia coli   
We also do macro invertebrate testing and conductivity testing 
at many sites within the corridor   Our testing takes place 
on a bi-weekly schedule along the Saco, Ossipee, and Little 
Ossipee Rivers at 35 different locations during the months of 
May through September   All of the information relating to the 
past seventeen years of the Commission’s monitoring program 
can be found on our website located at www srcc-maine org   
This information can be useful for Planning Boards, Code 
Enforcement Officers and developers in locating appropriate 
types of land uses close to the River 
 The Commission’s job is to work with the communities in 
the Corridor to help keep the rivers clean and healthy   Copies 
of the water quality monitoring information is available or 
questions can be asked by calling Dennis, the Commission’s 
Executive Director   As always, if the town or citizen has a place 
on the river they believe should be tested, we would love to 
hear about it   The Commission office is located at 81 Maple 
Street in Cornish, Maine (Telephone 207-625-8123) and can be 
found on the web at www srcc-maine org 
The Saco River Corridor Commission (SRCC) was created with one purpose in mind – to protect the rivers in the Saco Basin and all that these rivers 
represent to the people that live and work here    The 
legislature provided the start and the performance standards 
to initiate the program and the cleanliness of the river is a 
testament to that effort   The Commission’s role is one of 
partnership   Each town has an opportunity to choose two 
people to represent them on the board and in this way, the 
Commission is functioning more as a local/regional group 
working to keep the water clean and to keep Maine looking 
like Maine   It’s a fact that many people come to Maine from 
other places   They arrive proclaiming how wonderful Maine 
is, the clean air, the clean water and all the trees which looks 
“nothing like where they are from”   Invariably, as areas are 
built up, the values that people sought out change, bringing 
inappropriate uses to the shore land area that can lead to 
land and water based problems   
 The Town of Waterboro is not represented on river issues 
through the Corridor Commission   Anyone interested in 
obtaining more information about how to represent your 
community through this Commission should contact the 
Commission Staff and we will explain the town’s role and the 
individual’s role as well   In a practical sense, Commissioners 
give the Town of Waterboro an opportunity to participate in the 
present and future development patterns throughout the entire 
Saco River Corridor Commission
“Communities Working Together To Protect Our Rivers”
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SCHEDULE 1 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - BUDGETARY BASIS 
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL FUND 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Variance 
Bud9eted Amounts Actual Positive 
Ori9inal Final Amounts (Ne9ative) 
Budgetary Fund Balance, July 1 $ 4,212,761 $ 4 ,212,761 $ 4,212,761 $ 
Revenues (Inflows): 
Taxes : 
Property taxes 10,856,779 10,856,779 10,872,252 15,473 
Excise taxes 1,164,200 1,164,200 1,384,550 220,350 
Intergovernmental revenues 669,877 669,877 624,700 (45,177) 
Charges for services 536,892 536,892 611 , 100 74,208 
Interest income 55,000 55,000 62,099 7,099 
Miscellaneous revenues 185,501 185,501 93,417 (92,084) 
Transfers from other funds 
Amounts Available for Appropriation 17,681 ,010 17,681,010 17,860,879 179,869 
Charges to Appropriations (Outflows): 
General government 1,028,003 1,028,003 921 ,680 106,323 
Insurance 238,232 238,232 226,723 11 ,509 
Library 100,245 100,245 89,929 10,316 
Parks and recreation 273,133 273,133 253,304 19,829 
Public safety 1,285,463 1,285,463 1, 175,901 109,562 
Health and sanitation 430,524 443,626 436,071 7,555 
Public works 1,228,310 1,319,507 1,297,511 21,996 
Unclassified 80,398 94,873 78,097 16,776 
Capital outlay 260,000 304,522 296,211 8,311 
Education 8,047,207 8 ,047,207 8 ,047,207 
Municipal building 76,500 81,853 63,788 18,065 
Debt service: 
Principal 296,588 296,588 296,588 
Interest 50,047 50,047 48,892 1,155 
County tax 425,000 425,000 421 ,218 3,782 
Overlay 148,599 148,599 57,016 91,583 
Transfers to other funds 
Total Charges to Appropriations 13,968,249 14, 136,898 13,710,136 426,762 
Budgetary Fund Balance, June 30 $ 3,712,761 $ 3 ,544,1 12 $ 4,150,743 $ 606,631 
Utilization of unassigned fund balance $ $ 14,475 $ $ (14,475) 
Utilization of assigned fund balance 500,000 500,000 (500,000) 
Util ization of committed fund balance 154,174 {154,174} 
$ 500,000 $ 668,649 $ $ {668,649} 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to f inancial statements. 
STATEMENTC 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
BALANCE SHEET -GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2017 
Other Total 
General Governmental Governmental 
Fund Funds Funds 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 4,387,740 $ $ 4,387,740 
Investments 2,294 2,294 
Accounts receivable (net of allowance 
for uncollectibles) : 
Taxes 469,557 469,557 
Liens 173,403 173,403 
Other 84,835 84,835 
Tax acquired property 109,570 109,570 
Due from other funds 316,219 316,219 
TOT AL ASSETS $ 5,225,105 $ 318,513 $ 5,543,618 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable $ 201,843 $ $ 201,843 
Accrued expenses 15,258 15,258 
Due to other governments 32,706 32,706 
Due to other funds 316,219 316,219 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 566,026 566,026 
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 
Prepaid taxes 35,479 35,479 
Deferred tax revenues 472 857 472,857 
TOTAL DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 508,336 508,336 
FUND BALANCES 
Nonspendable 109,570 109,570 
Restricted 53,476 53,476 
Committed 1,245, 158 1,245,158 
Assigned 500,000 265,037 765,037 
Unassigned 212961015 212961015 
TOT AL FUND BALANCES 4,150,743 318,513 4,469,256 
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF 
RESOURCES AND FUND BALANCES $ 5,225,105 $ 318,513 $ 5,543,618 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
STATEMENT E 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Other Total 
General Governmenta l Governmental 
Fund Funds Funds 
REVENUES 
Taxes: 
Property $ 10,872,252 $ $ 10,872,252 
Excise 1,384,550 1,384,550 
Intergovernmental revenues 624,700 624,700 
Charges for services 611 ,100 5,520 616,620 
Investment income, net of unrealized gains/(losses) 62,099 12 62, 11 1 
Miscellaneous revenues 93,417 8,063 101,480 
TOTAL REVENUES 13 648 118 13 595 13 661 ,713 
EXPENDITURES 
Current: 
General government 921 ,680 921,680 
Insurance 226,723 226,723 
Library 89,929 89,929 
Parks and recreation 253,304 253,304 
Public safety 1, 175,901 1,175,901 
Health and sanitation 436,071 436,071 
Public works 1,297 ,51 1 1,297,51 1 
Unclassified 78,097 10,552 88,649 
Education 8,047,207 8,047,207 
Municipal building 63,788 63,788 
County tax 421 ,218 421,218 
Overlay 57,016 57,016 
Capital outlay 296,211 365,251 661,462 
Debt service: 
Principal 296,588 296,588 
Interest 48,892 48,892 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 13,710,136 375,803 14,085,939 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) 
EXPENDITURES (62,018) (362,208) (424,226) 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
Transfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (62,018) (362,208) (424,226) 
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1 4,212,761 680,721 4,893,482 
FUND BALANCES, JUNE 30 $ 4, 150,743 $ 318,513 $ 4,469,256 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financia l statements. 
SCHEDULE 8 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
SCHEDULE OF DEPARTMENTAL OPERATIONS - GENERAL FUND 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Variance 
Original Budget Final Positive 
Budget Adjustments Budget Actual (Negative) 
General Government: 
Administration $ 405,392 $ $ 405,392 $ 376,571 $ 28,821 
Town clerk 57,725 57,725 57,056 669 
Tax collector 49,300 49,300 48,373 927 
Treasurer 69,924 69,924 68,719 1,205 
IT department 128,952 128,952 124,634 4,318 
Tax assessor 60,000 60,000 46,423 13,577 
CEO 73,870 73,870 66,736 7,134 
Planning board 10,450 10,450 2,376 8,074 
Planning department 101,875 101,875 88,939 12,936 
Zoning board 2,225 2,225 2,108 117 
General assistance 68,290 68,290 39,745 28,545 
1,028,003 1,028,003 921 ,680 106,323 
Insurance 238,232 238,232 226,723 11 ,509 
Library 100,245 100,245 89,929 10,316 
Parks and Recreation 273,133 273,133 253,304 19,829 
Public Safety: 
Fire department 814,114 814,1 14 770,984 43,130 
EMS 107,897 107,897 83,894 24,003 
Dispatch 61, 175 61,175 60,510 665 
Hydrant rental 42,000 42,000 42,000 
Ross Corner 11 ,777 11,777 11 ,743 34 
Sheriff/Deputy 221,000 221,000 185,866 35,134 
ACO 27,500 27,500 20,904 6,596 
1,285,463 1,285,463 1, 175,901 109,562 
Debt Service: 
Principal 296,588 296,588 296,588 
Interest 50,047 50,047 48,892 1,155 
346,635 346,635 345,480 1,155 
SCHEDULE B (CONTINUED) 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
SCHEDULE OF DEPARTMENTAL OPERATIONS - GENERAL FUND 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Variance 
Original Budget Final Positive 
Budget Adjustments Budget Actual {Negative} 
Health and Sanitation: 
Transfer/recycle center 430,524 13, 102 443,626 436,071 7,555 
430,524 13,102 443,626 436,071 7,555 
Public Works: 
Repairs/maintenance 1,228,310 91,197 1,319,507 1,297,511 21 ,996 
1,228,310 91,197 1,319,507 1,297,511 21,996 
Unclassified: 
Misc committees 67,700 14,475 82,175 65,399 16,776 
Local area agencies 12,698 12,698 12,698 
80,398 14,475 94,873 78,097 16,776 
Capital Outlay: 
Projects 260,000 44,522 304,522 296,211 8,311 
260,000 44,522 304,522 296,211 8,311 
Education: 
MSAD#57 8,047,207 8,047,207 8,047,207 
8,047,207 8,047,207 8,047,207 
Municipal Building 76,500 5,353 81 ,853 63,788 18,065 
County Tax 425,000 425,000 421,218 3,782 
Overlay 148,599 148,599 57,016 91,583 
Total Departmental Operations $ 13,968,249 $ 168,649 $ 14,136,898 $ 13,710,136 $ 426,762 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
SCHEDULE E 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - NONMAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2017 
Rescue Fund Christmas Fuel Rescue Conservation Ambulance Old Home 
Billing Donations Donations Equipment Funds Subscription Days 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 
Due from other funds 16,680 714 6,868 64,039 37,396 17,302 24,588 
TOTAL ASSETS $ 16,680 $ 714 $ 6,868 $ 64,039 $ 37,396 $ 17,302 $ 24,588 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 
Due to other funds 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
FUND BALANCES 
Nonspendable 
Restricted - 714 6,868 
Committed 
Assigned 16,680 - - 64,039 37,396 17,302 24,588 
Unassigned 
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 16,680 714 6,868 64,039 37,396 17,302 24,588 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES $ 16,680 $ 714 $ 6,868 $ 64,039 $ 37,396 $ 17,302 $ 24,588 
SCHEDULE E (CONTINUED) 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - NONMAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2017 
Community Ossipee State of 
Taylor American Center Fire ME Walking Sand/Salt 
House Legion Project Tower Grant Shed Total 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 
Due from other funds 2,912 2,990 1,186 606 1,016 25,970 202,267 
TOTAL ASSETS $ 2,912 $ 2,990 $ 1,186 $ 606 $ 1,016 $ 25,970 $ 202,267 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 
Due to other funds 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
FUND BALANCES 
Nonspendable 
Restricted - - - - 1,016 25,970 34,568 
Committed 
Assigned 2,912 2,990 1,186 606 - - 167,699 
Unassigned 
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 2,912 2,990 1,186 606 1,016 25,970 202,267 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES $ 2,912 $ 2,990 $ 1,186 $ 606 $ 1,016 $ 25,970 $ 202,267 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
SCHEDULE F 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
NONMAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Rescue Fund Christmas Fuel Rescue Conservation Ambulance Old Home 
Billing Donations Donations Egui~ment Funds Subscri~tion Da~s 
REVENUES 
Charges for services $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 5,520 
Other revenues - 2,005 6,058 
TOTAL REVENUES - 2,005 6,058 - - - 5,520 
EXPENDITURES 
Unclassified - 2,050 6,941 
Capital outlay 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES - 2,050 6,941 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES - (45) (883) - - - 5,520 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
Transfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING 
SOURCES (USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES - (45) (883) - - - 5,520 
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1 16,680 759 7,751 64,039 37,396 17,302 19,068 
-
FUND BALANCES, JUNE 30 $ 16,680 $ 714 $ 6,868 $ 64,039 $ 37,396 $ 17,302 $ 24,588 
SCHEDULE F (CONTINUED) 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
NONMAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Community Ossipee State of 
Taylor American Center Fire ME Walking Sand/Salt 
House Legion Project Tower Grant Shed Total 
REVENUES 
Charges for services $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 5,520 
Other revenues - - - - - - 8,063 
TOTAL REVENUES - - - - - - 13,583 
EXPENDITURES 
Unclassified - - - - 1,172 - 10,163 
Capital outlay - - - - - 365,251 365,251 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES - - - - 1,172 365,251 375,414 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES - - - - (1,172) (365,251) (361,831) 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
Transfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING 
SOURCES (USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES - - - - (1,172) (365,251) (361,831) 
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1 2,912 2,990 1,186 606 2,188 391 ,221 
-
564,098 
FUND BALANCES, JUNE 30 $ 2,912 $ 2,990 $ 1,186 $ 606 $ 1,016 $ 25,970 $ 202,267 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
SCHEDULE H 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
NONMAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
North Station Transfer Safety 
Ca~ital Station EMS Library Total 
REVENUES 
Other revenues $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 
TOTAL REVENUES 
EXPENDITURES 
Unclassified 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
Transfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING 
SOURCES (USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1 25,000 26,170 21,417 24,751 97,338 
FUND BALANCES, JUNE 30 $ 25,000 $ 26,170 $ 21,417 $ 24,751 $ 97,338 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
SCHEDULE J 
TOWN OF WATERBORO, MAINE 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN 
FUND BALANCES - NONMAJOR PERMANENT FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2017 
Library Cemeteries Total 
REVENUES 
Interest income $ 12 $ $ 12 
TOTAL REVENUES 12 12 
EXPENDITURES 
Unclassified 389 389 
TOT AL EXPENDITURES 389 389 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES (377) (377) 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
Transfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING 
SOURCES (USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (377) (377) 
FUND BALANCES, JULY 1 2,671 16,614 19,285 
FUND BALANCES, JUNE 30 $ 2,294 $ 16,614 $ 18,908 
See accompanying independent auditors' report and notes to financia l statements. 
Board of Selectmen
Dennis Abbott, Chairman            2019           247-5959
Gordon Littlefield                     2018           239-4650
Tim Neill, Vice Chairman             2019           929-0284
Dwayne Woodsome                  2020           793-4330
Ted Doyle                             2020           608-0917
Town Administrator
Gary Lamb                                     247-6166 x100
Administrative Assistant
Sherry Nadeau                                 247-6166 x101
Animal Control Officer
Wade Andrews                                       459-0369
Code Enforcement Officer/Health Officer
Glenn Charette                                 247-6166 x120
Code Enforcement & Planning Dept. Admin. Asst.
Tammy Bellman                                247-6166 x121
Dam Controller
Don Holden                                           247-5926
ecomaine Representative
Dennis Abbott                                         247-5959
Economic Development Coordinator
Chuck Morgan                                 247-6166 x122
Fire Chief/EMA Director
Matthew Bors                                   247-5299 x200
Deputy Fire Chief, Health Officer, Deputy EMA Director
Lisa Bennett                                    247-5299 x202
I.T. Manager
David Lowe                     247-6166 x105 Cell 608-5693
Librarian
Julie Hoyle                                           247-3363
Motor Vehicle Agent / Registrar of Voters /  
Deputy General Assistance Administrator
Nancy Johnson                                 247-6166 x112
Recreation Director
Todd Smith                                     247-6166 x125
FUNergy Office                                 247-6166 x109
Public Works Director
David Benton                                         727-0108
Deputy Town Clerk
Christine Torno                                 247-6166 x110
Town Planner
Lee Jay Feldman                               247-6166 x122
Deputy Treasurer
Julie Giles                                                       247-6166 x113
Tax Assessor
Shirley Bartlett                                  247-6166 x111
Deputy Tax Collector
Sharon Reed                                   247-6166 x116
Transfer Station Manager
Clint Andrews                                         247-3440
Building Maintenance
Pete Cote                                       247-6166 x101
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Assessing Board of Review (3 members/3 year term)
Robert Gobeil                        2019           281-3390
Megan Verlander                     2020           251-2787
Diane Gray                           2018           632-1943
Budget Committee (5 members)
Donna Berardi                        2019           247-3604
Brianna Tibbetts                      2020           206-9416
Vacancy                             2020
James Southworth                    2018           432-6798
Richard Briganti                      2019           247-3805
Cable Television Committee (1 Waterboro Rep./3 yr term)
David Lowe                           2019     247-6166 x105
Cemetery Committee (unlimited members)
Angela Tibbetts                       2019           651-1059
Georgia Jones                        2019           727-6968
Kelly Lehoux                                      2018           432-2699
Shauna Marino                       2018           651-2970
Danielle Donovan                    2018           897-8230
Helen MacKay                        2018           247-1062
Michelle Wyman                      2021           205-1038
Community Garden Committee (unlimited members)
Judy Carll                             2020           247-5878
Brigit McCallum                      2020           206-2904
Sandra Jorgensen                             2019           247-3877
Donna Berardi                        2019           247-3604
Vacancy                             2019
Oksana Sigleski                      2020           247-1203
Katie Wellman                        2020           712-5754
Jon Gale                              2020           247-5199
Conservation Commission (5 members)
Amy Lucarelli                         2020           636-6281
Anthony Lucarelli                     2020           636-6291
Vacancy                             2019
Vacancy                             2019
Vacancy                             2018
Current Town Officers & Officials
Town of Waterboro • 24 Townhouse Road • East Waterboro, ME 04030
www.waterboro-me.gov
Current Town Officers & Officials
Economic Development Committee (7 reg. members)
Kristina Mariner                      2019           749-7922
David Christensen                    2019           323-6668
Vacancy                             2018
James Southworth                    2018           432-6798
Vacancy                             2020
Vacancy                             2020
Joseph Nelson                        2019           571-5684
Fair Hearing Committee (3 members)
Mike DeAngelis                       2018           459-0487
Robert Gobeil                        2019           281-3390
Vcancy                                              2020
Library Board of Trustees (7 members)
Brigit McCallum                      2020           206-2904
April Cote                             2020           239-6577
Vacancy                             2019
Kellie DeMers                        2020      603-470-9308
Michelle Conners                     2020           247-1270
Rosemary Whittaker                  2018           582-3768
Vacancy                             2019
Old Home Days Committee (Unlimited/3 year terms)
Karen Turgeon                        2019           247-4016
Jennifer Mayo                        2020           399-1684
Heather Silva                         2020           651-4758
Crystal Arsenault                     2020           651-8634
April Tucker                           2018           247-3972
Cindy Durney                         2018           247-6583
Kristen Carll                          2018           590-7265
Angie Grover                         2018           730-0957
Chuck Grover                        2018           415-3508
Claire Tutt                            2020           929-0660
Parks and Recreation Cmte. (5 members/3 year term)
Robert Gobeil                        2018           281-3390
Michelle Bennett                      2019           468-4677
April Cote                             2020           239-6577
Meagan Swahn                      2018           502-5732
Craig Richardson                     2020           432-5547
Planning Board (7 members/5 year term)
David Christensen                    2018           323-6668
Vacancy                             2020
Dwayne Prescott                     2020           710-1614
Judi Carll                              2019           247-5878
Lee Nelson                           2021           247-6582
Judy Wirth                            2021           793-4685
Sam Hayden                          2018      443-474-1880
Public Safety Committee (5 members)
Joshua Godard                       2020           347-9045
Nancy Roberge                      2019           651-4656
Vacancy                             2020
Vacancy                             2019
Ronald Otte                          2018           284-3337
Road Review Committee (5 members)
Vacancy                              2020
Vacancy                             2020
Nancy Roberge                      2019           651-4656
Scott Davis                           2018           205-0605
Vacancy                             2019
RSU 57 Board of Directors (3 Waterboro Reps.)
Jennifer Mayo                        2018           247-8705
Rhonda Doucette                    2018           318-9026
Brenda Dyer                          2019           608-9193
Saco River Corridor Commission - Waterboro Rep.
Vacancy                         11/1/2020
Saco River Community TV Board of Directors/3 yr term
David Lowe                           2019     247-6166 x105
Carol Fletcher(Alternate)             2019           317-7381
Transfer Station/Recycling Committee (5 members)
Robert Gobeil                        2018           281-3390
Tim Neill                              2019           929-0284
Vacancy                             2020
Vacancy                             2020
Vacancy                             2018
Zoning Board of Appeals (5 members)
Shawn Shoemaker                   2018           651-1189
Andrew Orr                           2018           298-0635
Kurt Clason                           2020      603-630-3207
Robert Leeman                       2020           233-0350
James Southworth                    2019           432-6798
